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FT1 NG
hands-on activities for learninr workplace skills

and english as a second language

a teacher's haridbook
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Introductiori
This; -is a handbook for teachers.

_ It contains an orgariited curriculum of lessons, a section on lesson

planning and techniques_and-40 appendix_pf s4J000rt!ng materiel. Itjt_
designed to Clearly shOW teaCherS_what they have_to teeth, present ideas
for;teaching and provide helpftil information. Also, the handbook is, de=

signed to provide teachers maximum opportunity to &tide for themselves
how to-teach the lessons.

The handbook is for teachers who are teaLling the entire curriculum,

as part of program, or for teichers who would like to in-

corporate a few lessons into_an already-established curriculum. Although

the primary audience is teachers,_program supervisors or teacher trainers
may also fiikd this handbook dteftil.

The curriculum represents -a unique hands-on approach to teaching
basic skills and language for_the_U.S workplace to students Who are not

fathilAe with many common tools and procedures. designed for

SOUtheatt Atiah refugees; the_lurriculum can be adapted- far use-with_

other groupsi even older adUlts_or_young people. The_lessons_could_be
incorporated into a QoCatienal_training program, or they could provide an

interesting supplement to an ESL CleSt.

The.handbook consists of four parts:

I. Introduction. This provides information about the
iTiViiiigiigram for refugees that led to the
development of the handbook. TA sIsn expinins how

to use the handbgok.

2. Curriculum. These are the lessons, presented in two
tracks: the core curriculum of Activity lessons and
the umbers lessons.

3. Lesson Plannin and Tethn( es. A sample lesson plan.

for one leSSOn n the curr cu um is provided. _There
is ilsd.a selection of teaching_techniques that cap
be used in teaching the airriculum.

4. . This contains supplemental information, e.g.
an ts technical notes, and lists of materials. If

yoi have a limited budget, see the Starting Small section.

Although certain decisions have been made for teachers concerning what
to teachi it is up to them to decide hoW to teach these lessons. Sugges-
tioos and techniques are provideC but they have to ad t them to the de-
mands of their particular situation and tc the stpdent hey are teaching.

Enjoy the handbook!
. I



Backgrounds

The Pretreat In Penal lillioni.Thaliand

:h a rural village, the_rbythm_of life is begaeted_by the rising

and setting of the sun and the planting and harvetting of crops. Every-

thing needed is produced_by hOd. Young people watch and listen while

cloth is woven, fields plowed and tools made. 7f they leirn_a:second

language they do_so by_woriting alongsidelpeople.from other villages. .

For them, there is no need for books. They learn by example;

The activities in this book orlginated at part_ of a refugee train-

ing_program far people who came primarily from rural ireas in Laos and

Cambodia. In the case of the Hmong, Mien, Tai DaM and Other Hilltribe

people, they had Iivei outside a *Old of modern technOlogy.



To make _the transition.
people to life in the U.S.,
culum--one which emphasized
to cope with a technological

from their_lives as farmers and crafts-
these people needed a specialized curri-
fundamental skills and procedures necessary
ly developed society.

"'Although many had expett skills at shaping handmade tools and pro-

&Nits, they needed to know more about a culture where most things are

mass-produced. Many were not familiar with the tools we used in the

claSs, and did not have a sense of a nine,t0=five wOrking day. Moving

to a tilt-paced American urban culture would mean many transitionS,

but it wasn't:long before our students were using watcnes and calcu-

lators. and greeting us in English. We watched them add to their oral

tradition.an ability to read written symbols--words, numbers and

diagrams.



The program created "hand -on" lessons to teach technical'; job-

121ated and language It included the apprenticeship learning

style with_which the refu es were familiar, and sifaulated the work-,

place thvironment they w e likely to encounter in the U.S.

t
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e
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.
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Teachers, traineFs, consultants and friends were part of months of

continual innovation: We gathered materials, exchanged teaching_tech-
.

niques and field-tested the lessons. Since we sometimes had as iapy as ,

t ty-five teachers working.at the same time, we trained in teams
imulating step by step the activity as it would be taught in the class=

room. Over time we foufd that ap activity can be fun and useful if:

- students have a chance to make choices, resolve
problems and find their own best way to do things;

ik,

the skills, language and cultural information are
of immediate use, and can transfer to_Lvariety
of life experiences;; _

- these are enough materials so that everyone can -
be actively involved;'

a spirit of teamwork is-part-of the process;

- concepts, skills and language move from ap-
proximate to more kecise, building upon one
another.

V
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The lessons here are some of the most popular from the training
progr . Many more were written. As this handbo: goes to press;_ more
new le ons are being dime1 c4edmore.advanced lessoni &filing With
con uion rounds and auto electi-lcityi, impoingilessons that ACS on
using alphanumeric ceic and xoffee;simp.' hardware store aid assely
line simulations. You may want-to use these lessons as a- model for
developing lessons of your :own. ft.thaps you can Imate_resources
kitchens\ -, - you an' tee_ coblzing4 a Used auto for milling basic
repairs riendly kme supervisor who can tell you the laorystoje_refis=
gees ,Ti to krow. We encourage yoti to nouHsh a sense of experimeii=
Cation and a willingness to try n things.



The Competencies: Language, Culture and Skill'

In the next few pages you'll find information to help you get on
your way.

There's a description of some of the key objectives, or compet-
encies,,of the curriculum and the rationale for choosing them. Several
categories of skills such as drawing, woodworking, and electricity
interweave and build upon each other throughout the twnty=four lessons,
number lessons and the work simulation. The hands-on skids provide
the framework upon which the English language and cultural information,
is based.

All of theselanguage, cul
are introduced in one context.a
that by the end of the course
special projects.

and skills are cumulative. They
ater brought back in another--so

r students can sail ahead to comptete

Here's an overview of the curriculum.

low



Language is the single most
important factor that determines
whether or not a refugee will remain
isolated or become part of his or

her new community. It is by far the

greatest barrier to successful em-

ployment.

Our lessons_ require students

to -use only English during the

activity. Students who speak no
English begin by_making physical
responses to verbal commands which

are combined with_gestures and
dere-Ott-rations using_real objects.

Each day a small number of new lang-

uage struCtOret and vocabulary items

are introduced throUgh structured
practice, dialogues, games and other

techniqulir

The structures, communicative exchanges and vocabulary have been

chosen to be highly transferable and lo meet immedtate needs. After

new langudge is introluced,_it is_repeated and reinforced in the hands-

oh skill activities through the colifte:----The-gOal is for students to

develop competence and confidence to make dhomatic responses to ques=

Aims and instructions and'to initiate langOage with teachers and class=

mates.

The language was osen to reflect whit employers say refugees need

most to survive in the workplace. The following.ara the key competencies

addressed:

- folloWing and responding to instructions.

indicating understanding.
- asking for clarification.
- naidng aid describing items one needs.

reporting progress.
- asking for assfstance.

-giving safety warnings._
reading and writing raters, measurements,
time- and prices.

- reading and writing the alphabee-

and alphanumeric codes. .

- using comom language.rituals to socialize.

16



.

Cultist*

What are some 'of a refugee's
expectations about working in Amer-
ica and with Americans? The culture
section of thd, lessons provid s some
thoughts on:

MD

the importance of communica ion.
on-the-job training.
relationships with supervisors.
working alone and with a team.
expectations of co-workers.
values toward work and time.
use of schedules and forms.
safety procedures and waraings.
manual and problem solvin/-skills.
applications to home setting.

At-times the culture notes may serve primarily as an orientation
or focus for the teacher. Other times, there are suggestions which
the teacher can use to introduce a cultu061 topic. Sane of these are
role plays, open-ended stories, picture interpretations and reflective
questions.

The topics were chosen based on research conducted by, a variety of
refugee support organizations concerning what employers,say refugees
most need to knoii.

Employers,indice,e that what they want most, before hiring refugees,
is to be convinced.that they will be able tg communicate and function
independently on the job.

The focui is on keeping a job rather than looking for a job.
Sponsors, refugee support organizations and friends, among others, can
assist refugees duringl.he job search.

The kinds of jobs aiiilable to refugees vary from region to region.
Surveys indicate that many will find work in the food service industry,
domestic or building maintenance, general factory work, production sewing
and electronics assembly. The skill areas chosen for this curriculum;
such as sewing, electricity!, measurement and construction reflect
wpre-skills" needed to fun -ion in those jots. Success at entry level
employment will, hopefully,igive individuals a chance to obtaigijobsin
more highly skilled areas when they have more expellence



Skilli

Measurement

When asked how he determined the -price
of a pig, one Lao man replied, "Easy,
tie a rope around the pig's belly. The
longer the rope, the more expensive the

pig." No doubt there are similar rule
of thumb method:. in the U.S.,- but forv-,0b. .

410:41°.
.11111., the most part, employers require pre-

cise measurements. Short twenty-to
thirty-minute measurement 1 sons in-
troduce concepts-that are a ied in

hands=on projects: They are equenced

to guide students from making measurements without standard to s to.

internalizing the concept of a base ten numerical system. By.the end of

the curriculum, student are measuring in centimeters and inches and

weighing themselves 9r-a scale.

MA ti;

Reading and reporting numbers on forms, making
simple computations by addjng and subtracting and
developing an understandin§ of the place value
system for notation of numbers all are key
elements of the math skill area. The first
day of class the students explore the functil
of a calculator. Over time, they use it duri g

-activities to make reliable calculations.
Spinner games and-other short, open-ended
lessons build an understanding of the decimal
system and facility in making- exchanges using
U.S.,currency.



I

Activities in-this-area-develop
visual, dhd spatial perception, the
ability to make sense of written symbols .

and diagrams and suli bas:c elements of .

literacy.' From making simple designs
. with lines and circles, students.pro?
gress to using patterns, changing the
size of patterns ONough use of grids,

and making three dimensionalfboxei from two dimensional-plans. Later,
the skills are Applied to reading and making diagrams and patterns as part
of woodworking, sewing and electrical projects.

Electricitx

Simple electrical systems can seem'magical and
complicated, even to people who have lived
with technology all their lives. Activities
in this skill area involve using real equi
to demystify.the functions of common hogs
and workplace electrical devices. Stu
join wire to repair lamp cords and
and sockets. They gain expertise in using
soldering iron to make electrical connections, following diagrams to make
circuits and solving problems with a test light. Integral to these
projects is the understanding of insulators and conductors and the role-of
a switch. i.

Woodworking -and -Shin

These.-activities give students a chance
to gain- expertise using hand and elec-
trically powered tools such as drills,
saber saws and sewing machines. Students
estimate needs, plan tasks and complete
projects that give them some elementsof
choice in deciding the final outcome.

They develop a practical sense of the use of standard measurement tools,
learn to follow safety procedures and simulate some elements of the work-

place.

10



Th

using a time sheet to keep a
alphabetical coding system.

. .

A_Job Simulation ak
ilk

1E-7--:-% -----..v.

By role playing one of various em- V.ISTMC5.1
ployees in a restaurant, students 1/1°1

becomefamil4av_with_common_elements
of entry-level jobs. This w-rez'--
hearsal" provides A meaningful con-
text through which students can
ask questions about getting along with a job supervisor, clarifying com-

munication in English, and following routines for onztbe=job training.

Systems

Systems activitie$ cOver_a_raNe_of
skills needed to gain access to

technology. Students discover gt
functions of various systems th gh

experimentation. They become ac-
quainted with common ways of clas-
sifying and sorting. Some of the
activities expose students to piped
water systems, -building three di-
mensional pipe systems from a diagraii,

record, 'being inventory, guusing- an

a

=12=



USIOtpthi 1111hdbO0k

The curriculum in this handbook contains two units of skill' acti--
vitiEs and 3 series'af short numbers lessons which are taught concurrent-
ly and lay thmrfoundations nee¢ed to measure, count and'compute in the
hands-ion activities. At the end of Unit 2 is a restaurant simulation.

Given a two hour class session, it takes about three weeks to com-
plete a unit. Each unit cqntains 'twelve activities. .The thirty-four
numbers lessons which follow Unit 2 are designed to be integrated at a
pace which matches the level of your students. Materials were planned
for an average class size of twelve students.

Each activity lesson contains an outline of the key purposes or ob,
jectives, a list of tools and materials required, a language focus, a
pictoral sequence of the basic steps of the.skills activity, cultural or
'safety information, and a page of teaching suggestions.

Most lesebns can be taught in one two-hour session. Hartever, by

following the suggestions, almost any lesson can be extended to a two or
even three day activity. For examle, Usin9 a Drill (Lesson 5) can
become a tic-day activity by igivingyour students the experience of pre,
paring and cutting the boards needed in future lessons. You way spend'
an entire day on a cultural exercise conducted fn tgeObtfve language or
setting up role plays for language practice, using Engtish. If your
students have little background in numers, games can be repeated. Siam

ulations can be created to provide work related applications of We
skills. The restaurant simulation found in this book. for example, takes
four days to complete. Periodic valuations and reviews to assess stu-
dents' progress can also be integrated into the program.

Field testers found thatithe activities became more relevant if they
included elements of an actual work environment. Ad early as possible,
students can begin filling in a time card (Lesson 18) and taking inventory
of tools (Lesson 15). You, can move these activities up in the sequence --

if your students are ready.

=1.3-=



A teacher using this curriculuit wears many hats==language teacher,

skills instructor, participant in a group process and facilitator for

cultural exploration. Your classroom will probably be busy and full of

action throughout the two hours, but then, that's the idea. Host field

testers found that With areful planning they could include most of the

material in the activi and the numbers lessons. There are several

support sections to a sist you:

Language Structure

At the beginning of each unit, this_consists of a condensed

checklist of the key language structures and instructional

veebs in tf unit.

EVeDAYATagl
Altaat the beginning of each Unit, this page has ..

suggestions for general classroom Management language

and simple small talk for socializing. Ste page 19 for

details about how to use the unit language pages;

tesson_Planning

This section, shows yo4 Ways to integrate all the

components of an activity through a detailed sample.

lesson plan.

Techniques

This section has a wide variety of tethniques to

introduce and practice language structures, pro-
nunciation and literacy._ There are ways to work
with students individually and in groups. Also

included are ideas foe cross=culture-activities
and methods for assessing students' progress.

Appendix

Thit is campendium of all the tools and materials

you need to set -up a program._ There are_useful

rotes about Nying AA preparing materials and _-

technical background abait electricity, sewing
womiwyrking_. The °Getting the Mott ftom Your Budget'
section discusses, how to modify the program depending

on tide, money, and numbers of students; The

handaitt_found in tin Apwridix can be Ohotoccipied
for use in class.

22
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or Lessons

Each lesson is four pages long. Page one includes an Ovimiew and
the Purposes of the lesson. The second page has a list oit inilrinod
Materials and Language. Thy steps_ for the Activity and Culture or
Safety notes are on page three. The fourth page containnWai for the
teacher. NuMbers Lessons which supplement thft skills activity, can be found
at the end of Unit 2

Page One

Overview

This tells you at a glance, what
the lesson is About.

-Pn-rPoses

The keg skills, language and cul=
tural objective4 for tbe lesson
are listed here. This is the utelly°

of the lesson, necessary -to help
plani to-teldhit. Use

the purposes to prepare reviews and
evaluations;

=15=.



age Two

4
Tools and_Materils'

This listSall_the equipment you need
for the activity. Many times materiaLs,
need to besprepared before class. If

so, you'll see an asterisk (*) at the
bottom of the list._ If a form is
indicated, you'll find a copy in the
Handouts section of the Appendix.

I

Language
. _

The language_focus for each lesson presented ;

a. box. -The.A_box_contains language structurel

.and expressions fOr belinting;students and the 8 box lahlguage_for students

who had some exposure to English-(low intermediate level). Vocabu-

lary r the lesson is listed in_a COIUMn_On_the fight=hand side of the

boxes. Thq language listed in the be4et is intended etl_the primary focus

of the lesson, but you may choose to expand thit to include other

structures and expressions.

Most sentences in the language box ht.ve of rove worms- underlined. Use

the vocabulaq in the right=hand odium to make substitutions. For ei-

.amulel, in this senteritei

Give me lee wire. wire
Wire cutter
paper

. 1-70

you can make variations, such ai, "Give mn three wfrecutters.* of *Give

me ttial rs..6 questions and responst. arTiitioThWeWiTaare
responses,- fight words (usball& in the fona of signs) appear in capital

letters (e.g. DANGER, CM). Soot language in the right hard column is

not underlined. Use it as a guide tar giving general inftructions.

24



Page Three

Culture/Safety

` These provide information for you to coniider about the workplace
environment in the United States. _Tbere is information about
safety procedures, about getting along with co,workert and ern=
pIoyers, and about certain iobs. The notes may spark ideas for
special activities_ you can plan. It is up to you to decide how
to integrate this information into the lessons.

Activity

Here you'll find a series of
pictures that illustrate the
basic steps to follow to com-
plete the skills Activity.
There is a brief description
of the steps. Itis up to you
to decide how 'to teach the
activity in the classrOom. You
can use a discovery approach
by showing students a finished
product' and letting them decide.
how to make it or demonstrate
each step first, and then have
students work individually, in
pairs or in small groups. (Con-
sult the Tools and Materials '

list to see.how many materials
have been specified per student)

M
0



40.
Notes

.PeeptratiaAotes tell
you more abbut the
thyi0 you'll.heed to
do or Make befdre you
teach the lesson and
about tools_you can
iadd or substitute foe
tke_ones in the/ma4.
terials list.

ActiVi notes have
t ings to watch out
for, variations to \.
try; and background N
notes about technOlgy.

:Safety notes point out
- techniques to avoid
hazards, to demonstrate
hazard6 and to use for
warnings;

Page Four

rt

Numbers Lessons

Lan as a notes glue you
eas or integrating

the language with the
activit,- suggestions
vfor_making_language_part
of the daily routine,
useful practites and
techniques for evaluation.

Culturi notes include
reflective qabstions,
role plays, open-ended,
stories and other ideas
you can try. (You'll

need a translator if
you don't speak your
students' native language.)

These 'teach prereqUisite concepts.and4.
skills your students will' need to do

the skills-activities. They follow

a careful sequence from basic number
recognition, to measuring, under=
.standing equal parts, adding, sub=
tracting and using U.S.. currency. We
suggest thatlou do them in sequence,
one each day. If you find that your
students already understand some Of
the concepts, you can move 3head
quickly. The lessons-hold the attention
of students at all levels because they
are in the fori of games. .Usually ,

they_require aboat.twenty or. thirty'
minutes per lesson, but-students may
often want to play longer:

.-18-.
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Planning a Unit

To assist you in planning,
two language related pages
and a blant page for se'
quencing HiVe been included
at the beginning of each
unit.

Teachers who use English during the lessons must be able tobdistill
their speech so that it is very simple. A few basic verbs and structures
and vocabulary can go a long-way toward meeting your communication rcheds.
For example, instead of along- winded explanation such as, "Would you
like to get the round tube in the corner and placq it directly into the
half -full bucket?" You can get along very well by using gestures and
saying, "Go over there. Put the.tube In the bucket. Like this.".

Thp Structures page presents a checklist of the key grammatical
structures and instructional action-verbs found in each unit. Use it to
plan ways to siWify instructions, questions and responses so that students
begin to recognize and use them. If you find your students haven't mastered
basic language, you can leave out some of the more complex sturctures in
order to do additional reviews. (If your students are more advanced, you
can consult English as a Second Language texts which will suggest sequences
for language expansions.) One good way to expand_is by language functions.
For example, findmore precise ways to ask for help, report progress and_
give warnings. The language is presented in the form of checklist to help
you integrate the structures, in the lessons and to organize reviews.

Everyday English

This checklist contains suggestions of common language that could be
i troduced at almost any point. Instead of keying lit to specific lessons,
we e left it up to you to decide when and where to ihclude the expressions.
The tegories "Getting Things Done" and "Finding Owt" have some expressions
and estions teachers need constantly to accomplish classroom routines.
There,are simple exchanges ueginners can use. The category "Socializing"
has language rituals you'can use before and after class. Introduce one or
two a 'day and use them on a regular basis. "Going Further" has -some
recommendations for short role plays. You'll notice there is plenty of room
to add or substitute expressions that work for you.

P1antangP19e

After the two language planning pages is -a blank page you.can use for
planning the sequence of your Activity and Number Lessons, and f special

activities.

=19=
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meism4P Ilisticebdrat NI% %NU Ifie de
A LEVEL g LEVEL

GIVING INSTRuCTIOKS

.
an

box

Veit 4,4,1 object

Glee se . tlit-Nit
Verb Fir WIFct

her

22!ft_ 14nis
verb ni-

it.

_Don't + 00el tstt_.;._
segstive verb location

Put- . the box here
Verb object IFFii-----

over there

the box
Verb object

+_and cut_ it.

verb aTRIT

Give + me- + thelacut-

Via us : 3 s..ac t

Vim

Verb i--i-
those
them I

Give *- the-We . to- me.

ViF6 --XWE Ii-hilir
to her

di

YES/NO QUESTIONS

Is this a tint?

Are these boxes?

It thit NOV-

on
off

Is this bilger?
smaller
longer
shorter

4
Yet; it it.
No. it isn't.

Yesi_they_are._
No; they aren't.

YeS; It;
NO, it itn't.

Are they
ETei;

dangerous

is this the biggest?
smallest
longest
shortest

Yes; they are._
NO. they aren't.

Yeu_tt._
No; it is 't

Whose is bigger? Nis Is bigger.
Ners_isAigger.
_'s is bigger.
name

QUEST Ith-MIDS

What Is this? It's a box.

Which one is bigger? This one;
That one

Where is it? Its the bee.
on
under
next to

MOW-eithy Dimes? Ont. Silt..

Two. Seven.
Three. Eight.
four: Nine.
rive. Ten:

Which one is thebiggest? !that tMe is the
biggest.

Where Vs it? Ii'Simirtmt of the Dom'
in 61E-Of
on tog of
beside
behind

MOW-many are there? There is oils;

There are two.

Are there two? Yes; there_ore.
No; there aren't;

Is thit lig or sheaf It Is small.

Vert

give (lee). get do lock fold plug in tighten

ohen (.01)* pick up make draw unfold unplug_ loosen
hand (me) put open copy turn on- connect thread
pass take close' cut tUrn off measure

require On indirect object



Vargo wurA_2nur 17 k_ _
-W1110 1 I WIWI& 1 at WM a

Add your own related language for each category.

FINDING OUT

Are you ready?

Yet, (I'm ready)
No, (Wait a minute. please.)

Do you understand?

Yet.
d-o)

No, again please.

Are you finished?

Yes, (I'm finithed.)
No, (Not yet.)

Is e.erything OK?

Yet, (EVerything't OK,)
No. (Can you help me?)

Tell him to .

her verb

Ask him to
her verb

f

Answer hii.
her.

GOVIO niTITHER

A. Can you help her?
B. Excuse me?
A. Help her.
S. Just a minute. please-

Sure
Sorry; I can't;

GETTING THINGS DONE

Take a break.
Clean up._
Se careful
WatCh out
listen:
Come here.
Go over there;

SOCIAtIZING

Mild. (Hi.)
Now are you?

I'm fine;
I'm sick.

laicyour_ name?

Awe' s

Where are yiw from?

1'6 from

Are you mortise
Yes, l'simarried.
No, I'm single.

What language do you speak?

I speak ..

Iii you have any children?

Yes, l_do._
No, I don't.

See you liter.
Goodbye.

=23.= 31
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Lesson -I

Water Systems
Now is water carried from one place to m cm'? In this lesson, students
design a basic plumbing system using flex .e tubes, tees, faucets and
buckets.

Pummel

, To use basic plOmbing parts.

tm-fil7plan and make a plumbing system. a:

- To follcw instructions to perform a task.

- To ask for the names of tools and materials.

= To work as part of a-team.

R



LI Utter systems

Tools and Materials

large bucket 1 each

small bucket 1 per pair

bottle e 1 yer pair

plastic tube, about 1 cm. outside
diameter, (2 m. length) 9 per class

coupling* (plastic tube- 8 cm. length 15 per class

tee 6 per class

faucet 1 per pair

adaptor 1 per pair

. Language...

preparation rewileed before Oita

111=111116,

A

What's this?
that?

Pick up thp bucket.
Give me the EafiE
Put the bucket here.

It's a /an bucket.

B

What are these? They are buckets.,

those?

bticket

la-
water
adaptor
faucet

34
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Activity

Water Systems

Using a plastic tube. find ways to make water flow from

one bucket into another; into a bottle; from a bottle.

4

Find ways of adding a
tee to your system.

I3

Find ways of adding a faucet
and an adapter to your system.

Culture

Add another faucet and adapter to your system.
Try out different possibilities.

Every 'modern' home has two water systems. One carries in clean
water and the other carries out the used water. This prevents health
problems since clean and dirty water never mix.

Moving to a new place means getting familiar with new systems for
doing things. Mow was water obtained in your students' previous
home?

-27.



Water Systems

Notts

Preparation

Coupling._ Use a coupling to attach the tubing to the tees and

adaptor.. You need couplings because the tees and adaptors are

for use with garden hoses, which are too large for this activ=

ity. The coupling is made from larger plastic tubing, which

has an inside diameter that is the same as the outside diameter

of the smaller tubing.

Activity

Allow students to expedient With ways of transferring the water

from the buckets using only the tubes. Then, give them tees,

and later, faucets.

An option is to work alongside'the students as a participant or

"helper" instead of directing the process.

LanAuage

Presentation; Pass around the_ tools so that students can examine

and handle ahem in silence; Then give them.the names;

Demonstration; Present the demonstrative-prObouns by placing some

Ob jectsObObjects -near you ("Wit, these") and others farther away ("that,

those"). Use these prenouns instead of the names of Wilt;

Action_Sequence. Give the students instrOttions to perform ac=

tions with the tools and materials (e.g. "Pick up the faucet.")

which they carry out _Vary this by placing objects around the_

rovi so that students hiVe to- leave their chairs to carry cat in=

structions, or directing them to- --t the .objects in unusual

places; e.g. under a desk; As a fellow-up, point to objects and

mime the action; students give the appropriate instruction.

-estionAnswer_graCtlte._ Platt the_tools and materials on a

to e. t a quest -on ma On the blackboard. Point to the

question mark to signal that stiiderit% ask, Vat's this?" Point

to an item tosignal the response, e.g. "WS 4 tube." Continue

witil all students have participated;

Cul turalExptoratien

PIC:tuft Interpretation. Show students pictures of vary ways

water is transporter% rural And urban settings in U.S.

Allow them to make statements about what they see in the pictures.

Have them make comparisons with thp way water was transported in f

their homes;

36
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Water Systems

naming

$ et
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Water Systems_

Planning
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Lesson 2
Comiecting Electrical Wire

Wire is found in lamps, radios, extension cords, aqd countlets other
household appliances that use electricity. This lesson introduces bssic
skills in working with electrical wiring. Students strip and join wires
together, tape them, and attach the freeends to screws.

Purposes

- To strip the insulation, join and tape two pieces of wire.

w. To attach ends of wire to two strews.

To_ute a scroWdriver and a razor knife safely and
effectively,

- To give safety warnings in English.

- To make and respond to a request for a tool oT material.

. 41= 39



Connecting lilectricel Wire

T0011 and Materials

razor knife with protective cover
screwdriver
wire cutter

1 each
1 each
1 per class

plastic tape
2 rollsIper class-

bell wire* (10-54) cm.)
lamp cord, split into single insulated

wires* (10=50cm.1
wood block With 2, sheet metal screw

terminals* (block size: 2x61 cm. x 15 cm.

length)

2 each

2 each

.1 each

preparation requ re. .e ore c ass

Language

a

iOtwe_me_the.razor knife.

-UM
her

Open the razor knife.
Lock
Close

Be careful: It's dangerous.

Give us the razor knife.
them

-razor knife
WscreicriVF

screw
wire

give- me
show, me

DANGER

. 40



Connecting Electrical Wire

ACtiVity

A0640 c=31

Take 2 wires. Strip all 4 ends
with a razor knife.

Join 2 ends by twisting the
wires together.

Culture

_Many appltahces in:thelihtiMe andhmadhines in_the.office or factory_
run on electricity; It is thefUndamental fOrm of-energy fOr
modern technology. Although electrical equipment and its use seem
mysterious, it can be underttood. Aftier a fem lessons with Simple
materials sme;basic_properties of electricity can be observed
through experimentation, This -will help students develop a greater
confidence to.operate equipment safely.

41



M Connecting Alectrical Wire

Notes

Preparation

Terminals. The first time you do this activity, make wood blocks,

iiariTEEtwo screw terminals. Use sheet metal screws, since the

bottoM side of the heads of these screws is flat and will hold

the wire securely. (See illustration: Activity step 5).

Wire. Cut t lampcord wire to the lengths you desire._ Then'split

onto two single, insulated wires. Start with a knife, then pull

th wires apart by hand. Buy wire that is reasonably easy to strip.

that you an re=use the wire by cutting Off the stripped

ends, (See Appendix: Electricity.)

Tom-ape. se plastic "electrician's" tape, wtich thicker_an4 does

not crack with age. This makesit safer than ordinary plastic

. tape.

Sight Words. Words in capital letters In the languige box indtcate

sight Words. You can prepare signs before class, or use the-black-

board.

Safety

Show students how to use a razor knife Safely. Lock the blade in

place for use -and push it into the protective cover When it is

not in use. Wo not pass_ the knife with the blade facing the receiver.

Use warning expressions ("Be careful!" and "It's dangerous!") at

you demontrate: Put a safety sign DANGER on the wail.

Laogua9e

Prepare a oiet of cards with pictuies of the tools_and

mat rials; put_an_astorttent of tools and materials on the tablei

Students turn over a curd and must ASK for the item they see on

the card (e.g. "Give me the razor knife"). Other students -must give

them the item. Vary this by adding syMbOls for "him" and "her" on

the card.

Conversation. Begin class with a short "free conversation" periods,

where you age Atte students questions abwut their lives. EaCh day

repeat questions from previous lessons. Have students ask math

other--and you: See the Everyday English section for possibilities.

42
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Lesson 3

Lines and Circles
In this lesson'students use a straight edge, pencil and compass to make
simple desjgns with lines and circles--the basic shapes found in diagrams
and in the letters of the English alphabet.

Purposes

- To plan and make a design.

- To use a pencil, straight edge and compass.

- To draw straight lines, curved lines and circles
using unfamiliar tools.

understanding of instructions;

- To ask for clarification 'or repetition of instructions.
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Lines and Circles \-

Tools and Ma ljrials

straight edge
compass
pencil sharpener

1 each
1 each
1 per class:,

pencil 1 each

eraser 1 teach

plain paper "---40 3 sheets each

Language

Put the pencil here.
there.
over there.

Draw a _Hie.

Do you understand? Yes, I do;
No, I don't.

B

Draw a Tine and show it to me;.
him.
her.'

DO it again, please..
say

rPer,,
straight edge.

line_'eile

give me
Marge

-41



tins: and Circiei

Activity

1

Use a pencil to mke different lines and shapes.

Use a compass
and a straightedge
to make different
lines and shapes.

Culture

Employers in the United States are concerned that refugee employees
usually do not ask questions when they do not understand something.
They may end up working on their own without the help and support
that a supervisor or co-workers could give.



Lines and Circles

Notes

Preparation

Rulers, If you use rulers instead of straight edges, and if

ilaias are confused by the markings, cover the markings with

masking tape.

Sha es. Advanced classes can draw and cut out the geometrical

s apes for Lesson G. Use cardboard or poster board. (See

Appendix: Hanclouts;)

ActivitY44"

If necessary, show students how to hold a pencil. Grip the

pencil close_to the tip with the thumb and two fingers. Rest

your Wrist flat on the table for support.

Language .

Situation. To present "I.chsn't understand," deliberately ale
Turiiistruction so that students are unable to hear or understand

it. Then ask, "Do you understand?" and elicit the response, "NO,

I don't." 'Follow this with a clear instruction and ask the ques-

tion again, this time eliciting, "Yes, I do.'

Ram6mer Where. Put an assortment of tools, and materials in

three placet in the classroom ("here, there, over there"). Give

students time to study the three places, then gather the objects

in another place Students must give you instructions to put

objects back in their original place (e.g. *Put the compass over

there").

Rituals. Begin a routine of expecting'your students to verbally

respond to instructions and questions. Encourage them to answer

Inc -camplete sentences-(e.g. "ThOY're_PenS," instead of "pis. " )'.

Also establish predictable verbal exthanges Ith students to give

them practice. For example, encourage responses to instructions:

J'All right.*

_"Draw a line." "OK."

*A what?*

Cultural Exploration

-Ended Story_ Tell students a story a6out an employee 41a.

oeesn't understand instrections thathis supervisor gives him.

As a result he makes man/mistakes in his work. His co-workers

get upset and his supervisor gets angry. Have students giv

their Opinions on What the supervisor and the employee d do.



Li tines and Circles

Plannifei
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Lesson 4

Extension Cords
In this lesson students make an extension cord usinglampcordi a plug
and a socket. They testate be sure it is safe; and then use alamp
with it to see if it works. They use these extension cords in lessons
to come.

Purposes

- To apply skills of joining wire.

- To take apart and patitogether something that has a nut
and a screw.

- To name and identify part of an extension cord.

- To report °how many' answering with numbers from one
to ten;

- To identify some safety. hazards.

51



Li Extension- COS&

Tools and Materials

razor knife 1 each

screWdriver 1 each

wire cutter 2 per class

plug --
1 each

socket 1 each

lampcord* (various lengths up to 2 meters) 1 each

test light* 1 per class

lamp 1 per class

* preparation required before class

Language

How many Wires? One wire.

Plug io the extension cord.

Ick* *any wires are there? There is one.-
are two.

wire
screwdriver
razor knife
extension cord

ol
Whig_
pick up
show me

1,10

MIER



® Extension cords

Activity

L

Choose a length of lampcord.
Strip And twist the ends. Attach a plug to one end.

3
Attach a socket
to the other end.

Use a test light to check the plug
for a short circuit. Touch one wire cf
the test light to one prong, the other
wire to the other prong. If the bulb
lights, you have a Short circuit.

Safety

At home or at work there ane general safety- practices to follo* When

using electrical appliances. Appliances should never be used near *.

water. Electrical sockets should not be overloaded. Appliances

with frayed Wires should not,be used"kIt's a good idea to onPlug

any appliance before examining it Offldren should be kept away

from electrical outlets.
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Extension COrdt

Notes

Preparation

Th0 firtt time you teach this lesson; cut the lampcord.

into i-2 meter lengtht. When you teach thelesson_again. take

apart the extension cords students have made. Cut off the stripped

ends and reuse the wire.

Test Light; You will need a test light for this activity:- To

find out how to make one, see Lessons 9 and 12. ,

Activity .

See the Lesson Planning section for options in teaching.this lesson;

Encourage studentS-Who are having problemi making their extension

cords to watch someone Who is doing it correctly. Aftir students

have finished their extension, show them samplee of ones which. were

especialTy-well,made.

saftty

Short Circuit. 'To show students how dangerout eletteitity tan be,
demonstrate a short circuit using an extension CO il (see Appendix :

Electricity).

Establish a routine of taking an inventory of toots -and materials

with the Students at the beginning and at the end_of class. .Sect=

Cesson 15 for a sample inventory form and suggestions for into=

porating it into lessons. ,o6

LAnotiaoe

46

Spinners. Put an .assortment of tiabls and .materials on the table. Uie

a spinner-board and Spinnertard 1 (numbers 1-9) and a set-of flash

cards with pictures of the tools and materials. Students turn over

a Card and spin the arrow. They then take that_number of the item

on the card; Students ask and answer' question (e.g. "What's that?',

"How many?"); (See Appendix: HandOuts for tool flashtard tut-outs.)

Long Answers, Use structures withmthere As" and "there arlor
more advanced_ students and add additional-conversational lInguage
(e.g; "Mow many are.there in yoir faMily?") Have them answer in

complete sentences.

11,,
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Lesson 5

Using a Drill
-

Students use a hand drill to make holes in two pieces of wood. They

then use a screwdriver to attach them together with Wood screws.

Purposes

= To demonstrate safety procedures in using a hand drill.

= To develop judgement in seletiing the right size drill

bit for the job.

- To give and respond to cautions using "don't."

To discuss direct and indirect ways of giving warnings

and instructions.

= To work vadependently,to complete a, task.



5 Using a Drill

TOOTS and Materials

hand drill
set of drill bits

extra bits (sizes that often get
broken)

countersink drill bit

screwdriver (appropriate size
for screws)

hand saw

"t" clamp (6" or 8" size)

pencil
masking tape

screw, flathead wood (3 can: )
extra screws (in case heads become

stripped)
wood board (2x6.5 cm. x 37 cm.

per student)
scrap pieces of Wood (for clamping and

optional dHlling practice)
bench hook (can be-made in this

lesson)
sample of two pieces of wood screwed

together*

1 each
1 per pair

8-10 per class
2 per class
1 each

1 per pair

1 per pair

l each
1 roll per class

2 each

6-8 per class

1 eith

1 each

1 per pair

1 per class

*preparation requ

Language

red be ore c ass

A

What's this? It's a drill bit.
thiaFT11Fit.

Take a drill bit.
65iirt take a FT11 bit.

Be careful!

Watch your fingers!
kook out!

drill bit
FITS
screwdriver
screw

take

give me

tighten
loosen

DANGER

-56- 58
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sing a Drill

Activity

Look at a sample of two pieces
of wood held together with wood
screws. Take them apart;

3

Put a drill bit into the chuck
of a hind drill.

Practice drilling holes in your
own two pieces of wood.

5

The unthreaded
part of the
screw needs a
bigger hole.
Drill the holes.

Culture

Choose the right size drill
bit to drill the proper size
hole for the threaded part of
a screw to bite into.

Enlarge the opening of
one of the_holes so
the hoed of the wood
screw fits below the
surface of the wood.

7

Screw the two pieces
of wood together.
Keep trying drill bit
sizes_until you are
satisfied that you
know which sizes of
holit are best.

Working independently is an important feature of the 14. workplace.
Many Jobs involve people working alone, instead of in groups.
Employers tend to value employees who do not require a lot of super-
vision or direction. Such employees are able to work effectively on
their own and rely on themselves.

What kinds of Jobs did your students do on their own in iheir
countries?
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Using a Drill

Notes

Wood Pieces. Mark and cut the pieces of toed for this lesson.

You can cio this yrAirself, or have students do it. Have students

cut the pieces in 18.5 cm. lengths (they can use a sample piece
to measure and lark their boards with). An additional tool needed

is a square,;(1 per pair) to mart the lines for cutting (see

Appfffidix:zitoockvorking). _

et. This consists of two pieces of w-ood (6.5 x 2 x

18. cm.) screwed together. Drill lots of extra 'holes so the

sample resW:les the product students will finish with.

. Activity .

Demonst..ate the use of a bench hook to secure wood for sawing.

If you have not made bench hooks yet, use a piece of wood to

protect the table while

Use two sizes of drill bits, one for the board with the un-.

threaded part of the screw and the other for the board with the

threaded Dart. Then use the countersink bit aiere the head of

the screw will go.

A few drill bits Will break. Stop the students if you see

that the drill is not straight or is_moving side to side. This
movement can break a bit (see ikppeod1170. Woodworking for drilling

techniques).

Language

Simon Says. Distrioute sets of fair to five tools or materials

to eaCh student.. Give a series of instructions (e.g. "Pick up

the drill* or "Show se the screw") SttifctS must respcod only

to instructiorgi preceded by "Si says". Give students_ 3

mark If they don't folloW inst tions correctly. Vary this by

including instruetiats with "don't." ..-

Hans' Game. Gather same_ tools tand materials used in the previous

lessons. Divide the materials Into two idefitical groups, each

on one side of the room. Put the students into two Wes. Call

out a command (e.g.. "Put the pencil in the bucket*J. One student
from each tease runs -to a group. of tools and materials and per=

forms the action. The one Ao finishes first gets a point IV*
the team.
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Notts

Cultural Exploration

Role_Play. Relationsh;ps bhiseemisupervisor and employee are

important. It's not uncommon for supervisors in the U.S. to
speak loudly (ever anvily) to employees when giving instruc-
tions or warnings. Have students do a role play where the
employeemakes a mistake and the supervisor responds in a loud
voice. Discuss the role play and appropriate responses.

/r-

SilecialVariation

Bench Hook. At the end of this lesson, instead of atta.:hing
the pieces of Wood together, attach them to a larger piece to
make'a bench hook;

sr

Each student needs to cut a 28 cm. piece from an 2_x 18.5 ca.
board. Use three screws -to attach once -of the small pieces of
wood to the end of the 28 am. piece. _Attach the second piece
to the other end; Additional materials:

board (2 x 18.5 an.) 1 per student

- screw, fItthead wood

square

sample bench hook

rSo, What are the advantages
4 of working with a. group?

6 per studeit

1 per Pair

1 per class

4
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Designs 41

In this lesson students arrange basic geometrical shapes to Make a

design. Then, using a compass and straight edge, thgy copy their

design on a separate piece of paper.

Perposis

= Tolndependently plan and construct a design.

- To use and name basic geometriCil shapes.

- To transfer the design as accurately as possible

using a straight edge, ccmpass, and pencil.

= To answer "Yes" and "No" queitions indicating the

location of an object.

= To reportwhen a job is finished..

=SS=



Designs

TOols and Materials

straight edge
compass
pencil sharpener

pencil
eraser

plain paper'

cardboard shapes`: triangle, rectangle,
square, and circle

1 each
1 each _

1 per class

1 each
1 each

3 sheets eaEh

5 each

I (

*preparation required before class

Lingual.

Is this a/an tirclet Yes, it.

No, it itn't.

Is the circle on the square? Yes, it is.
No, it isn't.

Are you finished? Yes, I am.
No, not yet.

Is the circle in front of
in back of
on top of
beside

the square?

Yes, it is.
No, it isn't.

circle

rectangle
,square
eraser

Oft
17i
under
next to

draw
put
copy
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Designs

Activity

Take five cardboard shapes inctud ng a circle, square, triangle

ano rectangle. Arrange them on a piece of paper to form a design.

2

TraCi the outline of the design

4

Arrange the pieces differently.

Culture

%I
"*"......

Copy the design on another piece

of paper using a straight eye and

a compass
.....qi

Do the activity again.

A Hilltribe Woman's status in her village end chance for marriage are

often determined by her expertise in fine elbroidery. Other villagers

can know abeut i woman's character and events in her family by the

colors and &Signs she chooses. This ability; to do precise and de=

tailed work are_transferable skills that can help women from rural beck=

grounds to get jobs in the United States.
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Designs

Notes

Preparation

Each student should receive a set of five shapes--a
triang e, a square, a rectangle, a circle and one other of these
sharsa.... Ustvarious colors, and sizes in making the shapes (for
samples, see Appendix : Handouts).

Activity

Provide colored_ pans, pencils or crayons for students to color
their designs when they have finished.

Invite students tetut out their designs and glue them to a large
piece of poster Ward to make a graup collage.

For advanced classes, have students think of additional' geometrical
shapes made from lines and circles (hexagons. trapezoids, pentagons)
and draw these on the blackboard. '

Language

Find That Shape. Have students work in pairs, sitting tack to
riii177--ane student gets -a cardboard shape. The other as Yes-
Fin questions to find out what it is (e.q. Is it a triangle?"
"Yes, is." or too it isn't."). For advanced classes, add mare
shapes and_have students find out where they are placed (e.g. ".Is
the triangle on. the squat-eV).

DJ The Same. For advanced classes, have students work in pairs,
each with the same set of shapes. One student places the shapes
on the page to make a dtsign and gives the ether instructions to
makethe same design (e.g. "Put the square next to the triangle.").

Cultural Exploration

Design Interpretation. Because of their cultural backgrounds,
stud its May perceive shapes and spatial relationships la dif-
ferent ways. To examine differences, ask students to use the
shapes to represent particular topics (e.g. a flower, a tree, a
dog, a landscape scene). Ask students to make comparisons of
their designs. If possible, bring in examples of designs of the
same topic by people from other cultures.
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Lesson 7

Wire and Solder
In this lesson, students learn how to melt solder ono wire, called

"tinning" Wire. Tinnei wire is easier to solder to other pieces of

metal, such as terminals, and is used in later lessons. A key focus

of this lesion is the safe handling and care of the soldering iron,

an electrical tool which gets very hot.

Purposes

- 7o apply sorer To stripped ends of wire, using a

soldering iron

= To fo71tv, 4nstructions to maintain and care for a

solj2rt.f; iron.

- TO set LO a safe working situation.

- To use the extension cord.

- lc respond to YesAo questionsimbout the quality

and coniltion of tools.
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1111 Wire and Solder

Tools and Materials

Soldering Kit, for each-class to include:
soldering iron
soldering iron holder*
solder
flux
sponge (wet in a container)
tool to tighten soldering iron tips,

usually a Phillips screwdriver

razor knife
wire cutter
long nose piers
metal file

wire scraps* (10=50 cm. long, possibly
from Lesson 2)

extension cord (students made in Leson 4)

1 pu: student
1 per student
1 box per class
4 containers/class

1 per class

1 or pair
3 per class
3 per class
1 per class

4-5 pieces each

1 each

*preparation required before class

Language

Hand solderingthe soldering iron. soldemi

fi

her

scr vier

wire
razor knife

hand_Oe

it hot? Yes, it is. pass me

A

No, it isn't. get me

hot
cord
on
off

Are they safe? Yes, they are;
dangerous?
clean?
dirty?
finished?

No, they aren't; ON
OFF



.Wire and Solder

Activity

1
H a

Strip ,th. wires with a razor

kr7:fe. "1",ist the ends.

Melt a solder
onto the tip of the
soldering iron.

Plug in the soldering iron.
Put it on the soldering iron
stand to teat up.

4.

Lay the bare end of the wire-onto--
the tip. Add more solder if needed
until it melts onto the heated wire,

Practice tinning several pieces of Wire.
Remember, the Wire must be hot - not just
the solder,.

Safety

watchwatch out! Be careful!

Keep it away
from your hair,
skin and clothes!!

It's ha. Put it
down on a holder
so it doesn't roll
or burn the table.,

Kep the cord
out of _the way
-so yo-udon't
02nr: on

tinp' the-)-
iron *hen
you finish.



wire and Solder

Notes

Preparation

Holders, Buy soldering iron holders, or make them_like_those_in
the in the activity. You can also make holders from
used china plates or pieces of flower pots;

Activity

Here are a few important points about soldering:

- Be sure the wire gets hot enough to melt the solder. Other-
wise, L.,:_solder'doesn't coat the and drops of solder
fall on the tattle.

= If the wire seems hotenough, buit the solder won't stick to
it, dip the wire in the flux,

= Clean the soldering iron tip with a metal file only *ellen
necessary. A file can wear down the tip. To clean the tip,
Stick it tnto_a sponge. Then apply a little flux and a
coating of solder to the tip,

(For safety procedures on soldering, see Appendix: Electricity.)

Safety

Hazards. Show students the resOts that can occur if you don't
follow procedures. Use pictures or mime actions (e.g.
a hole burned in the table, a fire or a burned finger or arm).

Picture Interpretation. Bring in pictures of people working at
various jobs, some of them safely and others not. Have students
interpret the pictures, stating Which are safe, Which are not
and Ay.

Languade

Question-Answer Practice. On the table, it an assortment of
soldering iron various "states' (e.g. on, Off, clean, dirty,
safe, dangerous). Point to a soldering iron and ask a questim
(e.g. "Is it hot?").. Students give the appropriate answer (e.g.
"No, it isn't hot, but it's safe and clean.").
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Lesson
Measuring with String

Making a hat, or any other item, to meet a spec ficationyequiees
measurement. In this lesson, students design h is to fit their own
heads. They use string as a simple measuring de ice and compare
head sizes by creating a bar graph.

.i.---

Purposes

RP* -
IS

- To make linear measurements using a measuring tool
which does not have numbers or equally spaced markings.

= To compare lengths of cord Lich indicate head size.

- To design and construct a paper hat.

- To make and use a bar graPh as an evaluation tool.

- To answer questions about comparisons in length and
size.

- To ask for advlce.or assistance.
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iitering with iStritit

To Oli and Rattails

straight edge
compass
scissors
pencil sharpener

pencil
eraser
magic marker
maqing tape

thick string (non-stretching)

newsprint
poster paper

-Ample paper hats of different sizes*

preparation requi

Languagg

e ore C ass:

F.

1 each
leach
1 each _

1 per'class

1 each
1 each
1 per_class
1 roll per clats

20 meters per class

240heets per class
4 sheets per class

2=3 per class

A

Which one is big? This one.
That one.

Can you help meT Sure.
OK.
Just a minute, please.

I

Whose is big r?_ John's is bigger.
sme ller?

longer?
shorter?

it
=68

one
cord
hit
pencil

per
straight edge

long
short

Johns'
na of a
persan

measure
draw
cut

rmirs



Measuring with string

Activity
1.1.

Try on the sample paper hats. be they
fit you?

Use t.L4 string to
measqe the length.
of paper you need Curl the paper end
to make a hat that tape the ends to-
will fit your had gether.

4i&

Measure the size of your
head with a string.'

Cut out a top and a
brim for the hat.

5

the pieces of
the hat together.

vu

1

7

Tape your- string to
a piece of newsprint. Compare the lengths

Write your name of the different
above the string ltrtngs.

Culture

Making measrements without a standardized system of leitureAAt
is common--both at wort and at home. A cleft in a hardWirt stem'
measures wire by using the edge of a table. A janitor puts a
soup can of soap concentrate into half a bucket of water; This
kind of measurement_is_more accurate than estimating; even though
there are no limits' of measurement..

What systems of measurement have your stade<rts used?

-69-
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Measuring vili4 Siring

NOW
Preparation

String. Be sure you buy string Which tgeSn't stretch when you

pall on it; since this can change the measurement.

e Hat. -Prepare a nuMber of hats, each a different size and

Brent style. Encourage students to make theirs differently.

Activity

Remind students to make the length of the paper longer than the

length of the string, so there can be overlap for gluing.

If time permitsi have students use the string to measure their

wafts (or anothee part of the body). Have them make a bar

gra

Language

Comparisons. Collett a variety of objects (books, chides, tools.

etc.) and put them in the front of the room. Point to 2 objects

and elicit a statement of comparison (e.g. "That one is bigger.")

from the students. Vary this by hiving students ask questions

(e.g. "Which one is bigger?").

Chart Practice. Use the hae graph IS a basis for questions and

answers (e.g. "Whose is longer?" "Lee's is longer."). For advanced

classes, vile/ this by askibg them to give a 30=second *spiel"

(talk) based on the information in the chin.

Ritual. Having students help you to prepare before class is an

TaViial way to practice titple language rituals. Have students

memorize and practice rituals to turn on lights or fans, clear

tables or get materials ready. The EVeryday English page has some

suggestions. .4

Characters. As a follow-up, haVe students create an "identity" for

tbe person who _wear their hat (name, age,occupation, residence.

etc.). Have them put their hits on and introtuce themselves to the

rest of the class. Vary this by having students role play meetings

between their characters.
r -

to ral_ plofitisifi
Depiction. Ask students to describe how they ceasured things in

their hole country. Invite them tc demonstrate how they made certain

measurements. Some may prefer to make drawings.
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Lesson 9

Circuit- with a Bulb and ;Battery
Students make a tasic electrical circuit with a battery, a light bulb

and a wire. They make diagrams showing the various ways they try

connecting these WU. This is the first lesson involving an

electrical circuit.

Purposes
- To solder wire to the terminals on a light bulb

socket.

- To make a simple circuit.

- To draw diagrams of circuits;

- To shOW WIWI circuits worked and which did not

and to draw conclusions.

, To ask about or tell thi location of an object.

ex



[91 Circuit with a Bulb and Battery

Tools and Materials

Soldering_Kit (Lesson 7) 1 per class;
razor knife : 1 per pair
wire cutter 3 per class
metal file 1 per class
long nose-pliers

,i,
3 per class

pencil 1 each
eraser 1 each
plain paper 1 each

.

battery, 1.5 volts (size to fit battery holder) eacheach

battery holder (for 2 batteries, with 1.red
and 1 black wire) 1 each

light bulb, 2.5 volts (size to fit socket) 1 each

wire* (with stripped ends, 15 -3© cm. long,
possibly from lesson 2) 1 each.

extension cord (Lesson 4) 1 each
light bulb socket 1 each

4

*preparation requ red e ore c ass.

-Language,

Where is the wire? It's an-the table.

Is the wire on the battery or
on the table?

It's the table.

Connect the battery and the wire.

wire
battery
soldering iron
bulb-
cutter

on
under
next to
in

_

turn cm
turn off
connect

=74= 82



19 Circuit with a Bulb and Battery

Take one battery; one
wire; and one light
bulb; Make the bulb
light up.

Draw pictures snowing ways that work
arvi ways that don"t work.

Take 2 btt-E,, ies, a Wtiery holdet_; a light bulb; and a light bulb
socket. Arrange the materials so that the light bulb will light up.
(See Notes.)

So1der the red wire to
one terminal of the
light bulb socket.
Solder' the black wire
to the other terminal;

Culture

Draw a
picture of
your circuit
on ?

piece cif

paper,
Find at least two ways
tb break the circuit.

Comnecting_batteries to operate electrical; or electromic equipment
is a useful skill; Knowing how to use a soldering iron could lead
to work in the electronics industry;

At home; understanding the correct method to install batteries is
Radios: tape recorders; and other appliances- only work

put in according to the + erA - symbols in-
dicateJ machine:

=7S= 83



9 Circuit with .4 Bulb and Battery

Notes

Activity

Allow plenty of Om for students tc find ways to light the

bulb; Some students may prefer to work on their own, While

others may learn from watching. Have students draw their

solution on the blackboard. Entourage them to find addi-

tional ones.

If there is time, give each tudent another wirei and have

them fine ways to light the btilb using one battery and two

wires.

If ym buy battery holders that have terminals (instead of

two wires coming oUt),_the students can solder a 15 cm. piece

of wire unto each terminal. If possible, use a red wiry or

the positive (4) terminal, and a blatk_wire for the negative

(;) terminal, because these are the colcirs associated with

positive and negative.

Language

Memory_ Table. Put a few tools, materials and other objects (in

the_table--in, on,- under and next to each other. Destribe

their locatitin, Then have the students ask and tell each othit-

where the items are. Cover the table with a cloth, and ask

students to say Where the items are.

Hide- it, Have one student leave the room so that the others

can 17ide a tool somewhere in the classroom; The stbdent

returns to 00 latirOto and tries to* find the item by asking

Yes-No questions (e.g. alS it under the table' ").

5eiel. Haft students give a short talk, Wheyw they describe the

circuit they have_ drawn to the rest _of tSe cnAs-,. Ai a follOwl--

up, post the drawings and have students ideotifs Whose they set.
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as --avrt

Reducing a Drawing
How car you alter a pattern to make it bigger or smaller? In this

liessor students tew.e a design and thel transfer it to grid paper.
They use a grid with mailer squares, °to reduce to size of thP
design.

Purposes

- T0 plan and construct a design using flat gawk ',.)

shapes;

To transftr th desigif to grid paper%

= To rNiure the de.ifgn peci;eiy; using smal/er yid
DO Kr.

-_:-T(make ite4ments a, 7 swer questions

comparisons of size:

To r'velop skills in usit4 plans and pati;eTnt.

To report when one is ready t-& hegira t,v5k;

87



Reducing a fl-r

Toils and lititetialt

straight edge
scissors
pencil sharpener

pencil

eraser

plain paper

cardboard shapes *: triangles, rectangles,
and squares (used in lesson 0 5 each

grid paper* (1.5 cm. savcres) 1 sheet ea,h

grid paper* (2 cm. square,1 1 sheet atri

prepare iom requireci-Efore class.

1 each
1 each
1 per class

1 each
1 each

1 =Meet eerh

Language

B

A

Which, square is the biggest?
smAllest?

Which myere is bigger? This one.
That one,

Fake it ntmL.

Are you ready? Yes, I an
WO, not yet.

This souart is the biggest.
smAlltst.

=BO=

J

emlwrietilibase

souare

rectang7e

big2ff
sma Zr

41151
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E Red111 a &

Activity

1

Arrange 5 cardboard shoes
on a piece of paper to
make a design.

Trace the outline of_the.
design onto the paper;

Cut out the design.
Trace the &Aline of the
deOgn onto a piece of
grid paper.

S

TOce a second piece of
grid paper and copy Your
design Ly USill4 the square!;
as a gviJe.

fAilituAt

Transfer your desivt onto

7iquareS. (Re the squares
grid paper with Smarter

a: a nUide.

1 vr. tc.roe factories, parts for th produ;tion line xt:* tr elsr
wSiere and arrive ready or use rn .4sSCehly lirfe In srvt"
s.oecializPd factie5, sem have to be Made iglt in fac-
t( ry. General Atte_rt zre us- 1 to do thls. Dnit3,0 for tile
pa,te s are L- ).odt.ce(4. 71' papo- UT tlk i.nd later' th,-; pn -
duct is (cut frbo h or pldtstoc. e.

;

sizes o f tht same pattern wt. i tide by effargixz-
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5-51 Red tine a Drawina_

Notes

Activity

Some students may have trouble locating
the same square .:13 each of the two sizes

of grid paper. To avoidconfusion, they
can label the squares (not the lines)

with 'umbers and letters.

For beginnieg students, delete circles from tfek activip, since

they can be too difficult to copy.

Give students colored pencils or crayons. It is easier to see

the difference im site of the two ?Tnished de.Ablis when thty

are colored in.

Advanced studenti can draw more complex designs freehand--

without meing the cardboard shapes or the straight edge.

Language

Put_i_t_Theee. Rave ee.J1 stedent label a seperate piece 3f grid_

paper with letters and numbers. Call out lecationsje.g. "R3.*).

Si.a.dentr alt in the center of that square. Call out other

locat;t ly, heve the students draw lines to correct

tht :-f fV Themes of the geometrical shapes they

t'aVt 4 souare, reitangh, etc.).

Work Stations. As a revite, se' op six work stailons, weere
there are srliOle tasks tco ciL (drilling a hole, ttgntening a

se,w, s:,; Ling red bottlec,ps from Wick ores, etc.). Assign

one studc.t."supervisor" to each station to giveAte cermands to

complete the task. The rest of the students go from statior to

station to comOtte etth-tark. Have students say certair ex-

chamg,s at the stuition, such as

Are you fini.shTd?

- Yes, I am.
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Lesson 11

Sewing Machine
Thit letSbn it the first in which We students make things

using a sewing machine :1.trits_learn thc' main_parts of_a sowing

machine and latiiJage r07--, to its operation. tvev learn_to_contre
the spFrA; thread the and practice sewii.n straight lines.

Purposes

VA

IM

Btu

= To prepare cloth for machine sewing.

= To thread a sewino machine.

- To sow a ftraight, line.

- to ask tor help.

= To report progress amd ask tor ay.istance.

To identify many objects.

-85-
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Semimg Machihe

Tools ain INsterAli

TMWin machine
pachine sewing needle!,
tboninS* (threaded)

riitPr

tracing) wheel

SciStsOWS
hand' untn9 needles
pins

f

1 per pair
6 par macKine
2 per machine

1 per pair
T per pair
1 per_pair
1 each
1 package /pair

1 each

eraser 1 each

tracing; paper 1 package/pair

cloth* %practice pieces, approx. 12 x 24 cm. 2 each

thre3d spool 1 each

* preparction rewired before class;

Larigu ge

W;Itt are the.:e?

Are `.1.*s, needles? Yes, they arc.
NOi they ater'q.

Is everytilimg Vi',? Ye4i everythint's

ho, car: :la help
me?

Pey're needles. needle

-15171
scissors
sewing machine

(spa's of
threat

0....
H. nny needles are thorn? Then are tin.

Are there. twol YL; there art.:

(do, thm areWt.;

yo.ming.almour

94

twq
th,'ee

four
nye

fold

sew
threid



tai Sew na Machine

Actieity

Fold a piece of
cloth and pin it
with straight pins.i,

3 Ar Z...

/MTh= :,,::1 \ -

a iv- .:;ewing

7 etei, i Make
1 a Coo the

three.7 ;

1 -..,_

z

Use the tracing wheel,
and a straight edge to
line along the edge-of

tracing paper,

mark a straight
the cloth.

Hand baste (sew with
long stitches) the
Moth. Take out
the straight pins;

Practice operating
the wi'thiha

ty "WvOngs wIthOtit
trre,iid or cloth.

Thread the
Sewing machine,_

Watch a demonstration
vet the use of the

sewing miithine.

vJ/

8
.

SeW a straight
line along the
piece of cloth
using thq. lime
drawn wi..h the

tracing wheel
if a guide.

Culture
i

In industri.t4 sewing or the garment industryi often hundreds of
people will work in a single shop making one OrNluct; They work

on sewing jt;st one part of a piece of clothing--the collar on a
Shirt, for example. This involves following patterns and specific
procedures.

=87= 95
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sewing hitching

Notes

Preparation

information. See the Appendix: Sewing far saicty procedures .

and information on using a sewing machine.

Bobbins.' Have bobbins already threaded for tee students.

Later, show then how to wind bobbins on the machine.

Adjustment. Before class, set the tension (appropriate for

the material :tudentsare iewitg). Students should not adjust

e tension until they know more about the iinactine.

Act`::ity
Allow plenty of time for studemts to practice threading a n'eedle.

If studeets cannot see well enough to thread or0, they may need

their vision checked.

If students are ready, have them practice sevingoackwirds as9

well as forwards H:ve them c.lso practice sewing around corners

2orrectly d stitci.ing a circular pattern in the cloth.

Langualge

Keep it. Have s..dent... sit in a circle_ Giv.! each person two

or 6ree of VI .ate tool. The students ask da,11 other. "What

are these?" If a student antwers,correctly (e.9, "They're_

needles."), she/he keeps to tools. if not, she/he ruts the

tools in the middle of the circle. The tudent who has the mast

tools wins: Vary this navIng students ask and answer Yes-

No questtons (e.g. "Are t:-.ese ?") or ituestions with

"ttuw many?" Students m.t ansWir-Egi questions correctly or

lose a tool.

Culturalligloretion

Simulation. As a follow-up, set up a simulated assembly line--

sewing cloth napkins. Set up eight work Stations:

thf?. pittern to the cloth..

the cloth.
4

baste the edges.
sew the edges.

6. kezo4ic the besting thread and elieck the quality.

b. Iron timit papkins

7. Ctietk the quality again;
8. 'No V e napkins in jackagm.

Put groups of students eaci station. Play the role of super=

visor. :Discuss tie 4fzerwards.
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Lesson 12

A Test Light
L',hat can carry electricity? The key to your house? How about a pencil?
From the circuit made in Lesson 9, students make a test light and use it
to test djferent objects to see if they can carry electricity.4;

Purposes

- To make and use a test light.

- To distinguish materials which areinsulatort or
conductors.

- To describe activities in progress.

- To repeat an instruction to'clarify understanding.

=91=
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A Test tight

Ttonia and Materials

Soldering Kit (see Lesson 7 , 1

razor knife 1

metal file 1.

wire cutter 3

pencil

eraser
plastic.. tape 2

battery holder, with light bulb
socket attached (students made

in Lesson 9) 1

batteries, 1.5 volts (size to fit
battery holder) 2

light bulb, 2.5 volts (size to fit
socket) 1

bell.wire, red* 115 cm.) '1

bell wire, black* (15 cm.) 1

insulator/conductor form*

objects pictured on forre 1

objects not pictured on form
(e.g. staples, mdtchb,o, eraser) 4

extension cord (made in Lesson 4

test light*,

1

1

per class
per class
per class
per class

each
each
rolls per class

each

each

etch
each
each

each

of each per class

objects Or class

each
per cl4s4

*preparat on requvrie c ass 7
Langtsage

Cu! the Wire.. This wire?

What are you doing? I'm cutting the

What'is he doing? He is stung thevite.
she She

Is this a conductor? Its a conductor.
Is this an insulator? It's an insulator.

wire
MR bulb
battery
test light

cuttin
stompingpp ng
tinning
twisting
testing

DANGER
ON
OFF

100
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A Test Light

Activity

Connect the circuit
so the bulb lights
up;

Remove the little
piece of black wire
that is soldered to
the socket. Strip a
red wire. Solder one
'end to the empty
terminal on the
socket. -"I

L.4

Touch the object
to be tested
with both wires.
Mark the form_to
show if the test
light lights or not.

Culture

ti

While the bulb is .

lit, cut the black-
wire close to the
bulb.

'13

Strip the end of
the wire you just
cut.

11,

try,

Strip a black wire.
Join one end to the
black wire attached
to the battery
holder. Coy& the
connection with tape

IAA

Tin thends of the
wires with a

. solderipg iron.

a'
Continue testing
other objects on the
table.'Sort the in-
sulators from,the
conductors.

Arter the fungi is
completed, take a
few nom untested
objects: Predict if
they will light the
test:light bulb or
not.Test them to see.

As a_machine or object is in the process of being made in a factory, it
usually goes through many tests. _They nay be very simple. Does the
light in a toy car work correctly? Other times testing involves the
use of complicated equipment such as checking"but the circuitry in an
electronic caluclator. At home when an appliance breaks down one cannot
always tell immediately what is wrong. Often simple testing can determine
whether it can be fixed or not. Becoming familiar with different kinds*
of test equipment can be uteful for hone repairs as well as at work.

101
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aj A Test Light

Notes
OW

Activity

It-might be hilpful to explain in simpicterms the besic idea

of a circuit (ig the students' native language). For example,

aomething you cannot see comes out one end of the batteries*

goes through" one wire, the bulbi anotherwiet aod into the

other end of the battery. It does not eerie out, unless it

can follow a path that lets it g beck in again. When a ciee

cult is "on," electricity can flow through it. When it is

"off," nothing flows in the circuit.

Have stuients test their personal belongings (earrings, belt

buckles, buttons, etc.) to see if they light the teselight.

The test light should light when the two ends of the wires.,

'touch. If not, check for loose connectiops or a brekee bulb.

language

Action Sequence. Give students ilhstructions (e.g. "Strip the

Wire."). Stop them in the middle of the process And ask,

"What are you doing?" Have them answer in complete sentences

(e.g. "I'm stripping the wire."). Vary this by having students

work id small groups to give instructions, to stop each other

to ask and answer questions. 4,

Tell Mk What. Have students mime actions. The others guess by

saying what a person isIdoing (e.g. "You're cutting."). :Vary

this by making it a contest between teams, using cards with

p.ctures of actions as cues for students.

Cubes. Put pictures ef various actions on six sides of a 'card=

board cube. Students throw the cube.aed look at the picture

facing up: One stadent asks the qaestion (e.g. "Uhat_are you
doing?") and another gives the appropriate answer (e.g. I'm

testing). Vary this by asking Yes-No questions.

Open-EndedlTaSk. Do an end-of-the-unit assessment of students"
overall progress .0ne way is to bring in an assortment of tools

and materials used_ fn previous lessons and ask students to snow

how to use them. /Ask them to explain the names of items, to

describe what they are doing', and to use feedback language. Use

the assessment to plan the language for Unit 2.

102
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11121 A Test Light

Planning

E. S < A RA,4

What do you cid when you make a mistake on the .job?

How can you avoid them?

-96-
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c.

.Everriay ritglith
Add related luguage for tacit category:

Finrculio-oker

non's it going?

01.

not so good.

What's wrong!

Look- have a prOblimi.)

Do you have a problem?

VeS.--
No. (Everything's Oi.)

this right?

Yes; (It's all ..ight.)

No; (It's not right.)

is

Can you help me'

Yes. (I can.)
no. (I can't now.)

What'S nett?

Now (do this.)

GDIAGFUNTsilt

A_ 'kat; this is sape visor: J---S
Ague my friend. 010i.

Ai.

Me. Janes. this .is Nue.
name

B. Cid to meet yoO.

GETTING nomm-Domt

moo me!
Look 04t:
Murry up.

Slow down.
I'm sorry:
(Avis* me.

r

99.

SOC-Idt-121116

Cgod inorninc
afterwoon,

Now do you halt

! feel greet.
I feel tired.
I feel hungry-
I feel Sleepy.

pow aid are you!

I am

Where dia you live?

! live At

Sae you at COOSA.

See ytni tomorrow,

mempayafriday;

Ade* a good notiend!
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Lesson 13 °

Planning a Cutting Board
Students try
paper. Then
same size as
lessons they

out different patterns fora cutting board on
they enlarge their favorite pattern o grid
the wood, and trace it onto the wood: n the
will make their own cutting board.

small grid
paper the
next two

Pur;oses

- To apply pattern-making skills.

.- To design a pattern for a cutting board:

- To enlarge a.design.

- To ask and answer questions about tools and materials
that one has.

- To say Who a toot belongs to.
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Planning a Cutting Board

TOOli and Materials

1 hand saw
square
-pencil sharpener
food knife

.comPass
straight edge

pencil
eraser
carbon paper

grid paper* (li cm. squares, With
4 grid)

large grid paper, sized to match board*

(3 cm. squares)

board* (2x18.5 cm. x 28 cm.
per student)

sample cutting board*
sample designs on grid paper With 4 boxes*

sample design on large grid Paper*

preparation required before class.

Langoage

1 per pair
3 per class
1 per clan'
1 per class
1 per pair
1 per pair

1 each
1 each
1 per pair

. 1 each

1 each

2-)'per class
l_per class
1 per class

Do you have a pattern? Yesi I do.
No, I don't;

What do you have? I have a pattern;

Whose .attern is this? It is my pattern.

his
her
your

-102-

pattern
saw
cutting board
pencil
paper_
eraser

draw
copy
saw
use

DAXGER
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Activity

Plannirg a Cutting Board

Draw some pattenti
for a cutting board
on thetmall.grid paper.

Copy your favorite pattern
onto the large grid paper.

Saw off a board
the same size as
the large grid paper.

Put a sheet of
carton paper between
the pattern and the board.

Culture

Trace the pattern onto the board.

Precision and attention to detail are important aspects of the American
Work place. This is especially true where the same prtyduct is made many
times and every prodwct needs to look the same. A difference of a
fraction of an inch can be crucial.

= .

The use of grid pAper is an example of an effective means to maintain
precision and derail when enlarging a drawing or a pattern.

of
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Planning a Cutting Board

Notes

Preparation

Wood. The grid paper you use needs to match the size of the

board. Buy 1 x &boards, since this is the same width as the

large 6 square x 9 square grid paper (see Appendix: Handouts).

Select wood without knots or that looks like it won't crack.

If necessary use #1 (top grade) pine.

Sam le Product. Bring in a few finished cutting boards to show

stu ents erent design possibilities.

Activity

Demonstrate the use of the cutting boards by_cutting a loaf as

bread or a piece of fruit on th sample board.

ShoW the students the -grid papers you used to enlarge the design

for one of the cutting boards.

Give the students time to try different design possibilities

before asking them to choose one to enlarge....

Be sure that students follow appropriate_ safety procedures in

using thisaw (see Appendii:,Woodworking).

Have the students write their names lightly in pencil on their

boards (they can -sand theM off later) to locate them for the

next class. . ,

Language

est'. . Distribdte an assortment of teols,

materia s and o er ects to students. Students ask each other

in succession, "What do youtaver and give the appropiiate

response (e.g. "I have a book."). Vary this by having students

ask Yes=No questions. Asa follow-up, put students into small

groups to ask each other questions about what objecti they have.

Spinner. Tape 6 small pictures of tools opja Spinner Card, so

that you can remove them easily. PBefore one studeht spins the

arrow, another looks at the pictures and asks about one (e.g.

"Do you have a saw?"). The first studeni spins. and gives
the answer the arrow points to (e.g. "No, I don't; I have a

pencil."). She/he then removes the picture from the card. When

all the cards are removed, the students ask each other questions

about which ones they have.

L
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-lesson 14
Sawing a Cutting Board

-Students use a saber saw to Alt out their patterns for cutting boards.

Then; they use a rasp to smooth the edges to prepare the boards for

tending. Students learn safety procedures and expressions and gain .

greater confidence in using an electric tool.

ta1101111_

Purposes

vs

- To give and respond to safety warnings.

- To demonstrate maintenance procedures for a saber saw.

To report about activities in progress.

To follow instructions to delay, repeat or reorder

an activity.

115
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Eli Sawing a Cutting Beard

Took and Matedolt

saber saw
replacement blades (general wood cutting)
screwdriver (for tightening or changing

blades)
lubricating oil
"e" clamp (6" or 8" size)
vafety glasses
rasp (3-4 different varieties)

extension cord (students made-1n lesson 4)
.---------

cuttipekards (begun in lesson 13)
scra locks of wood (for.clamping)

1 per pair =
dozen per class

1 per class
1 can per class
1 per air
l per pair

1 each

each mrson's own
1 per pair

Language

4

what are you doing? Pm plugging in
. the saw.

Don't plug in the saber saw now:
Do it late

Not like that, like this: OK.

Watch out Sure.

Sorry.

What is he doing? He is
she She

You should plug in the saber saw.
shouldn't

saber saw
extensTiii

glasses

plug in
put on glasses
turn on
turn off
hold
unplug

L
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Sawing a Cutting Board

Activity

I

DemeAstrate safety rules
for using a saber saw.

Cut out the cutting' board.

1rower

Fasten the board to the
table with a c clad.

Turn off the saw
Then it jams,
when the blade
wiggles lone,
when the blade breaks,
When you move the board,
and When you finish.

Use a rasp
to smooth
the rough edges.

Maintenance Procedures:

a. Remove and replace the blade.
b. Oil the saber sax.
c. Coil the saber sty cord,
d. Store the saber aw in

its box.



Sawing a Cutting Board

Notes

Preparation

Saws. If you cannot affnrd SO many saber saws, use just one .

and have students work on.this activity over a longer period'

of time. Or, use hand-operated saws, such as a coping saw -.

(see Appendix: Woodworking).

ks. In next lesson, students will need 2 i 6 X

cm. ocks of wood for sanding blocks. 'Students who fi.,ish .

this activity quickly can make them

Activity

If the saber saw is a variable speed model, demonstrate how to

control the speed. Adjast the speed according-to the kind of

wood and to the kind of cut.(straight or curved).

If students are not familiar vtith a saber saw, allow them to

turn it on and off a feit times to get used to the switch and

the vibration:

Demonstrate the proper use of the rasp (see Appendix: Wood-

working).

Language

Action Sequence. Give instructions to the students to use the

saber saw safely. Use warnings (e.g. "Like this. Not like

that.") as you demonstrate the procedures. Have a student

follow your instructions.

1. Put on the glasses. 5. Use-the saw.

2. Plug in the saw. 6. Turn off theisaw.

3. Hold the saw. 7. Unplug the saw.

4. Turn on the saw..

As a follow-up. have students give the instructions and warnings

to each other. Vary this by asking, "Wheat are you doing?"

ScrambUs. On cards, Put Matures of the steps in using a saber

saw. tuaents bust it the pictures in the proper sequence.

As a follow-up, have students descrite the pictures.

418
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Lesson 15 -1

Taking Inventory
Throughout the course, the students shoOld take an active role in
keep4og tip a of tools and materials used in class, and take
responsibility for caving attention to defectiVe tools. In this
lesson, the students finish their cutting board, and are shown a
routine for taking inventory and checking tools for damage.

Prposes

. swiri 09,
Sort the tdOlt and iatitrielt.
Put Ehe name

of each_tcel inLs Pmon*" "i".""or a_picture

in the fiett woorwarli
1101111. ... 004 .........

column.
i;717w0.
moot. ..r.s.:..,

Take the-new tools back to
class. 6o the ACTIVIT'N

At_ the_end_of thoACTIVITL.
check out Me tools and 04*
If any_were_damaged during
the ACTIVITY

/14ibmmamm, g4
4wWW4 _4°4omm..

t--

In the third calumni
write how_wooy
of each tool
hetet to be
changed...

meny need to be

- To organize, count and sort tools and materials used
fn class.

- -To use a simple inventory and requisition form.

- To check tools for damage and report needs.

- sTo ask for replacement tools.

To provide and verify A count using'numbers.

= To finish a upoOdWorking project.
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king inventory

Took and Materials

Aind drill
drill bit (*" diameter)
counter sink bit
uc* clamP

straight edge
rasp (34 varieties)
orbital/oscillating sander (optional)
extension cord (optional)
electric drill (optional)
sandpape04

coarse
medium
fine

sanding.block* (approx. 2 x 6cm. x 9cm.
scrap blocks of wood (for claMping)

cutting boards

string orkleather lade (optional)

vegetable oil
cloth
Tooli and Materiails Inventory fort

(see Appendie: Handouts)

2 per class
1 per class
1 per class
1 per pair
4 per class
I per pair
1 per class
1 per class
1 pee class

1 per pair
I pap: pair

1 per pair
1 each
1 per pair

each persies 04-in

:% meters per class

1 container
1 per pair

i per pair

C

*preparation required before class
Lanipailge
.

X: What do you need?
Y: I need SaWLS.

X: How manrai you need?
Y: 1 need
X: Here you are.
Y: Thank you.

X:
Y:

X:

Y:

B

What's wrong with the saws?
They're broken.

rusty.
dirty.

Do you need a-6Y sandpaper?
Yes, I need some. No, I don't

.geed apy.

saw__

ar"1 11
. drill bit

sandpaper 44

wood
rasp

s_, -114- 22



Takihi inventory

Activity

1

Wrap a_piece
of sandpaper
around a block of wood; .Sand With the grain.

3
Use
different
sanding
techniques.
(see Appendix.')

Use the drill,
a-bit, _

and a countersink bit
to make a hole
for hanging the board.

6

Apply oil to the board
with a cloth. Hang the board to dry.

Culture

The demand for products to be nicely finished is common in the U.S.
Sandpaper is used for most work that requires smoothing _a surface,
as in making wood products, in furniture refinishing, and in
maintenance Work., Sandpaper is also used for roughing smooth
surfaces to prepare them for painting, as in house painting.and
auto body work.

In all cases, attention to fine detail are likely to be appreciated
by employers and consumers.

-115-
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Taking Inventory

Notes

Preparation

Tools To inventory. Bring in additional tools. _ especially

damaged or rusty ones, to supplement those on the Materials list.

Soldering irons, drills, saws and razor knives are good choices.

Supply -ice. The illustration shoWs the steps for .taking inven=

tory. If you don't have access to a supply room, simulate one
. -

in the classroom.

Sanding. Prepare the sanding blocks before class. For infor-

mation on sanding, see Appendix: Woodworking.

Activity

This lesson shows how taking inventory and using an inventory

form can be integrated_into other lessons as part of the class-

room routine: One goal is to have students take responsibility
for keeping track of their equipment.

At the end of class, count and record the number.of tools "checked

in" in column 4. If any toolt wert_broken during the activity,

record this in column 5. (For the Inventory Form, see Appendix:

Han Orruts.) .

To cut sandpiper, fold it, place a straight edge along the ford

and tear the paper. Don't use scissors, they soon get dull.

Oil the finished cutting boards with cooking oil, since it Is

not harmful to the human digestive system. Apply It thinly, a

little at a time.

Language

Situation. To present the meaning of "to need," mime various

tasks e.g: cutting paper with your fingers, drilling without

a drill bit, sanding With White paper). Ask students, "What

do I need?" Elicit the response, "You need ." As a'

follow=up, have students mime tasks.

Cultural Exploration

Simulation Set up a supply room, with students in the role of

workers. Play the role of the supply clerk. Students submit

their Inventory Forms and the tools. Have students practice

the language they will need for the exchange. Vary this by

having students play the role of the clerk.

12
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[Anon
Circuit and a. Switch

In this lesson students make _a circuit using batteries; a bulb, wire
and a switch. They draw a diagram of the circuit they have maL.

Purposes

- To install a switch in a bulb and battery circuit.

- To make/a diagram of a circuit.

= To ask and answer questions with "whose."

- To read ON and OFF.

-119- 127



Circuit and a Switch

Tools and Materii It

cOwdriver 1 each.

lo nose pliers 3 per class

pencil 1 each

eraser 1 each

plain paper 1 each

switch
other kinds of switches (e.g.

"double pole=double throw" switch with

6 terminals)
wire! (with stripped ends, 15--;30 cm.)

1 each

1-per 3_ students
10 per class

test light (students made in lesson 12) 1 each

*'preparation required before class.

Langua e

Is this your switch? Yes,
Ne,

It's

it's my switch. switch
liTi7Tight
paper

connect
turn on
turn off
draw

my

Whose switch is this?

it's your w .

my switch.
your

Whose ;Witch it this? It m(e.
his.
hers.
yours.

ON_
OFF

-120-128



Ej Circuit and a Switch

Activity

Culture

a. Take a test light and a switch.
Connect the end of one wire
to one of the screws on the switch.

b. Connect the other wire
to the other screw.

c. Turn on the switch
to see if it works.

Makea_drawing of
the bulb; battery
and switch.

4

Draw in the wire
that connects them.

One refugee employer commented that having one American friend on
the job who can serve a: an advocate and assist a refugee to clear
up misunderstandings with co=workers was a key factor in whether or
not many refugees were able to successfully hold a job.

What are some ways your students will be able to get to know-
Jellow workers on the job?

129
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Circuit an Switch

Notes

Activity

Try an.open-ended approach with. this activity. Simply dis=
tribute the parts'to the circuit, and ask students to Make

the circuit work.

For students who finish early, have them attach several test
lights to a switch that has more than two terminals (e.g. a
"double pole-double throws switch) so that some lights go on
when the handle is moved in each direction. This shows students

more about switches.

Language

Whose Is It? After students have drawn their circuits, diwide
the class into twd groups._ Students in one group exchange
their drawings with the other group.., The first group pks the
second questions to_identify the owners of the drawings (e.g:'
"Is this your paper?" or "WhOse paper is this?"): Students

answer in gcmplete sentences. The second group then asks the

first group questions. As a follow-up, students write the
owner's names on the papers.

Cultural Exploration

Divide the class into two groups. Ask one group

mag ne they_are at a new job. Ask the others to play
the roles of American workers who have been on the job for a

longtime. Both groups are in the workers' lounge; it is

coffee break time. Students role play coffee break conver-

sation in pairs. Discuss and practice possible exchanges

beforehand.
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Lesson 17

Patterns for Cubes
Students find different flat patterns for cubes. They draw these pat=
terns, cut them out and fold them to make cubes.

Purposes

ti

- To independently solve a construction problem
visualizing solutions.

- .To develop judgement abOut the volume of cubic
Solidi.

- To name the parts of a cube.

= To say whether two objects are the same or ,
different.

To describe the numl,er of objects.

- To as what one should do using sequence words
("first, next, then"). ,



1

Patterns for Cubes

tr. j
Tools and Materials

straight edge 1 each

scissors 3 pet class

pencil sharpeher 1 per class

pencil . 1 each

eraser 1 each

masking tape 1 roll per class

grid paper* (3 cm. squares) 3 sheets each

assembled cubes* (small)
(large)

2 per class
1 per class

;preparation required before class.

Language

How many =het do you have?.I have one.

s.

Art they the same? Yesi they are the ttme.

different? Noi they are different.

What shiuld you 6o first? Firsts unfold the

next? cube.

then?

-126-

cube
iMi
corner
square

atm

fold
tape
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Patterns for Cubes

Activity

I

Look at the two paper
cubes. They are the
same'size. Each has

Each side of a cube
is square. Each
side is equal in

4

Copy one of the patterns on grid paper;
cut it out and fold it into a cube.

Unfold the cubes to
fee their different

h.

Use more grid paper
draw other patterns
that you think will
Make a cube. Cut them
out and fold theM.

On grid paper, draw
a pattern that will
make the bigger cube.

ti

Cut out and fold the
pattern to wake the

r cube.

How many small
cubes will fit int
the bigger cube?

Fill the big_cube
With the small
cubes.
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Patterns fpr Cubes

Notes

Activity

This lesson provides interesting opportunities for students to

find their own ways to complete the task or to learn from

watching each other. It also provides opportunities for you

to observe your students' learning Styles.
.

Language
.

Picture Cues- Prepare a set of pictures illustrating the-steps

of the activity. Students give the instructions for each step

and then put the picture$ in the correct order. Ask questions

about the pictures. Then, have students describe the sequence

using "fir4, next, then."

v.

Ospdw LoPy CJT 9-0CD.

Clarification. Have students practice askIng for clirificatibn

of instructions. To cue students, draw lines on the blackboard

to show the change of intonatiom that occurs when a statement

becomes a question. =

Unfold the bob. Unfold the box?

Vary this by presenting other ways to clarify instructions ie.g.

"What?" or 'Which one?").

quistion=Ansmer Practtee. Put an assortment of drawings :of

geometrical Shapecliircles, squares, triangles, etc.) on the

blackboard. Make some of them identical. Ask'the question,

"Are they the sale or different?" *Then point to two shapes:

5tudents give- the appropriate answer (e.g. "They're different.").

Students ask the question While you cue responses.

Reflection
. ,

Questions. Ask, the students to think about the lesson and

answer these questions (through an interpreter aide, .if
necessary) ,

,

= What problems did you 'Meet in completing the task?

- What similarities are there between solving the
problem to make a cribe and deciding how to repair
something in the home? ,\,

- How many ways did you find to complete the task?



Patterns for Cubes

Planning
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Lesson 18

Using Time Sheets
At their jobs, most Americans have to sign in and out on a time card.
Other jobs require estimating or recording exactly hold long it takes
to do certain tasks. In this lesson students get pritctice reading
a clock and recording the time it takes to perform tasks. They set up

a system for signing in and out on a time card, a routine which is

practiced daily throughout the rest of the lessons.

goo* mos4144

Purposes

I

= To read a clock.

- To write the time one begins and finishes a task.

- To establish a daily routine of filling out a time sheet.

- To ask and answer questions about time.

- To read NAME, IN, and OUT

.6
1
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Using Time Sheets

Tools and Materials

clock (with second hand, not digital)
cassette player_
cassette tape of music

coping saw
hack saw
back saw (optional)
hand saw, 10 or 12 point
saber saw (optional)

wood (see Notes)

time card*
timing a task form*

tools and materials for other activities
that can be timed (see Notes)

*preparation required before class.

Language

1 per class
1 per class
1 per class

1 per class
1 per class
1 per class
1 per class
1 per.class

1 each
2 each

What time is it? Its one o'clock,
one-fifteen.
one-thirty.
one-forty-

seven.

Now many minutes? -5 minutes:

A

What time did you start? At one o'clock.
finish?

Were you early?
late.?
on time?

I was early.
late.
on time.,

clock
time
time sheet

read
write down
fill in

1 -60

1:00-12;

IN

-132
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Using Time Miceli

Activity

Play a tape of a song. Record
the start -and stop time on the
activity form. Use a watch with
a minute and second hand.

Record the start and stop times
for the other tasks listed on.
the form;

Culture

"'Sign Out" time s

you finish'class

Perceptions and attitudes about time and work differ from country to.
country. In some cultures time is not as rigidly scheduled as it is in
the United States. In the American workplace breaks, lunch hours and
vacations, are arranged to make the most efficient use of time and meet the
demands of production.

On the job Workeii usually fill out a time sheet When they arrive at Work
and before they leave. Punctuality is one of the most important elements
of a good work record.

What was the working routine of you'r students in their home countries?

=13.3-= . 14 1 .
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Motet

Activity

Establish a routine where students fill in a time sheet before

and after class.. Find a place near the door to4xit the time
cards so 'students can sign in and sign out independently.

Once this routine is in place, advanced students call practice
other time=related language, such as reporting why they were
late or early.

To practice timing tasks and filling out the form, choose a
variety.of brief activities (sawing a board with various saws

or smiting a cigarette).

Language

Getting Ready. You may have to choose how many steps of the
activity to cover, depending on your students' background. If

they have never used a clock before, do some of these prepara-
tory activitiel:

= Cardboard_ Clock. Present whole hcrirs from 1:00 to 12:00
using a clock with moveable hands. Teach the question
"What time is it?" and the response "It's o'clock."

Numbers. Review the numbers from 1-59 as you move the
iThaintand on the clock. (e.g. "It's one-oh-one.").
Write the times on the blackboard (e.g. 1:01);

Dictation. Give the students cardboard clocks. Weite
a t meon the blackboard and have than move the hands
to that time. Vary this by saying _a time.and having
students write it on paper or on the blackboard.

. Make a spinner card that illustrates a clock
ace with numbers. Put another arrow on the boaed

for the hands of the clock. Each student spins the
hands and readsthe time.

Cultural Exploration

Proverb. Present the proverb "Time is money." Ask students to
iiiii-liplications of this proverb. Point out the importance '

of punctuality on the job, scheduled times for lunch.and coffee
breaks and the need to report to your supervisor.if you need
more time to complete a-task. Ask them to make comparisons
with their native countries.
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Lesson 19

Sewing a Bag
Students use a pattern and a sewing machine to make,a small cloth bag.

Purposes

=. To use a pattern and a sewing =thine to prepare and
sew together a small bag;

- To ask and answer question with 'can:"

- To _tell Who it able to do the job.

- To give reasons lay one cc, or cannot do tee job.

437.= 145



[1:i Sewing a bag

Tools and Materials

sewing machine
machine sewing

needles
babinS

ruler
tracing Wheel
scissors
hand sewing

needles
pins

pencil
eraser

per pair

4 per maelKine

4 per mathint

1 per pair
1 per pair

'1 per p!ir

1 each
1 package/paii

1 each
1 each

plain paper
newsprint

tracing paper

cloth

thread, spool

snalA, sew/on
type 2

sample small bag*1

1 each
2 sheets/class

1 package/pair

2 per machine

per person

per class

sample pattern .

for small bag* 3 per class

*preparation required before class.

Language

Can you s#A1 Yes, I can.
NOi I can't.

I don't have a-needle.Why not?

A S.

Can he sew? Yes, he can.
she

No, he can't.
she

He doesn't have
She

We can sew? I can sew.
fie

She

a needle

thread
cloth
scissors

sew
Weed the needle
piA /
fOld tge dab
cut '

makes knot*.



StIrtifti a bag '

Activity

1,

Look-at -the Model of
the small beg you
are about to sew;

Pin the pattern to
a piece of cloth.

. Cut out the cloth.

7

Fold the cloth so
that a bag with a
flap will be
produced._USE_THE
SEWING MACHINE to
sew the bag.

Culture

wer

Look at the pattern
that Was usedto make
the bag..

Copy the pattern
onto a piece of
paper. Use 6 pencil
and straight edge.

Place tracing paper
between the pattern
and the cloth. Pin
them together. Use a
tracing wheel to trace
the pattern.

Using a needle and
thread, sew on the
snaps by hand.

Take out the pims.
Fold the edges of
the cloth and pin
themU_Sethe
sewing machine to

MI the four folded
edges;

-Finished.

Many of your students may be experts in sewing and embroidery. Some
may have used a sewing machine. Their skills and knowledge may help
them get jobs sewing in_the_United States. Others may be able to
make clothes for their family or operate a small business out of
their homes.

=139=
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Saw Ins a bill

Matti

Preparation

Sewing Machine. See Appendix: Sewing for information about

operating a sewing machine.

Sanple-Patterns. Prepare a few Maple patterns for the cloth

bAg. A convenient site for the pattern is "ef" x "11". Draw a

margin around all four sides ofthe paper, "i" from the edge.

Draw two lines where the bag will be fol4d. Put an X to show

lncation of each of the four snaps.

It is possible _to make a simple Cloth bag without a pAttern.

However, the steps in this activity give students experience .

in using patterns ano sewing tools which are iMpertant for more

complex sewing projects.

If there are students who already know ha* to sew, have them

teach the others how to do it.

If students finish early, they can sew decorative,,patterns on

their bags.

You can follow this lesson with other sewing activities or

projects. Some possibilities; mending or altering students'

clothes, making shoulder bags, children's toys, carpenter's

aprons, cloth holders for tools, napicims,tablecloths or aprons.

Language

Can- alt Give each student one or two materials, but not eneugh

sew a small Cloth. Ask questions about what students

are able to do (e.9. "Can you pin the cloth?"). Students answer

(e.g. I can't.") and give a reason (e.g. 'I don't have

pins.").

Present. the structure "Can you ?" as an option

or making requests (e.g. turning on the lliblireleaning up,

assisting one another)i Have StUdents practice these requests.
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Lesson 20

Milking a Tirminal Board
Students measure a small piece of masonite, cut it to size, and drill
holes in it In each hole, a nut and a screw' are used to attach a
terminal. 'In later lessons students will solder a wire to each
terminal, and use the terminal board in electrical circuits.

Piryposes

= To make a termtnal-board according to specifications.

= TQ give an4 follow instructions.

ask for items in the workplace using the conStructign
14ould you ?" .

- To indicate what things one wants.

;.

=143=
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IP Making a Terminal Board

Tools and Materials

Soldering Kit (see lesson 7)
hand drill
drill bit -set

razor knife
saw (backsaw, hacksaw, or coping saw)
square
screwdriver
wire cutter
ruler

pencil
eraser
rubber band

masonite.(about 15 -x 15 cm.)*
screw and nut (mall, length between 1.5 cm.

and 2.5 cm.)
washer (size to fit screw)
terminal (1 hole type)
wire (lamp cord, 40 cm. x number of

students)

sample terminal board*

extension cord (students made in lesson 4)
bench hook (or other table protection)

1 per class
1 per pair.
1 per pair
1 per pair
4 per class
4 per class
3 per class
3 per class
3 per class

1 each
1 each
l each

4 per class

8 each
8 each
8 each

1 per class

3 per class

1 each
4 pq class

* preparation required before class.

Language

Would you give me the saw please? Here you are
Sure_.

What? -

a The saw?
Thank you.

What do you want? I'd like the saw. AMP

saw
e cutters

nut
screw

terminal
wire

give
hand
pass
get

-144- 142



rig Making a -Terminal- Board

Activity

I

Look at the sample of the terminal
board you are goin o make.

Use a saw to cut a piece
of masonite the size you
have decided to make
(not smaller than 5_x 7
cm and not larger than
6 it 10 cm).

3

term.na ""---

washer

nut

drill 8 equally spaced holes and attach each
terminal with a nut; a screw; and a washer;

S

Measure '

and cut
8 Wires
10 cm long
each;

Strip, twist, and tin
the ends of the wires.

Culture

Write your name on the
terminal board. wrap it
and_the wires together
with a rubber band.

A significant number of theast Asian refugees that resettle in
certain areas -of the United States find entry level jobs in elec-
tronics assembly--where working to specification is required.

;145=
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Iriliamt = Taratistill t_rd

Notes

Preparation

Mire. Each student will need 80 cm. of wire. Separate a 40 cm.

piece of lampcord into single, insulated wires. If the terminals

are very small; bell wire may be more suitable, because it is
thinner than lampcord (see Appendix: Electricity).

Samples: students to decide their ova size of _terminal
board (as long as it is within the limits specified). If the
Students are not able to measure with a ruler, provide samples
of three sizes: small (5x7 cm.), medium (5.5x9 cm.) and-large
(6x10 cm.).

Activity

Encourage students to find their own ways to locate where they
will drill the eight holes. Some may prefer to do it by eye.
Others may use a ruler.

Language

Role Play. Present the request, "Would you please?"

and the response, "Thank you." Ask students to imagine them-

selves at a job and to approach you (an American co-worker)

to request something. Vary the role play by expressing mis-
understanding or asking for clarification (e.g. "The saw?"
"What?") to give students additional practice. Require students
to repeat or rephrase the question until you understand.

154
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Lesson 21

Designing Boxes
Students draw flat patterns to make boxes of different shapes. They
add flaps to the patterns and glue the boxes together;

Purposes

- To solve a construction problem by visualizing solutions.

- To copy something carefully and with precision.

- To ask or tell who has or needs an object.

=149=
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tril Designing Boxes

Took and Malteds

straight edge
scissors_
razor knife
pencil sharpener

pencil
eraser
paper clip__
carbon paper
glue.(in container)
glue applicators (wooden

poster paper

popsicle sticks)

grid paper* (3 cm._souares)
rectangular box* (2 shapes)
box with flaps*

protection for table

*preparation required befor

Language

I

1 each
1 each

3 per class
1 per class

1 each
1 each
12 per class
3 sheets per class
1 per class
4 per class

3 sheets per class

2 Sheets each
2 per Oast
1 per class

1 per pair

Who bre;x? 1 haves box.

He has a bOt....
She

A

Do we have 0 box? Yes, we do.
they they

B

No, we don't.
they

^0,

bytiv

a straight edge
a pattern
scissors
glue
paper

nee as

.

unfold
.look at

draw
copy
cut
glue

-no- 1 58
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Act!env

Look at the two
paper rectangular

boxes.

aro

Cut out your
pattern and fold
it up to make a
rectangular box;

Draw

II1

Orr'aw your pattern

111110M11111

.1.

ZAN
on another piece of
grid paper, and add
flaps to it. Cut it
out and try it

Culture

Unfold each one to
look at the pattern

rr
11

rrrr
.V.MWE

Chi grid- paper, draw
another pAtte.rn that
Will make one of the
bOxes.

Look at a paper box
made with flaps.

6

Unfold the box and
look_tt_the

Copy your pattern
onto poster papert
with carbon papeM

9

Cut out your patteh
on the poster paper, I

fold, and glue down
the flaps.

People who apply to some job skills training programs have_to answer
test questions on spatial, visualization. Here is an example:

Which pattern makes this box?

A B C

=151= 159



iiotss
Activity

Here are some variations in presenting this activity:

Don't unfold the $ample boxes.

Don't show sample boxes to the students. Instead,

draw perspective diagrams On the black yard. For

example:

1,e- y -a--)1

(f A itwel 3fedests (c 5 level iriisAirtftts.)

If students cut out the boxes with a razor knife and a straight
edge, use a steel straight edse, not plastic or wood ones; Or

use scissors,instead. Be sure to protect the table if you use
razor knives.

To fold the poster paper; put the straight edit along the line
marking the fold and gently bend the paper up and over tht
straight edge.

Language

Tell-tie-What. Present the instructions for the steps of the

-activity by miming the actions. Studeats say the instructions.

Who__Has_What. Fut an assortment of tools; materials and objects

in a large box; One by one, studeas take an item from the big,
hide it and return to their seats. ',Studtnts_then say W eyhat th

think the others have (e.g. "tee has a pencil."). StudetitS

coofirm or dolt (e.g. aYesi do,* or Na, Ott &efet.i.
Vary this by having students ask, "Who has a 4,"

160
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Lesson 2
Plumbing Diagrams

Students draw, name and sort common plumbing parts. Then, following
a diagram, they use the parts to put together a' small plumbing system.

PlifpOSSS

To recognize, sort and classify the parts of a 'Plumbing
ystem by name, shape, size and function.

o-assemble a small plumbing system according to specifica-
tions on a diagram.

- To ask and answer questions about the size, nuMber and
. pnd of tools needed.

To read HOT and COLD;

183
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r Plumbing Diagrams

Took and Materials

timers/stop watch (optional)

pencil
eraser
masking tape

1 per elass

1 each
I each'
1 km per class

paper -squares* (10 x 10 cm;)' 1 each'

set of 5 diagram cards* (see Appendix) 2 Oer elit

elbow
tee
coupling
threaded famaleadapter
threaded male adapter
elboW/threaded female adapter

fiwcet (bratS)
valve, shut off.(brass)
P.Y.C. pipe *

long (40 ca.)
medium (2k cm.)
short (10 cm.)

bucket (containers)

preparation.requ

&Animism

Fe aass

30 per class
18 per class
18 per class
6 per class
6 per class
3 per class
6 per class
2 per elas

10 per Oass
15 per class
20 per class

11 per Oass

A

What do you need? I need elan pipe.

What site do you need? I need a long pipe.

RoW many do you need? I need two.

B

Whit kind of part do you need? ;

I need a brass faucet.

-i

el
tee
faucet
adapter

short

1=10

brass

plastic

HOT_

COLD

-156- /64
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Plumbing Diagrams

Activity

Draw each of 11 plumbing parts
on apiece of paper (0 x 10cm)

Sort all the parts into the
appropriate containers.

S

Look at a diagram
of a plumbing system.

Tape the parts you need from
the coatainers to assemble the
system in the diagram.

Return the parts to the right
containers. Follow another dia-
gram to assemble a different
cistern.

Culture

Many things_that :aa be bought i i -tores require some simple

assembly. Sce bicycles, shelvr,.., storage skids, and toys.come
it kits with insiructional Jiagrarns provided to show how to put
th.1 together. Some cnonn recir.ts also require reading visual
dilg.?ms. In repaiemg equipri.Int around the house,- often dia=
grates found on the back oe ;--;plinces can be helpful for trouble-

=157= 165



Pi- Plumbing Diagrams

dotes

Preparation

Pipe Sizes. PluMbing parts, pipes and fittings
(elbow, coupling, reducers, etc.) come in dif=
ferent sizes. Two standard specifications are
the inside_dimension (I.D.) and the outside
dimension (0.D.). This is important when
planning a plumbing system to fit together.
For example, the 0.0. of a pipe must equal the
I.D. of the elbow.

( 0

When you purchase the materials, take the six diagrams to the
hardware store or plumbing supply store so that the clerk can
see what needs to fit together.

_C.111.01 "Couplings" in this lesson are purchased plumbing
parts; not the improvised parts in Lesson 1.

Diagrams. Make two copies of each diagram so that you can give
pairs of students different diagrams to work on.

Activity

Have students work in pairs on the three fiat diagrams first.
As groups finish, give them the three-dimensional diagrams.

Toward the end of the activity, have the students do one of
the following:

= Time how long it takes to assemble a system. See who

can do it the fastest.
= cinet Ff.a- *o cennect all the systems together_
- Have students make a drawing of a new system they want

to build. They figure out which parts they need and
build the system.

language

Ask For it After students have selected their diagrams, have
them ask for the parts they need. Play the role of a "parts
clerk" and give them the parts they ask for. Vary this by
deliberately giving students the wrong parts (or not,enough)
to give them more language practice.

Missing Letters. To review signs, write the words on the
blackboard,_but leave out letters that students must write in
(e.g.- DAN -ER, 0-F, 41).

as tural--ExPl-oriticn

Depiction. Have students draw a picture of how water was
transported-frem one place to another in their previous homes.
Students interpret their depictions for the rest of the class.
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Lesson 23

Soldering Terminals
Using terminal boards prepared in Lesson 20, students solder a wire
to each of the eight terminals. They test each solder connection
for strength and appearance, and use a test light to check each
connection.

Purposes

V

- To make effective, consistent solder connections.

- To assess the quality of the product being made.

- To describe-activities in progress.

- To compare the strength and quality of the
finis'ied products.

-161
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Soldering Ternilnals

Tools and Materials

Soldering Kit 1 per class

razor knife 1 per pair

wire cutter 3 per class
long nose pliers 3 per class

screwdriver 3 per class
metal file 1 per class

test light 1 each
extension card (students made in lesson 4) 1 each

terminal board (from lesson 20) each student's-own
tinned wire (from lesson 20) 8 Pach

terminal board with some Wires attached*-: 3 per class

*preparation required before class.

Language

Are you soldering? Yes, I am.
No, I'm not

soldering iron
wire
wire cutter
connecting
test light

Which one looks good? This one looks good. soldering

better?
. .

cutting
the best? terminal

testing
Which oYte is strong? This one is strong. checking

stronger?
the strongest?

Which ones work? These work.
TGese don't immk.



SO Iderlfig Terminals

ittivity

Look at an example of
alerminal board with some
wires attached.

2 Compare the connections to
decide ipich arebadly
soldere and which are nicely
soldered.

4) Compare the connections

visually. aecide which are
good and bad.

b) Test each connection with
a test light.

c) Pull each wire to test
for. strengh.

Solder one wire and check
how it looks.

Check for strength.
Solder the rest of the wires,
checking each one.

When all the wires are
properly soldered, bend the

, tabs on the terminal around
the insulation on the wire.

Culture

Mbdern manufacturing depends on accuracy and standardization. Every
tool, machine part, cardWard box, or piece of jewelry must be the

sale as the previous one. Workers are expected to wo, iAuickly with

a miniMui of waste. Inspectors are hired to maintain quality by

passing c rejecting finished products. The company's oeputation

depends on their work.
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Soldering TernsIlals

Notes

Preparation_

Samples. Solder connections on the sample terminal boards
from Lesson 20. On each board, solaer some good connections,
but also make obvious errors for students to analyze. Don't

fold the tabs, because it makes it hard _to see the soldered
connection. (See Appendix : Electricity)

Be sa
need-

An opti
them.

the terminal is_hot enough to melt the solder. Both

hot to solder a good connection.

to remove the termineis from the board to solder

Language

After all the terminals are soldered, put all
the boar s on the table and label each with a nuiber. Divide

the students into groups of three--"judging committees."
Students examine the boaids and confer in their groupl.(e.g.
"Which one looks good?") and award three prizes (good, better
and best). The committees present their results.

Follow-Uo

Connect the terminals on the sample boards with short pieces of

wire. Connect the terminals differently on eaeh board (e.g.
connect three terminals together; c.onnect two together; connect
another two together; leave one uncumnected). Cover the con-

nections and label the Wires. Students use a test light to see
winith wires are connected. Students then follow a similar
procedure for their terminal boardsl

ASSE/ABLIN6
MANY-IDENTICAL-

, PIECES
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Lesson 24
Making a Lamp

'In this lesson students design and make a lamp with plastic PVC pipe as
'a base. They measure - and tut the pipe, make a diagram of thiir plan,
install wire, andLattich plugs; sockets, and light bulbs; Students test
the 1.,:m.1 and compare them based on strength, size, and quality.

Purposes

- To Oactice using a tape measure.

- To design and construct a lamp base using pipe, tets, and
elbows.

- To draw a diagram of the lamp base they have constructed

- To disassemble and wire togetherthe components necessary to
make a lamp.

To'use a test light to check for possibli s4ort circuits.

- To express comparisons of size, length, strength and
quality of a product,

- To describe an activity in progress..

4



Raking a, Lamp

Tanis and Materials

razor knife
small screwdriver
hand drill
drill bit, * diameter
hack saw
tape measure, metric
test light
extension cord (lesson 4)

pencil

rustic tape
plain paper

PVC pipe* (1 inch diameter pieces
various lengths)

elbow
tee

coupling
lamp cord*
light bulb socket (without swit.h)
threaded pipe for socket (3/8" x 3)
plug
in-cord switch
light bulb (40 watt)

!'ench hook or °thee' table protielon
sample lamp*

1 each
1 each

2 per class
2 per class
3 per class
3 per class
3 per class
1 per pair

1 each
3 rollS per clits

1 sheet each

in 100=130 cm./pair

5 per pair
3 per pair
3per pair
Ls.meteet per pair
1 per pair
1 per pair
1 per pair
1 Per pair
1 per pair

1 oee paii*

3 per class

preparat on requ 're c ass

Language

Which lamps are Tom!? These are goon

better?
thTe bAst?

extension
lamp cord

La-1
strong
pretty

feasurino
putting together
taking_apart
connecting.



Activity

Malting a Lamp

lock at the sample lamps.

DiCide What your lamp Will
look like and,choose
pieces of PVC pipe that
add up to at 100 cm
in length.-- ---

Assemble the lamp.

6

Attach the lampcord
and the threaded pipe
to the socket.

Drill a hole in the
base where the Orb
will come out.
Then, take apart the
lamp.

7

Attach the
switch and the
slug to the
larpcord. =

Wrap tape around the.threaded Ape uptil it Use a q.estlight'
can fit snugly into the mouth of the PVC pipe. to to t_fOr_a
Put the cord through the lamp ant reassemble it. shOrt irtuit.

Culture

Rost refugees begin byriaking entry-level jobs that requi
utine'and repetitive treas. Training is done.on the

important for refutees to be able to describe their
kind of work they like to do best, so an employer can
"particular job is right for them: In this manner. a
gin work in a field.where.it may be poss.ble later to
wore skilled job.

Can your students-descrtbe the skills they have learned
in this program and the tools -they enjoy using the lost?

ng
Vs
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M Making a

Nola:

,7411110 .011,0111..

Preparation

Plugs._ Use plugs that require students to strip wire and attach
it to terminal screws, pot the snap-on variety.

Switches. Include in-cord switches in this activity, if they

iii7WiTiable. It is easier to see how the circmit and the
swit:hes work than if the switch is part of the 'fight bulb
socket.

Pipe. Give students several short lengths of pipe rather than
one long piece. They can clt these as they wish.

Actiyij

ShOW sample lamps to students. Some may choose to sketch pos-
sible designs.

Have students work in pairs to mcke their lamps.

As a follow-up, add a swit0 to a test light 4.:ci make a simple
"lamp." Discuss the similArities between this "tamp" and the
ones.students have MoOk

Language

Interview. ASsess your students' progress at the end' of Unit 2.

Set up a mock interview with ,yourself avthe interviewer. Ask
students (one at a tim:' to destribe skills -they have learned
in the program, name tr. they have-used, follow simple in-

structions and ,rakeake sal! talk. Reta the results on a check-

list for use in planning future classes.

Y1.

118
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1_1 Making a Lamp

Planning
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Rif laurant Simulation
Many refugees find entry-level employment in restaurants, fast food
chains or company cafeterias This simulation provides students with
three days of "on the job training." On the fourth eay customers are
invited and each student perforrs the role of cashier, cook, waitress,
waiter, or dishwasher. The simulationsis a imykl for otters which
can be designed to recreate various work %,-,tuatlons.

Purports

- to follow instructions to barn t Job.

=To respond to custcorrs and co-porkers in English.

-To use order checks and cash receipt forms.

TO observe work procedures outlined on a j)13
contract.

- To discus-, employer/employee relationship!".



A Restaurant Simulation

Tools ant! Materials

Decide which tools and

The Kitchen Area

coffee pot
meaFiring cup
cups
saucers
glasses
plates
Pnivs
fork
spoons
dishpan;
dishwashing soap
towels
sponge
larg2 trays

materials to use.

Food-

coffee
tea bags
crew.
sugar
juice
water
ice
snack*

doughnuts; cakes, cyr scidwiches

L__

Language

Here are s ggestione

The mstaurant

cash box
Jimulation "cash"
caiculator
cash receipt forms
food ordering; checks
me:ws
pencils
tablecbths
napkins
"No Smoking" .:1ts

mErvee Ecn.7:=,

aprA
caps
job --Atraas
tie cards

r-

I'm a What's your job?

dishwasher Wash 6c plate.
Rinse the plate.
Dry the plaze.
Put away the plate.

waiter/ Set the table

waitress Take the order.
ill in the check.

Serve the food.

cook Read tht C6ck.
Make the ford:
'.;w1l the waiter /waitress.

-ashlar Tmke the check
Add the total.
Give change.
Fill in the receipt tom.
Mint the money.

plate
cup
glass
knife
fork

Spoon

coffee
tea
cream
sugar
juice
doughnut

t.01-$10.00

,=.174;.- 182



A Restaurant Sinitdatibn

Activity

DAY 1: JOB SKILLS

Stvdemts trein in the skills needed
item on th? materials list.)

Dishwasher: Prepare dishwashing
equipment. Name each dish as you
wasi., rinse, and dry it.

WaiteriMaitress: Set the table.
Learn the names of the food. Prac-
tice fillinj out checks.,aive the
checks to the cook.

Cook: Read the check. Practice
Ong coffee and tea. Prepare
food for serving.

Cashier: Count the money in the
cash box anti fill in a receipt
form. Total tht prices on sample
checks. Practice giving change.
Total -a cash receipt form at the
end of he day.

for each job. (Bring in a sample of

Language

2: L'.01GUAiii FOR THE JO?

Repeat the Lask_s of Day 1. Play t!)e roles of customers_indemplpys.
Without using -eal foot; have stAents come in order, eAt, and pay.

W: an I henp you?
C Give me a

i W: Anything else
Noi OWs al7;

C: Give me the check, please.
W: Here vtease the casier.

.10011MIme mmowdop..*

hier/Customer

C: (ive le your tor's*, please
C: [Aere_you

C: _do1lars and cents.

ExPleYe*-/SuPerviso

E. Come herei please.
have a problem.

S: What's wrong?
a. Look at this.

b. 3 need a
C. I don't tiii1777an&

En014)1114±PL401b0_

Your food is ready.
I need re
Can you htlii;..

mm.....01

171 183
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A Reataufinht Siastrulalon

Activity

DA/ 3: CHOOSING A JOB

Talk about jobs which reed to be filled for the simulation. Students

pick a job they will perform on the next day and, discuss and sign a

job contract.

PRE-U2LOYMEAT_RESTQAANT
EMPLOYEE CONTRACT

I. The employee begins work at and leaves at Em=

ployees should sign in o time.

2. Employees who work an 8 cur day have a 45 minute lunch

break.

3 There it a 0_minute break during the morning and thy:

afternoon tithedultd by the supervisor.

li an employee is sick and_ cannot come to work* he /she
should call the office at least 2 hours before the time
scheduled to halin .fork;

After workicl t 1 ycar the employee receives 10 lays

paid WatiOfl.

6; imployees give 2 weeks notice before quitting the Joh.

7; Eraployles receive a 50% discount on all fmod sold at

the staurant.

8. Employies tlannot smoke cigarettes on the job. There is

an employee lounge where smoking is permitted.

9; An employee should Ova with the supervisor i f problems
arise and before leaving the work site.

10. Information about 'insurance* bennfiti* and union member=
ship is available from the manager.

If you agree to this contract* please sign, below;

Job title

....

Signature

476.

ate
......", ...........mo ...Ow% earmarr.. .............- ......., _.,-.-..........,



A 11.-st!Ittizt lintitUtUft

Activity

DAY 4: OPENING THE RESTAURANT F CySTOMERS

Invite students from other classes or friends to come to the restau-
rant to p3ay the role of custcters. Bring enough food to serve them.
Here's what happens.

1. Students sign in, go to treir work station and begin pre-
parations for opening.

2. When the tables are set, the money in the cash box counted.
and food prepared, the supervisor can open business.

4

3. The waitress greets the customers-, gives them a menu, seats
them and takes -their orders. The waitress gives the check
to the cook. The cook returns The check with the' prepared
food. When the cu Comers are finished they to their
checks to the cashier. The cashier reads the cmeck, takes
the money and gives the customers the correct change. The
ca4.aier keeps the che&s.

4. The sucervisor close: the restaurant before the end of class
instructs'students to clean fn the cash receipt

form, ad put -away the_eguipment., Employees check with the
supervisor beforr, signing out. 1

INTERACTWAS

I.1t is possible to ask cut,tomer., to present studeln
Ath some typical problems the; may'rmcr,,nter on
job These can be diszussed on the ft': 'wing- day.
A customer c,ou:i7 demand food that is rmt on thm menu,
e,turn food that he he doesn't like 'give the

cashier a $100 bill and ask f^r ;:)-4:4e;
1

,/1IMEMM:MINM11..

traliinlegrA0

185
-177 -
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A Restaurant Sinusfifth

Notes

Preparation

Props. Have students take tablecloths, napkins, caps afld .#.prons

as a sewing project.

Forme. Food order checks., cash receipt forms and emp)oyee coo-

15-icts can be made and duplicated.

More Job-. You can create more jobs by haring some stutiOnt 010

the role of buspeople and hosts/hostesses. (You can also elle-

inate the role of dishWasher by sing paper plates and cups)

Customers. Choose customers wto speak English fairly well and

encouras* them to engage i ns mall talk with your students.

Activity

rEplain to students that you 0.1 perfo-rm the role of a job

supervisor. You may sometimes act the "angry bins"' telling

people to hurry up or making SJyt tftt they follow company rules,

Make sure ctthSents understand that the job contract_ is oniy a

iample. They ma,.. 'got have to sign a contract if they

get a job in a . mid contracts very.
,

1.

Language

Adapt It The language suggested for th s lesson can be ?1apted
to fit t h v : level of ynur students antd jobs you choose. by

writing additional short dialogs.

Cuttural toration

Forlow-up Activiri. After the simulAion, asP your students to 4'
des:ribe any ahbltas they encountered on the job-- Mlams-=-thkm-----7.!7------

discuss the responsibilities of various jobs and the role of

the supervisor. What do they need to %ern before they could

akily for a job in a restaurant and-workLuccessfully?

More Simulations

Teadvers can plan Pther simulations thit orir:de a work.or tore
related applcatinm of tfe skills activitiek. Thes2 can he

tat4ht in the stat'.ve language or in English. They-dan to OE=

signed to require one May et Several bys. A hardWare stn*
slmuTation gives Students a th4cit to prectiOe usint =00 end
to review the ntSVS of tools._ ASSembly llne_Onulations, such

a.; putting tonether lotki, eakiAg curt4ins, or_contructidg 5oxes4

can be planneu. Home repair ovikSt office mailroom simulation?'

are other ideas.

k
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Playing with a Calculator

NUMBERS 1 Calculator
Students turn a calculator on and off and experiment with pressing

various buttons.

Purposes
To get to know an electronic
tooD which will be used in
futu,-e lessons.

To ?earn from each other.

Tools and Materials
calculator 1 each

Languatie

t

114

What's this? It's a calculator.

Put the calculator
over there.

What are these They are calculators.
_

calculator
numbgr

PHI
turn on
turn off
press

klOtti
I. It iu iMpootatt to allow students o experiment with the

Oltulator )n tNeir own. .Future lessons wilT show studs s.tow

to use it. Here e'cou'rage self=di :over, by asking st.;40nts to

answer the+, owe; questms.

2. Fot itto have A.412 students vte tbeir Aluar

set
I. Turr :pie,' calculator m and off;

re:i troy n'Abars.

k. Look at some of the other symool
Press ihe buttons to see what happens;

3. Share with others some things -you
discovered abtxt thetalculator.

neces.tary.

m44.44mmis



Number Recognition :1 to 9
MILIMILVDC G iraiier I

Students spin, count the_number of dots on Spinner Card 1 say the

n.:mbkr and take that number of,bottlecaps:

Purposes
To shey t reaninc of nulre:.-

C-9 and bottlecaps.

T mutters 0-S.

:icN-a set of rules.

Tor': rdd Materials
Spinner Card I
spinner board
bottlecap

Language

1

I per
I per

Be peL

class
class
Cla s

sr /0114V C 111.

w Dpboweter

e, Aw: hair
3- 3-

:).-fimer
R I('

4

3" :
:414ipmer arrow
4'1.11$ 044,4

1-:rew o),4

on44-4.1 or vs, -I
CAM b4
piri-Qt +I

------

Spina 0e arrow.
Count the dots,
How many?
Jake 6 bottlecaps,

You're next.

4n 7,'s next?

6

He't next.
She'S

Procedure
I. Spire

2. Read

3. lake

4. lake

dots
tiOttlecaps

count
take

0-9

the arrow.

aloud the nutl..)er th,1 arrow points to.

that number of hotticcaps.

turns until everyone has played.

041tes

i. This aciVitY can be repeated many t'mes, lntil Students
reeognito the numbers Aad respond without h:Aitz .:on.

can

)
4 =181 189



i umber Ite4:ogration: 1 to 15.

litilOalltitt 3 _
Spirtrser it

Students spin the arrow on th Spir rd 2; read the nuciber the

arrow landts ow,, and take tht bott;ecaps.

PufgHltu
To recognize anil r,--A number

To count 1-1S' Aiects.

fools and Aistalfias

Spinner Card 2
Spinner board
bottlecap

Lamstiage

1 per class
1 pti class

200 per class

Spin the arrow.
Read the Whiber.
Take 3 bottlecaps.

'011'.o's next? I'm
Re's next.
She't
You're

Vho's nett? I'M fiett.
last.

Protedurk

arr o
number
br.Wecaps

spin
CWt
read
take

1, Spin the arrow.

2. Rind aloud the number the arrow pr:nts to.

3 fee the same oueier 1)f bottlecns

:oce terns unll'everyone has played.

WOW
I. If studemts are having trouble y 9i Spinner Card 2; :o bfizk

to Spinner Card 1.

130



What Number is Next?
taunting,

Students Iraw lines from one number to the next and finish with a
picture;

Purposes
To practice= number recognition (0-9).

To mike a drawing by following nuMbers
in a sequence.

To use a straight edge and a pencil.

Tools and Mats tlals
straight edge 1 @tch

pencil 1 each
eraser 1 each
"follow the r .7)trer"

drawings -6 each
(See Append. Mand6utS)

Llhguage

Stiirt here.

Draw a line from 0 to I.

What numuer
A

What number

What numtr

is this? Its 1;

peacil
paper
straight edge
number
line

is before 3? 2 stirt

is after a?'

0-9

rocedure
1.

2.

Use thy! 'traight edge and pencil to complete drawing.
Draw lines between number's 0.9 in sequence.

Repeei tt.,.s procedure for other drawings.

Notes
1. Make more "follow the number* drawings tifoLjetts; Tools

they have used or objects in the classroom are a good idesi
because you car comcare the picture with' the object itseif.

;183= lql



IfdrOducing Equals
Numiarac S commis/1mi 9

One student throws a die. A second student t'Irpws another die until

it matches the first numberi and then makes a number "sentence"
using flashcards and.an equals sign card.

Purpoitt
To match dots with neuters 1=6;

To show equality using the symbol =.

Tc m., jimole number sentence.

.4 acid Mverials
oce 2 per class
nuMber flashcards 1=6 2. of each

'equals" VOW card 1 per class

tumults,

1.

FIVE EQVAG5 3

1---

Throw the die.
__..,..._

Wnat number is it? It's 3.

Are they equal? They're:equal.
not 'I

3 equals 3.

Throw it again

Are they the same( They're the Sank
different?

die
dice
nun er card
equwls card

throw'
fire-
count

different.. 1=6

4-

Proteclure
1. Throw c ".41 matchtni number card. *,

2. Throw the ociur c.e until pig Matti* the fl; st number.

3. Rake a number sentei:e !if putting the eqdals care

between the two number cards.

4. Read the sentrinco aloud.

NOW
1. Have eac` student throw ooth dice tnd say th* total number o!

dots, or write the tot's en a *err.

Al9415-
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Numbers CI to 9 on a Calculator
NUMBERS 41 CalcutatAt 0

A number is given to students, who find and press the same number
on the calculator.

Purposes
To follow instructions to put

/
SIX

numbers 0-9 on the calculator. \.

10 press the ON, OFF, CLEAR and
number buttons on a calculator.

Tools and Materials
calculator

Language

1 each

Find number 7.

Press it.

A__________
What number is before 6. Number 7.

Clear the calculator.

after

calculator
number

clear
turn on
turn off
give me

0=9

Procedure
1. Listen to a number repeated two times.

2. Find that number on the calculator and press it.

3. Read aloud the number on the screen.

4. Clear the calculator and wait for the next number.

Rotes
1. Write number on the blackboard instead of saying it aloud.

2. Follow this procedure to teach numbers from 10 -20.



NUMBERS 7uvwsvisim.irsir

How Many Parts?
Parts I

Students take apart a hand drill and put the parts together;

Purposes
To understand what is meant by

"part."

To take apart an object.

To count parts.

Tools and Ma:erials
hand drill 3 per class

screwdriver 3 per class w AUsly PARTS

Show me one drill.
part.

Take -apart the drill;

How many parts? 3 parts.

How many parts are there?
There are 3 parts.

Which part is the biggest? This one.
smallest? That one.

Out tbigether
tighten
loosen

1=10

Procedure
1. Remove one part of the hand drill. Guess how many

parts the drill has.

2. In groups, take apart a drill. Count the number of parts.

3. Put the pieces back together to make a drill.

Hotel
1. Use other objects that have less than 10 component parts.

2. Exchange parts from one drill (the screws, for example) with

parts from another drill to show that they are interchangeable.

194
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NUMBERS 8

,Measuring without a Ruler
Measurement it

Students measure ptr s, wood, rods and other objects. Using white
and orange Cuisenaire rods as the units of measurement.

Purposes
To estimate and measure the length
of ohjecs.

To use blocks as a unit of measurement.

To, use a form to write down measurement.

Tools and Material!
pencil _ _ _1

white rub (Lan) _ 10
orange rod (10_cri) 10

PVC pipe (23 cm) 1

wood (42 cm)
talculatov
straight edge

wasurement form

1

1

each
per class
per class
per class
per class
per class
per_class
each

0
How many rods? 3

What color is the rod? It's orange

How long is the pipe?
Its 3 orange rods long.

B

Guess how long it is.
It's -3_orange rods and

ZAvh_i_te rods long.

Ftll in the form. 1

rod_

pt Pe
wood
calculator
straight edge

oranoe
white

1-5

measure
count
write

P.focedure
1. Measure an object using orange and white rods;

2. Write the numbers of white and orange rods on the form.

3. Repeat the procedure with the rest of the objects.

Notes
1. Have the students guess the length before they measure and write

this estimate down to compare with their measurement.

2. Fill in only the first two columns of the forms. Have students
write their names on the forms to use in a later lesson.



NUMBERS 9

Parts and Wholes
Parts

Stugehtt break down an extension cord into parts and inditate which

parts can be combined into wholes.

Purposes
To emphasize what_is meant by

a part of one object.

TO identify and count parts

To associate parts with the
appropriate whole;

Tools and Materitai
extensiOn I per class

plug 2 per class
sorket 2 per class

Iltvord 1 per class

strewdriver 2 per clast

Language

[ I Give me '1 part of the extension. extensione

Is this a part of the extension? Yes, it iS. P U9
No. it isn't.

put all the parts.' of the -extension here.

socket

Ebre.me
put tiiietherl

talke apart1.1

------ ------

What's this a part of?
It's a part of the extension.

f1-2
How many parts are there? There are 6 parts.,

Procedure
1. Break the extension cord down into the most number of

pet:, possible. Count and group the parts.

2. Group the parts of the plug.

3. Group the parts of the socket.

4. Group dle parts of the extension cord.

FUOtes
1. Have students identify parts of whole objects in the

classroom.

/96
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Several Equal Parts

NUMBERS 10 Parts 3

Some things can be divided into parts_which are equal. Vater and
paper are the two examples used in this lesson.

Purposes
Te divide Gojects into different
mumbers of equal parts;

To recognize_that the word "pant'"
can be applied to thincs that
can be divided equally and to
things that cannot.

Tools and Materials
pitcher of water
cup
white paper

Language

I per class
5 per class
4 each

4,G.ttA4 PAK,'

EqQAL PARTS

A

How many parts? 2a parts.

Are they equal? They are equal.
They are not equal.

Give him 2 equal parts.

.

Are these the same or different?
They are the same.
They are different.

part
cup
pitcher
paper

give
fill

fold

140

Procedure
1. Fill a cup with water. Then pour this water into other

cups to get Zi 3; 4 or 5 equal parts.

2. Atk for_and give each other different numbers of equal
parts of water.

3. Fold a sheet of paper to make two equal parts. Then make
four equal parts.

4. Decide on a number of equal parts; Fold sheet of paper
to make that number of equal parts; Find other ways of
folding to get the same result.

Motes
1. Bring in a hand drill to_show that all objects cannot be divided

into parts which are called equal.

19'
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Measuring with an Arbitrary Unit

NUMBERS' III
fi

Using the form from Less6A 8, Students measure the lengths of

ob.iects with the white rods. Then they_measure the orange rod to

discover that there are ten whlte rods in every orange one.

Measurement 2

Purposes
To estimate, measure and record

lengths of objects.

To use rods as a unit of 10easureovit.

To develop the concept that ten
shorter units equal one longer one.

Tools and Materials

pencil 1 each

White rod 50 per class

orange rod__ I per class

PVC pipe (23 cm)_ 1 per class

piece of wood (42 v1-) I per class

calculator I per tlask

straight edge I per clast

m&asurement form 1 each

Language
2 ewe."( s 3 avivif e 2 3 *Ai tie

A

How many rods? 23

What color is the rod? It's white.

H6W long is the pipe?
2..1 white r,,d;

How_many white rods equal one orange rod?
10 white rods equal one orange rod.

Guess how many.
Fill in the form;

Procedure
1.

rod__

pipe
piece -of wood

calculator
straight edge

ulatit6

orange

measure
count
write
show me

10-42

Estimate how many rods long an object is. Write down

the estimate.

2. Measure each one using the white reds.

3. Write the number of rods on the form.

4. Repeat the procedure for the other objects. Measurt th

orange rod last,

-190-
199



NUMBERS 12

Ten Equal Parts
Parts 4

Students make ten equal parts of a pitcher of wateri a lampcord and
a box of nails;

Purposes
To divide objects into equal parts;

Io count the parts.

To recognize that ten parts of
an object can equal one whole.

cools and Materials
lampcord per class
(1-2 meters long)

clothes pin g per class
pitcher of water 1 per class

10 per class
1 box per class

1 per class

cup_
nail

wire cutter

Language

1 E CO AL PA MS

g===:0 :==2

LAMIIVelto

i===lo c=a C==. C°1
IN)

A

Make 10 equal parts of the water;

Check them.

Are they equal? They are equal.
not equal.

Ask him who has 8 equal parts.
her

Who has 3 equal parts? I do.

He/She does.

Procedure

-=.1..-........11,...1.1

water
amp cord

nails

make
count
show me

1=10

1. Make ten equal parts of the water using cups; Ask for
and give each other different numbers of equal parts.

2. Divide vlampcord into 10 parts_which are exactly
equal; Use clothes pins as markers;

3. Divide a box_of nails into 10 equal parts. Count the
nails in each part.

1.1.1.

-19i- 199



NUMBERS 13

Making a Centimeter Ruler
Measurement 3

Each person makes a paper ruler which
white rod as the unit of measurement.
objects using their ruler.

Purposes
To make a standard measurement too

using white rods.

To learn that a ruler has equally
spaced divisions.

To number each of the 30 divisions

Tools and Materials
white rod
pencil
scissors
poster paper

(marked into strips) 1 sheet

2 each
1 each
2 per class

Language

is 30 rods long, using the
Then students measure some

rod

space
ruler

make
cut
measure

1-30

A

Make equal spaces,

Be the rods.

Is thi: one longer? Yesi it is,
N Oi it isn't.

How long is your ruler? It's-30 rods
long;

What ni the length? The length is U.

Procedure
I. Cut a strip from a piece of poster board.

2. Use the whit@ block and a pencil to mark equally spaced
line divisions on the bottom edge of the strip.

3. Cut the strip so it is 30 rods long, and number each mark.

4. Measure some objects and report the length.

Notes
I. Have students write their names on the eul&t for use in other

lessons.
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Expressing Ten Equal Parts

NUMBERS 14 Parts S

Students label parts less than a whole using decimal numbers from
.1=.9 and cardboard circles.

Purposes
To read the symbols .1-.9.

To review the meaning of equal parts.

To use decimals to identify parts
less than a whole.

Tools and Materials
ca iboard circle

with 2 parts
with 5 parts
with 10 parts

number cards .1-
number card 1

Language

1 per class
1 per class
1 per class

1 set per class
3 per class

DO you have a whole circle? I have a whole.
part of a circle? part;

X: Do you have_one-tenth?
-; YeS, I do. (No, I don't.)
X: Give it to me.
Y. Here;
X: Thanks;

(A

How

Can

much Clip you want? I want one-tenth,

you write one-tenth? Yes. I can.

No, I can't. Show me.
B

one tenth
two-tenths

nine-tenths

.1-.9

Procedure
1. Put a number card marked "1" next to each circle.

2. Put away the circles with 2 and 5 parts. Take out one
part of the circle with 10 parts. Label it with J.

3. Take out another part of -the circle and add it to the
part just removed. Label this section. ;2. Continue
removing parts from the original circle, and adding
them, making sections .3 to .9 in size. Label the
size of each section as you go.

4. Practice asking for and making sections of different
sizes. Choose the number card that goes with each
section you make; Guess how many tenths are in the
other size sections and then see if you're right.
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Using Your Rider

NUMBERS 15 Measurement 4

Students learn that each space on_their rulers is a standard length,

one centimeter. They make a bar graph to report and compare

measurements of their feet.

Purposes
To recogni2e and name centimeter units.

TO use a ruler to measure in centimeters.

To use a bar graph.

Tools and Materials
student ruler
pencil
piece of paper
white rod

Language

1 each
1 each
1 each

10 per class

From here to there is 1

How many centimeters from

HOW long is your foot?

centimeter.

here to there?

It's 24 centimeters.

centimeter
ruler

fOcit

take
hiasure
write

1=30

CM
B

Whose foot is longest? 's foot.

Whose foot is longest? Mine.
HiS.

Her;

Yours;

Procedure
I. Write on the end of your ruler. Measure your foot

with it.

Z. Write down the number with the abbreviation CM next to it.

3. lake a W graph. Write the numhers 0-30 in a column on

the blackboard. Writt students' names in a rDw across

the bottom.

4, PUt the length of each student's foot on the bar graph.

Compare lengths.

-202
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Plus and Minus

NUMBERS 16 Spinner 3
Each student spins the arrow on spinner card 3 and adds or takesai7lay
bottlecaps from his or her pile by reading the symbol + or

Purposes
To learn the functions of symbols + and -.

To add and subtract using numbers from 1 to 4.

To report addition and subtraction;

Tools and Material*
Spinner board
Spinner Card 3
bottlecap

Language

1 per class
i per class

200' per class

tevAtiii64
6.1 tt.e.1"
4:_+s °vier
*kt
Spinn_er
cord.

A

Spin the arrow.
Plus 3. Add 3 bottlecaps.

Minus 2. Take away 2 bottlecaps.

How many do you have now? I have 3.

Whose turn is it? It's a turn.

What did you do? I added 3 bottlecaps.
took away

add
take away

a
your
his
her

+

0-30

P:ocedure
1. Eacih person takes 10 bottlecaps.

2, Spin the arrow.

3. Read aloud the symbol (+ or -) and the number.

4. Take away or add that humber of bottlecaps;

5 Continue until one person runs out of bottlecaps,

=.195-=
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Wilding a Whole with Tenths
NUMBERS 17 Spinner Ai

I----Scudents match cards of decimal numbers (.1-.9) with white rods.
They then spin the arrow on Spinner Card 4 and take that number of
"tenths" rods until one student makes "one."

Purposes
To read numbers with a decimal.

To identify parts of a whole from
one-tenth to nine-tenths.

To use parts one-tenth in size to
construct a whole.

Tools and Materials
white rod
orange rod
Spinner Card 4

Spinner board_
number cards (.1 to 1)

Language

75 per class
1 each
2 per class
2 per class
1 set

Is this onetenth of a block?

...4
It's one - tenth.

Noi it isn t.

.how me one whole.

leou win!

How many tenths do you have? I have one-tenth.

How many more do you need? I need nine more.

one-tenth
two-tenths
nine-tenths

;1-;9

Procedure
1. Put the card with number 1 next to the orange rod to

show the "whole."

2. Match the number cards a1 to .9 with the right number
of white rods ("tenths").

3. Spin_ the arrow and -read the number of tenths indicated
on the spinner-card and take that many white rods.

4. Play until_someone gets exactly ten tenths' no more.
Exchange the ten tenths for an orange rod, the "whole."

Motes
I. Play the game again to make two or three wholes.
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Estimating and Adding
NUMBERS 18 Calculator 3

Students estimate the number of candies in a jar and use the
calculator to add up the totals.

Purposes
To use the + and = functions on a calculator.

To use the calculator to add by ones.

To develop judgement in estimating quantity.

candy, wrapped
calculator
glass jar

Language

30-40_per tlatt
1 each
1 per class

tral

B

candiesGuess how many candies there are. There are 25.

How many are there? There are 25.

Are there 25-? Yes, there are.
No, there aren't.

Add 20 plus 1. 20 plus 1 equals 21.
Press 1.
Press equals.

A_

pieces

guess
add
count

1-30

How many do you think there are?
1 think there are 25.

How many more are there? There are 25 more.

Procedure
1. Guess how many candies are in the jar. Write your

guess down.

2. Take a candy from the jar. Press _1 on the calculator.

Take a second candy. Press the_plus button and then the
number 1 again. Press the equals button and read the

number.

3. Repeat until all the candies are counted. Compare the

total with your guesses.

Notes
1. Advanced classes repeat the activity, counting in groups of

two, three or five.
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NUMBERS 19

Refining Your Ruler
Measurement 5

Students divide the centimeter spaces on their rulers into ten equal
parts. They name parts from one-tenth of a centimeter to two
centimeters.

Purposes
To compare and adjust student-made

rulers against a standard.

To divide a standard unit (one
centimeter) into ten sub-units.

To measure pings that are one
centimeter and part of another
centimeter long,

Tools and Ma Whit
student ruler 1 each
pencil 1 each
eraser 1 each
pencil sharpener 1 per class
masking tape 1 roll per class
ruler (CM only, cover

inches with tape) 1 each
CM./MM. ruler chart* 1 per class

_ *preparation required be ore c ass
Language

Make 10 equal parts.

How long is it? It's one-tenth of
a centimeter.

How long is it? It's one and three
tenths centimeters.

Write it. 1.3 CM

one-tenth
Iwo-tenths

nine-tenths
.1-.9

one and one tenth
one and two tenths

one and nine tenths

1.1-1.9

CM

Procedure
I. Tape a standard ruler to each student worktable. Put a

student ruler next to the standard ruler so the lines
match up. Erase and move any marks that do not.

2. Draw nine equally spaced lines between each centimeter
on your ruler. Finish all 30 centimeters.

3. Look at a large chart of a ruler. Name the parts from
one-tenth of a centimeter to one centimeter. Name the
lengths from one centimeter to two centimeters.



Making TWO Whales
NUMBERS 20 Spinner 5

A whole rod is orange. A rod one -tenth its length_is white. The two
tenths length rod is red and the five-tenths is yellow. Students
spin the arrow and take a rod which has the same value as the decil.
number on the board, The goal is to make two wholes;

Purposes
To use parts one-tenth, two

tenths and five-tenths in
size to construct a whole;

To name amounts that are one
whole and part of another whole:
( e;g; one and two-tenths);

Tools and Materials
white rod
red rod
yellow rod
orange rod _

Spinner Card 4
Spinner board

Language

25 per class
25 per class
25 per_ class

1 each _

2 per class
2 per class MAKE .t.vo v..100LES

How many tenths do you have?
I have one=tenth.

Do you have more than two whole rods
less than

Yes, I do;

No, I don't;
A

How many more do you need?
I need cne-tenth more.

1;1-1;9

one-tenth
two-tentht

nine-tenths

.1=.9

One_ and

one and two-tenths

one and nine-tenths

Procedure

1. Use different combinations of red, white and yellow
rods to make a whole.

2; Spin the arrow; read the amount shown on the board and
take the right number of red, white or yellow rods.

3. Continue until one student gets exactly two whole rods;
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Ten of These Equals One of Those
NUMBERS 21 Spinner 6

Ten black bottlecapt equal one white one. Students use Spinner Card

I to learn that the value of one object can be worth ten of another,

the concept behind units of money.

Purposes
To learn that one object can have

a value of more than onc.

Totili and Materials

black bottlecap
white bottlecap
Spinner board
Spinner Card 1
"equals" symbol card

Language

Ow/ arm
ompfs

age elm
WINO .010

80 per class
40 per class
I per class
I per class
I per class

How many black bottlecaps do you have?
I have 3.

Who has 10 bottlecaps? I do.
You do.
He does.
She does.

A

B

Who hat the most?

Who goes first? I go first.

black
white

first
second
third
next
last

0=50

Pro,:edure
1. Ten black bottlecaps equal one white. Put the

"equals" sign between the black and white bottlecaps

and read the sentence.

2. Spin the arrow and read the number. Take that number of

black bottlecaps. When you get ten bottlecaps, exchange
them for a white one.

3. Continue playing until all the white bottlecaps are gone.

Count the number of bottlecaps you have.

4. Talk about the bottlecaps, e.g. "I have 2 White and 7
black. It equals 27 black."
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Measuring to the Nearest Millimeter
NUMBERS 22 Measurement 6

In this lesson there are 20 strips of paper of varying lengths. Each

strip is labeled with a different letter of the alphabet _Students

measure each strip and record the length.

Purposes
To measure length_ accurately to the
nearest tenth of a centimeter.

To record whole numbers and decimal
numbers.

To identify and write letters A-T.

Tools and Materials
student ruler I each

Pencil 1 each

white paper 1 each

paper strips * 20 per class

* Each strip about 2 cm. wide; each a different length up to 30 cm.

Label every strip with a letter from A to Z.

Language

column
letter
number
centimeter

write
make
measure
put

A
W=T

2.5-29.9

A

Write the letters on your

Make a column. Like this.

How long is A ? It's

paper.

3.5 centimeters.

Who has A ? I have
needs need

May I have_A_, please?

L.

Sure.
Just a minute.
Ask him.

her.

Procedure
1. Write the letters A through T in a column on your paper.

2. Measure a strip and write the length next to the right
letter on the paper.

3. Exchange strips with another student. _Repeat the
procedure until you have measured all 20 strips.

Hetes
1. Check the answers by having students read and write the correct

lengths on the blackboard.
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Adding One by One
NUMBERS 23 Calculator 4

Students take a handful of bottlecaps and use the calculator to
find the total; They put that group aside and find the total -of
another two handfuls of bottlecaps; They add the_totals of all the

small groups of bottlecaps to find the grand total;

Purposes
To add small amounts using a calculator;

Tools and Materials
bottlecap_ 200 per class
calculator 1 each
glass jar 1 per class

Language

CZ_Ois 1:5
C2t

bottlecap
group
plus
equals

guess .

take
count
press
add

1-10

Take 3 bottlecaps,
Press_3 on the calculator.
Take _2 more_bottlecaps.
Add 3 plus 2.

What does 3 plus two equal? 3 plus 2 equals 5,

How many all together? 5

_Add two groups of bottlecaps.
A

How many did you take? I took _-3 .

What number did you press? I pressed 3 .

What numbers did you add? I added 3 plus 2.

What was the total? It was 5.

Procedure
I. Take a handful of bottlecaps from the jar and count

them. Take a second handful and do the same. Add these

two numbers on the calculator. Put the bottlecaps
together in a group.

2. Repeat this procedure until the jar is empty.

3. Use the calculator to add the groups to get the total
number of bottlecaps.



Now Much is it WOrth?
NUMBERS 24 Spinner 7

Rlatk red, and yellow bottlecaps are used to represent coins in
the American money system (l Vi 250.

Purposes
To recognize that two objects of the same

size can have a different value.

io exchange objects according to their
value.

To "make change" with bottlecaps of
different values.

Tools and Materials
bottlecap

black 80 per class
red 80 per class
yellow 20 per class

"equals" sign card 2 per Class
Spinner board I per class
Spinner Card 1 I per class

Language

IS?
%IV fop

B

Now many blacks equal one red? _5_ _biack

Change 5 blacks for one red.

Now many reds do you have now? I have 5 .

TiT
yellow

"111
take

1-50

Can you change the blacks for a red? Yes, I can.,

A Noi not yet.

Now many did you have? I had _26.

Who had the most? Orawan had the most.

Procedure
I. A black bottlecap is worth I, a red 5 and a yellow 25.

Exchange bottlecaps according to these values.

2. Spin the arrow and take that number of bottlecaps. As
soon as you can, exchange bottlecaps to get as many red
and yellow ones as possible.

3. Continue playing until a student gets a yellow bottlecap.
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NUMBERS 25

Adding Small Numbers
Spinner II

Students spin the arrow to read and solve simple addition problems

and take the correct amount of bottlecaps.

Purposes
TO read and solve addition problems.

Tools and Materials
Spinner board 1 per class

Spimner Card 5 1 per class

bottlecap 200 per class

Language
fez) eiz, 40I, 4WD

How much does 1 plus 2 equal?
1 plus 2 equals 3.

How many bottlecaps do you have?
I have 3 bottlecaps.

A

B

How many bottlecaps did you have?

I had 10.

spin
take
add
count

0-9

Procedure
1.

2.

3.

4.

Notes

Spin the arrow.

Read aloud the addition problem and

Take that number of bottlecaps.

Continue playing until all students

the answer.

have participated.

1. Repeat this game until students can add the numbers quickly
and accurately.



NUMBERS 26
Length and Width

Measurement 7
Students use a tape measure to find the length and width of classroom
objects and write the dimensions on their drawing of that object.

Purposes
To use a tape measure to measure

length and width in centimeters;

To draw a simple picture in two
dimensions.

To write measuremP,

TOOlt and Materials
tape_leasine (metric) 3 perclass
pencil 1 each

paper 2 each
ruler (metric) 1 each:

Language

Measure the length..

What is the length?
the length is 135 centimeters.

Draw a picture.

A
_Write the length and width.

Which one is longer? This one is longer?

What are the dimensions?

B
centimeters by 54 centimeters,

length
width

12nstr_
the longest
shorter
the shortest

1-300

cm

Purposes

1. Measure the length and width of the top of a table. Make
a drawing and write the measurements on it.

2. Draw a simple picture of an object in the classroom that
is square or rectangular, such as a window, door, wall
or poster.

3. Measure the dimensions of the object you have chosen and
write them in the correct place on your picture.
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AS, Us M9
NUMBERS 27 Spinner 9

Working in teams, students spin and read letter and number combina-
tions from Spinner Cards. They use each letter-number combination
as an alphanumeric code to find a square on a grid.

Purposes
lo read alOianumeric codes;

to say letter-number combi-
nations aloud.

Tools and Materitals
Spinner board
Spinner Card 2 _ _

Spinner Card 6 (A-M)
Spinner Card 7 (N-Z)
grid (on blackboard).
colored chalk (3 colors)

Language

2 per
1 per
1 per
1 per

1

class
class
class
class

1 per team

tilaymtrs00011411
soloriverAl

cc.:461smorameTioadearittallt.

Usa001000
as ;Am

110.41010111'--
11110111.--

111:1111:1:111.111:61.111141:111i

11111.60106.---Ai
SOD 410,.ii

=1.010011011111.100141..1610.-

se-aas01100040.--
« sus so tr'.7,0ovotilviolvrar

010 1.11111;00.11

A

What letter is this? It'S A .

What number is that? It'S 3_.

What is the code? It't A3 .

Find square A3 on the gricl.
Write an X.

How many A codes do you_have?
I have 5

What letter does this code start with?
It starts with A .

A

A - I

1 = 15

Procedure
1. Spin the arrow: on both boards to get a letter and a

number.

2. Say the code aloud.

3. Put an X in the square on the grid that corresponds to
the code. Each team uses a different color of chalk.

4. Continue playing until one team gets 5 codes that start
with the same letter.

floor
1. Label tools with alphanumeric codes. Have students spin and then

locate the tool with. that code.



Adding Larger Numbers
NUMBERS 28 Spinner 10

Two Spinner hoards are -on the table. There is a plus sign in_ between

the boards and an equals sign to one side. Students spin numbers and

then use the calculator to add the total.

Purposes
To use a calculator to add one

and two digit numbers;

To_read_a number sentence that
includes the symbols + and F.

Tools and Maeda!:
calculator 1 each
bOttlecap _

200 per class

Spinner board_ 2 per class
Spinner Card 2 2 per class
"plus" card 1 per class
"equals" card

Language

5ing
tad

1416
lEIN eituALS

tirtCeN.

B

-1

add
count

1-30

Spin one arrow;
the other

What does 2 pIus 3 equal? 2 plus 3 equals 5.

Add them on the calculator.

Check it. Count the caps.
Are the numbers the same? They're the same.

different.
A

Did you add yet? Yes, I did.
No0 not yet.

Procedure

1. Spin the arrow on one Spinner board. Put that number of
bottlecaps above the Spinner board. Do the same with the
other Spinner board.

2. Add the numbers on the calculator.

3. Check the total by comparing, the number on the calculator
screen with the total number of bottlecaps.

4. Repeat until everyone has played.

Mites
1. Play the game Las Vegas style. Pick a few numbers between 2 and

30. Students try to equal that number.
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Your Height
NUMBERS 29 Measurement 0

Students measure their heights in_centimeters and

a bar graph of everyone's height in inches.

Purposes
To neasure, read and record

height in inches.

To compare and discuss the uses
of Centimeters and inches.

To make -a bar graph of
student' heights.

Took and Materlais
meter stick 1 per pair_

tape ireauire (inches) 1 per class

pencil 1 per pair

paper 1 per pair

poster paper 1 per class

warker 2 per class
ruler (inches) 1 per pair

Language

inches, then rake

is

A

How many centimeters, tall are you?

I am 1-32- centimeters tall;

Write centimeters.

Who is the tallest? Tem is the tallest.

How Many inches in one foot?

Now tall is he?
she?

Procedure
1.

He is
She

5 feet 3 inchet tall

V.-.
/.0

centimeters
thches
feet

the- tallest

the shortest
taller
shorter
tall

shot

CR
Onches)

1-150

Stanei next to the blackboard. flake a mark to indicate

your height. Ose a metric ruler to measure your height

'n centimeters, Write the heights on the blackboard.

2; Use a ruler marked in inches to measure the height of

students. Write the heights on the blackbtard. Compare

the difference between one inch as d one Centimeter.

3. Make A bar graph on poster board of students' heights

in inches (from tallest to shortest).

NOtes
1. Have students guess the measurement in inches of their heads,

waists, feet, etc.. Check with the measure.
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NUMBERS 30

Small Money
Spinner 11

The sYmbols and names for U.S. money are presented through Spinner
Card 8. Studerits spin, take coins and exchange them until someone

gets two quarters.

Purposes
To recognize a penny; nickel; dime; and

quarter, and the value of each.

To count coins and exchange coins of
equivalent value;

To read the symbols for coins.

Tools end Materials
penny_ 50 per class
nickel 40 per class
dime 30 per class
quarter 24 per class
Spinner Card 8 1 per class
Spinner board 1 per class
"equals" sign card 1 per class
container for money 1 per class

Language

ow muc o you have? I have a penny.

How many cents does it equal? It equals one cent.

Find the number for one cent. $ .01.
A

Try to make 2 quarters. _

How much money do you have? I have 25 cents.

Can you make change for a quarter? Yes, I can.
Sorry, I can't.

Z4rocedure

nickel
dime
quarter
cent

$ .01
3:7F$
$ .10

$ .25

$.01-
$.74

1. Make a number sentence by putting the "equals" sign _

between groups of coins that have the same ValUe. Make
change with different kinds of coins.

2. Spin the arrow, Take that amount of cents in one coin.
Exchange coins for one with greater value when you can.

3. Play until someone gets two quarters.

-209=
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A Dollar
NUMBERS 31 Spinner 12

Using Spinner Card 8; sZ:!dentsrecognize and read_amounts of money
from one cent to a dollar and combinations of a dollar and cents

Purposes
To read and write combinations
of dollars and cents.

To make combinations of coins
to equal a dollar.

Tools and Materials
nickel 40 per class

dime_ 30 per class
quarter 24 per class

dollar 20 per class

Spinner board 1 per class
Spinner Card 8 1 per class

calculator optional

Language

dollarHow much is this? It's 85 cents.

Write 85 tents. 5.85.
quarter
nickel
dime

$.01-$1.00

1=100

How many cents in a dollar? 100 cents.

Make one dollar.

A
Show me.

How many coins do you have? I have 3 coins and 2

B
dollar bills dollar bills.

Procedure
1. Find a few coins that can be combined to equal a dollar.

2. Spin the arrow and take the amount indicated. The
first student to get one dollar or more wins.

Notes
1. Have students make an inventory of all the coins at the beginning

of class. Count and take inventory again when class is over.

2. Continue playing until a student gets two dollars and fifty

cents or more.

8
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Bigger Money
NUMBERS 32 Spinner 13

Students spin and take pennies, nickels, aimes, and quarters to
equal the amount on Spinner Card 9;

Purposes
To recognize coins and number

symbols for U.S. money.

to combine coins of different values
to equal a given amount of money.

Tools and Materials
penny_
nickel
dime
quarter
dollar
Spinner board_
Spinner Card 9
pencil
paper

Language

50 per class
48 per class
30 per class
24 per class

20 per class
1 per class
1 per class
I each
1 each

quarter

B
cents.

[How much is that? It's La cents.

What do you need? I need 70 cents.

How many cents does a quarter equal?
penny
nickel
dime

$.05-$3.00

Axtuarter equals 'Lb cents.
---

Do you need any quarters? Yes, I do.

A No, I don't.

Can you give me change for a quarter?
Yes; 1 can.
Sorry, I can't.

How much change do you have? I have

Procedure
I. Combine coins to make the amounts on Spinner Card 9.

2. Decide the amount of money a student will have to (.let

to "win."

3. Spin the arrow. Take the coins which equal the amount
the arrow points to.

4. Continue playing until someone wins.

r,
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NUMBERS 33

Students measure their weight in pounds and mark it bil_a number

line. They make a list of their names, in order of weight, frOM
lightest to heaviest.

Purposes
To measure, read and record
weight in pounds.

To make a number linethat
shows students' weights.

To make a list of names that
is in order of people's weight.

Tools and Materials
bathroom scale 1 per class

marker 2 per class

paper 15 per class

masking tape 1 roll per class

Your Weight Measurement 9

Language

Look at the scale;

How much do you weigh? I weigh 95 pounds;

How much does he weigh? He weighs 95 pounds.

she She

Write your name.

weite 95 pounds. Like this: 95 LB.

lightest
heaviest
lighter

heavier
light
heavy

1-200

Who is the lightest? bang is the lightest. LB.

Procedure
1. Draw a number line from 0-200 on many sheets of

paper taped to each other along the wall.

2. Get on the scale; Have two students read the

scale, and agree on your weight. Mark -your weight

on the number line and your name next to it.

3. Compare who is lightest and heaviest; Put names

and weights on a list on the blackboard, with
the lightest person's name at the top.

Notes
1. Bring objects to class. Guess their weights,_ weigh them and

make a list from lightest to heaviest on the blackboard.
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Trial and Error
NUMBERS 34 Counting 3

Students_play a game of logic moving colored wooden blocks on three
pieces of paper; The object of the game is to move a stack of blocks'
from 1 piece of paper to another in the fewest number of moves.

Purposes
To write numbers on a form.

To test your guess;

To work within a set of rules.

Tools and Materials
pencil 1 each
score sheet 1 each

wooden blocks 1 per pair

(Cuisenaire Rods)
blue
red

White
green
yellow

paper (81 x 11)

Roles

3 per pair

rn

1. Move only 1 block at a time.

2; Move only the top block in a stack;

3. Make only one stack on a paper.

4. Put only small blocks on top of larger blocks;

5. Move only on the paper squares;

Language

A

Move the block 1 space.

Put the red block on top..

Count the moves.

How many blocks?
How manymany moves? 1A0_.

Write it down.

Guess how many moves.

Can you do that? You can do that.
You can't do that;

What is the least number of moves?
1_5_ is the least.

red
green
yellow
white
blue

on top
on the bottom
in the middle
on the right
on the left

1-30
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NUMBERS 34

Trial and Error
Counting 3

Problem
Move the stack of blocks frOM the paper on the right to the paper

1

in the middle;

Procedure
is Move the blOcks from one paper to another;

2. COurit the number of moves it takes;

3. Write sown the number on the score sheet;

4; Move the blocks back to the original paper; Count and

record the moves.

5. Add_another block and repeat the procedure; This time

estimate the_number_of moves. Write your guess and the

results on the score sheet;

Notts
1. COntintie the game by adding a block to the stack, until students

are working with 5 blocks;

. Have the students work in pairs and compare their results.
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Lesson Planning
There are many ways to plan a lesson--as many Ways as there are

teachers. What is important is that you find a system for planning

that helps you with your teaching For some teachers, this means__

writing everything down in great detail: others, it means making

a few notes of special activities. Other teachers make their plans

right after a class has ended. What is the system that works best

for you?

Even though there are many ways to write a plan, all effective

lessons contain a minimum of key elements:

I. Content:

2, Purposes:

3. Techniques:

4. Assessment:

what the lesson is about; what the students are
to learn; the subject matter.

what the students are to do with the content:

the objectives.

the activities and procedures you use to help

the students learn.

an opportunity for students to show you what

they have learned; to help you decide what to

do next.

In planning, you need to take these elements into account in sone _

way. You also need to consider the needs, abilities and personalities of

the students. And you need to consider how much time is available to you

to teach the lesson. The clearer and more conscious you aee about these

elements, the more effective and purposeful your plans==and your teaching- -

car; become.

In_addition to these elements, your lesson plan also reflects the

principles you hold about learning, teaching and the subject matter.

Your beliefs or opinions about how people learn will affect your choice

of objectives, techniques, what and how you assess==-even what you choose

to teach.

On the following pages, there is a sample lesson plan for one lesson

in the curriculum. It is presented to show you one way to plan. It is

not the only way, nor is it the best way. Use it to help you define your

own planning system for this and the other lessons in the curriculum.

How would you plan this lesson?

-215-
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Lesson Planning

Study Lesson 4 below How would you plan this lesson?

LesiOit 4
Extension Cords
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Lesson Planning

Write yi.iur plan ln the crate t_;ninw:



Lesson Planning

Warm-Up

Inventory

LESSON PLAN

Greet the students. Enaage them in small talk.

Remove the tools and materials_from the container and
put them on a table in front of tne class.

As you take them from the container, ask the question,
"How many?" Elicit the appropriate answer (e.g. "one,

two, three"). continue asking this question as you put
the tools and materials on the table.

Questlion- With all the tools and materials on the table, have the

Answeir students ask and answer questions about them, using
"how many?" One student points to one item (or more)

and asks, "How many?" The student who answers then points
to other items and asks another student.

1:11:salitzgn Point to a tool or material and ask, "What's this?"
Elicit the response, "I don't know." Don't provide the
names of the items. Encourage studentS to ask if they

want to know the names (e.g. "What's this?" "It's a wire.").

Present the Show students a completed extension cord. Point to the

ACtivity materials they need to make one. Give each student the

tools and materials. Ask each one to make an extension
cord like the model ("Make one like this.")

Mathe Students work on the task. Circulate to check their wor

Product Point out students whose work is accurate.

Testing the Check the extension cords with a test light. Show the

Product student who finishes first how to use the test light to
check the cord. If the student's extension is good, give
the test light to that student, who becomes the "tester"
of the others' extension cords.(If the extension is not
good, tell the student to fix it.)

Have students whose cords are not working look at one
which is made correctly to help them fix theirs. En-

courage students to help each other ("Can you help her?" ).

226
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Lesson Planning

Using the As students finish their_cords; have them attac^, the cords
Product one by one to a lamp. Give the first student, instructions

(e.g. "Plug in the extension.") to attach the extension
cord to the lamp; Then tell the student, "Turn on the
lamp." If the lamp lights; the coed works; This student
then tells_a second student to do the same things. The
second tells a third, and so on--until all students do it.

Action Take the lamp to one end of the room where there is no
Sequence outlet. Indicate that you cannot plug in the lamp. Ask one

student to plug in his/her extension into the lamp. That

student asks another, and so on until all the cords form
a long chain. Finally, plug the extensions into an outlet
and turn on the lamp. Have students repeat the procedure
to unplug their cords ("Unplug the extension.").

Vocabulary Gather students around the table where there are a screw-
driver, a wire, a razor knife and an extension cord. Ask
students, "Pick up the -," and "Show me the ."

Students respond with tgi-iivropriate action. Have stu-

dents give each other instructions.

Inventory

Divide students -into two teams to play a game. Two mem-
bers from each team core before the class. Show them a
picture_of_an_item. They must_give the_command so that
one of their team picks up that_item. (Give points for
correct commands and responses.)

Put the container for the tools on the table; Students
pick up the tools, count them and_put them away. Give_

students instructions ( "Pick up the screwdrivers."), then
ask them, "How many?" When they give the correct answer,
point to the container and tell them to put the tools away
(Put the screwdrivers over there."). Continue until every-
thing is put in the container;

S_AftelY.
To show the students the dangers of a short circuit, take

bemonstration apart one socket on an extension cord and connect a single
strand of wire to the wrong screw. Ask the students_to
stand back; Then plug in the extension, so that students
can see the blue flame caused by the short circuit. Give
appropriate warnings ("Be careful!").

Through an interpreter aide, explain the short circuit to
the students. After the explanation, ask them:

How can you prevent a short circuit?
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Lesson Planning

rr" LAU

Guess4mq_Game. For additional practice with the language, put

pictures of the tools and materials on flashcards. On another set,

put the numbers 1-10. A student comes before the class and takes

a card from each pile. Not showing it, he/she asks the class.

"What is this?" They guess by saying, "It's a ." The student

answers_ with "Yes" or "No". Once they guess the item, the student

then asks. "Now many?". The class guesses until they get the right

number. Continue with another student.

Find the Number. Put pictures of various numbers of extension

cords on flishEards. Distribute a set of these cards to students

in groups of 4. Students ask each other how many materials are
needed to make that nuMber of cords (e.g. "How many wires?".

"How many screws?").

Tell Me What. To practice the instructions, play a game where

the students mime certain steps of the activity (e.g. "Unplug the

extension.", "Turn on the lamp.", "Be careful!"). The others must

guess the Action._ Vary this by making it a contest between teams.

Set a time limit for studentS to mime the actions.

Numbers Lesson. Teach the next numbers lesson in the sequence.
Use the Tesson as an opportunity to practice language from the

lesson (e.g. "What's this?", "Can you help him/her?").

VARIATIONS

Activity

Demonstration. Instead of allowing the students to find out how

to make an extension cord on their own, show them how to do It

Take apart the socket, strip the wires, twist the ends and attach

them neatly to the terminals and then reassemble the socket. Do

the same for the plug. (Another option is to take apart just the

socket.)

Making It Better. After all students have tested their extensions,
Thow the students the inside of the model cord. Ask students to

look inside their sockets and plugs and to make any changes if they

see a need.

Participant; Participate in the_task alongside students as a

"heTherb. Don't direct their eft-Olt, just give them a hand.
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Lesson Planning

VARfATIONS (cont'd)

Language

Requesting Help. Before you beign the activity, teach the students

a ritual for requesting help. Have the students memorize the lines

and practice the ritual. Then, when the occasions arise during the
activity, make sure that they use the ritual.

= Can you help me?
Excuse me?

- Help me, please.

+ Sure.

Vocabulary. In presenting the tools and-materials, pass them around
so that all students can examine them silently. Have them listen as

you repeat the name of each one Then involve them in actions, by
giving commands (e.g. "Pick uo the ."). Nexti ask the students

to name the tools ("What's this?").

Pronunciation. Include a brief pronunciation exercise at the end of

the lesson.

Lesson

Rationale. Begin the lesson by telling the studentt what the pur=
pose of the lesson is and why they are doing the activity.

Feedback. At the end of the lesson, ask the students to state what
they have learned. Allow them time to think about the question.
Don't force them to talk if they are not ready.

NOTES

Use an Inventory Form which students fill out before and after the

activity.

For demonstration_purposes, bring in a faulty extension cord so that
the student "tester" knows how to spot a bad cord with the test light.

Use this cord for Cemonstration of the short circuit;

Compare your lesson plan with the

one above;

HOW_Wat your plan the sJme?
Different?

Why?

229
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Techniques
How do you teach? What are the exercises, the activities; the pro-

tedjtes that you_use in class to make it easier for the students to learn?
E-_erj, teacher collects a number of techniques which fit his/her per-
sunality and which reflect his /her _beliefs_about learning_and about_how
people learn best; This sectiem contains a selection of basic teaching
techniques that many teachers have found useful and effective.

These techniques are_presented as a resource list; not as the answers
to all your teaching_challenges. It is not a comprehensive list; there
are many other techniques and activities that you can also use. The
techniques do not reflect or "belong to" any particular methodology or
teaching approach; The main thing that they have in common is that
they emphasize students' participation in class.

The techniques are arranged in categories, Which correspond to dif-
ferent jobs in teaching.. These categories show that techniques can be
used for a particular purpose; e;g; for presentation or for class man-
agetent_. Many techniques; however; can be u:-.ed for_morethan_one pur_
pose; Demonstration; for example; is listed as a technique for present=
ation; but it can also be used for correction, assessment=-even for
giving instructions. The categories are:

1. Presentation
2. Explanation
3; Correction
4; Class Management
5; Structured Practice
6. Activity Operation
7. Communication
8. Communication Games

_9. Cultural Exploration
10. Pronunciation
11; Literacy
IL Assessment

The descriptions of the techniques are brief and are intended to
give you the basic information about how and why to use them; You will
need to adapt them_to_fit the subject matter and the students you are
teaching. You will also have to choose when to use them and how to in-
corporate them into your lesson plan;

Of course; knowing which techniques you want to use is only part of
the aw;wer to the question of how to teach._ YOU need to be able to carry
out the tcchniques7-you need to be able to do them. It_is not always the
techniques that_make a_teacher effective; more often it is the teacher
who makes techniques effective.
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Techniques

Presentation

I. Objects
2. Pictures

Demonstration
4. Definition
5. Situation
6. Translation
7. Images

Explanation

1. Deduction
2. Induction
3. Reflection

Correction

1. Recognition
2. Cues

Class _Management

1. Large Group
2. Small Groups
3. Individuals
4. Instructions
5. Interpreter Aides

Structured Practice

1. Repetition
2. Substitution_
3. Transformation
4. Question-Answer
5. Charts
6. Spinners
7. Action Sequence
8. Reconstruction

Activity Operations

1. Operation

Communicat4on

1. Dialogues
2. Constructalog
3. Cummings Device
4. Picture Story
5. Spiel
6. Narrative
7. Recitation
8. Characters

Communication Games

1. Twenty Questions
2. Concentration
3. Go Fish
4. Cubes

Cultural Exploration

1. Role Play
2. Open-Ended Story
3. Valuation
4. Depictions
5. Picture Interpretation
6. Simulation
7. Songs
8. Proverbs

Pronunciation

1. Minimal Pairs
2. Oral Cues
3. Visual Cues
4. Sound Contrast
5. Directed Repetition
o. Minimal Sets

Literacy

1. Copying
2. Dictation
3. Scrambles
4. HangMan
5. Tic Tac Toe
6. Bingo

Assessment

1. Picture Description
2. Open-Ended Task
3. Interview
4. Feedback
5. Matching
6. Cloze
7. Skits
8. Dyads



Techniques: Presentation

The purpose of these techniques is to convey meaning--to help students
understand. The focus, what the student needs to understand, can vary.
It might be a new sound, a piece of information, a step in an activity
or a new word.

OBJECTS

Students associate language with an object.

Procedure

1. Indicate the cbject to students.

2. Give/Elicit the word for the
object.

Follow-Up

Repeat the procedure if students
did not understand.

Options

Students hold or touch the object.

PICTURES

Students associate language with a visual image--a picture, a
photograph or a drawing.

Procedure

1. Indicate the picture to students.

2. Give/Elicit the word or expression.

Follow-Up

Check students' understanding by asking
them to produce the language.

Options

Use pictures to show students what to
do==instead of what to say, e.g. a
picture of the steps in an activity.

A banana t
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Techniques: Presentation

'DEMONSTRATION

Students associate meaning with actions;

Procedure

1. Perform the action.

2. Elicit/Give the word or expression;

To check students' understanding; have
them perform the action.

Options

Combine actions with objects or p c=

tures.

cold.

DEFINITION

Students associate new meanings from language they already knoW.

Procedure

I. Say the new word or expression. Hungry.
2. Give/Elicit the definition;

Follow-Up

.3-L.uuttil. give lilt definition.

Options

Use synonyms and antonyms,

SITUATION

When I'm hanyyt
I Want-to 2gt.

Students get the meaning of a word or expression through the
description of a context or situation.

Procedure

I. Describe a situation;

2; Give/Elicit the new word or
expression;

Follow-Up

Students re-tell the situation;

DiaLtions

Jon is 5iiiin5 ho the
movies. A tft.ktt costs

412. Jon has $1.50.
Jon can't. see, *
movies. Why no E ?

i
Include pictures. objects or

doesn' have

demonstrations.
encuah money-

-226-
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Techniques: Presentation

TRANSLATION

Students associate new words or expressions with those of their
own language.

Procedure

1. Say the word or expression.

2. Give/Elicit the equivalent
in the students' language.

Follow-Up

Students translate the word
back into the target language.

crewd rive r

Toitene- t.frt'4 .

IMAGES

Students use their imagination to get at meaning by using
Cuisenaire rods to represent objects, scenes or people.

Procedure
The Kitchen

1. Arrange rods to symbolize a
scene.

2. Describe the scene.

3; Give/Elicit the new word or
expression.

Follow-Up

Students refer to the rods and
say the new words or expressions.

Options

Include pictures or written
symbols.



Techniques: Explanation

The purpOSe Of_these techniques is to help stUdentt to make -sense

out of the sUbjett_matter==especially to see relationthipt between

parts. Usually, this means understanding the "rules" of subject

matter, e.g. how to make words plural or how to make solid connect-

ions in soldering.

DEDUCTION

Students are given an explanatiOn==a rule==and apply it to

specific examples.

Procedure

1. Present the rule.

2. Give examples to, the
students.

3. Students apply the rule
to the examples.

Follow=Up

Students give other examples
that follow the rule.

Students give exceptions to
the rule.

Options.

Give the rule and ask the
students to provide examples.

INDUCTION

FtOtli &series of examples, students discover the explanation,

the rule.

Procedure

1. Give examples to the
students.

2 Students find the rule.

Follow-Up

Students give other examples
that follow the rule.

Students give exceptions.



Techniques: Explanation

REFLECTION

From a random sample of examples, students find rules and
make explanations for themselves.

Proce6re

I. Put the subject matter
before the students.

2. Ask students to make
observations or explana-
tions.

3. Tell students if their
explanations are correct
or not.

Follow-Up

Students give other examples
to support their explanations

GptiJams

Allow students to ask questions
about the subject matter;

0

- INK4i is your mine?

- Lee. WhaP4 yours ?

N)An . Where do pow

live?
- Z live in icon.

is A C001-14.01.1n
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Techniques: Correction

The purpose.of these techniques is to point out errors to students and
to provide cues to help students correct them.

RECOGNITION

Students realize that they have made an error.

Procedure

1. Call students' attention
to the error.

Options

Note

Make a note of the error and
point it out later.

Tell the !tudent that there
is an error.

Use gestures: shake your head.

wag your finger.

My nArne kee

Use facial expressions:

raise your eyebrows.

Pause in silence to allow the
student to find the error;

You need to decide which errors
to point out to the students
and when to do this.

Crimf's not correct.



Techniques: Correction

CUES

Students use cues to correct their errors.

Procedure

I. The student makes an error. My name Lee.

2. Point out the error.

3. Give the cue.

4; The student works to correct

Options

it.

Tell the student how to correct
the error,

Demonstrate the correct form;

use gestures.

Use symbols.

Use written language.

Indicate another student who
has the correct form.

Pause in silence and allow the
student to work to correct it.

Use your hands and fingers.

040

= yerb

(name
Leel

-231-
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Techniques: Class Management

The purpose of these techniques is to help students work on specific

tasks; They accompany other techniques as ways of relating to stu-

dents and involving them in class.

LARGE GROUP

Students work on tasks together, as a class;

Procedure

1. Set the task.

2. Students participate.

Opticms

Students respond together.

Half the studeni.s respond;

Work with a small group;
with the rest of the students
as observers.

Work with one student; with the
rest of the students as
observers.

Choose a seating arrangement
which allows students to work
together.

6000
O c't,
C 0
o 0
a 6
a- o
450446°

0 0
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Techniques: Class Management

SMALL GROUPS

Students work on tasks in groups of three, four or in pairs.

Procedure

J. Set the task.

2. Students participate.

Follow-Up

Students report on their tasks
to the large group.

Options

Note

Set a task which asks
students to prepare one
result.

Seta task Whith atkt
students to share individual
results;

Students work alone before
working in small groups.

Choose a_seating arrangement
which allows students to work
together.

Working together in small groups
calls for students to cooperate
with each other.

Look at. 4-hese ficforeS
Ad= mkt A dialetSUe.

Ditcribe your eliAlrikots
to tank other.



Techniques: Class Management

INDIViDUALS

Students work alone on tasks.

Procedure

1. Set the task. ilni4V A d rA of
vow* Nwily kret

2. Students work individually.

follow-Up

Students report on their tasks.

Options

Work with one student, with
the rest of the students as
observers.

Set different tasks for indi=
vidual students, based on their
needs and abilitiet.

Set different tasks for indi-
viduals, while working with
the large group;

Allow individual students to
set their own tasks.



Techniques: Clan Management

INSTRUCTIONS

Students understand what they are supposed to do.

Procedure

1. Tell students what to do.

FollowUp

Check to see if students
understood the instructions.

Options

Demonstrate the instructions.

Use gestures.

Use language which is at the
students' level.

Students give a summary of
the instructions.

Set time limits for activities.

State a specific result_that
you expect from the activity.

State the purpose of the
activity;

Lifter! 4,014 repMf.



Techniques: Class Management

INTERPRETER AIDES

Teaching assistants translate what you and the students say so

that everyone understands.

Procedure

-tat did you Won WA
I. You/Students speak.

nntinnc AtJAWYS itsiPyitiv,

Ok?..PC=Ce fie Wsu; teei)2; Aide translates,

Note

Speak clearly and slowly;

Use language that the aide
can understand.

Pause regularly for the aide
to translate;

Repeat what you said, when
necessary.

To make sure you have under-
stood, summarize the aide's
translations into English.

Before class' inform the aide
of the content and objectives
of your lesson;

Btfore class, review the ma-
terial_to to translated with
the aide.

Interpreter aides should not let
their own opinions affect their
translations.



Techniques: Structured Practice

The purpose of these techniques is to give students practice in ma-
nipulating the subject matter. Students work with a limited number

of items; following a structured procedure to improve grammatical
accuracy or develop expertise.

REPETITION

Students do something again--performing an action or saying
a word or sentence.

Procedure

1. Students perform an action;

2. Students do it again.

Follow-Up

Continue until students have get
it right or until they need to
stop.

Options

Students direct their own
repetition at their own pace.

Melte.

Halo.
FWto.

SUBSTITUTION

Students replace certain words or eYprersiens in a sentanc
pattern;

Procedure

1. Present the model pattern
and the cue.

2; Students make the
substitution.

3. Continue with other cues.

follow,Up

Students explain the rule.

Options_

Students provide the words to
be sJbstituted.

Use pictures as cues.



Techniques: Structured Practice

TRANSFORMATION

Students change sentences in a particular way-=changing one

sentence pattern into another:

Procedure

1. Present the model trans=
formation.

2. Say the sentence.

3. Students change the sentence.

flollow-HT

Students change the transform-
ations back to the original
sentences.

Options

Students give other sentences
which follow the model trans-
formation.

This iS A hiWms.
6kis 4 ham?

Ike* is A book .1

QUEST ION-ANSWER

Students ask and answer questions. The answers are controlled.

I. Present the model question
and answer.

2. Ask the question and give
the cue.

3. Students answer.

Follow-Up

Students ask the questions.

OPtions

Use pictures or symbols to
cue student answers.

Use symbols to cue differ-
ent kinds of questions.

Wh4V5 Liu If?
et. 66ak



Techniques: Structured Practice

CHARTS

Students r'ke statements or ask and answer questions based
on information arranged on a wall chart.

Procedure

I. Present the information
on the chart.

2. Students make statements
about the chart.

3. Ask questions about the
information.

4, Students answer.

FollOW=Up

Students ask questions.

Students make as many
statements as they can about
the chart in 30 seconds.

Options

Put pictures on the chart,

Sample Charts

Cardboard clocks with noveable
hands.

Bus schedules.

Street maps.

fSANR1

qk

A 3 tree e

ts
a-

5 Strtat

SPINNERS

Students spin the arrow and give the response that the arrow
points to on a spinner card.

Procedure

I. Students spin the arrow.

2. Students give the response
that the arrow points to.

Options

Responses can be oral, written
or actions.

YJse more than one spinner to
vary responses.

Two pivis boo
is four.

;239= 247



Techniques: Structured Practice

ACTION SEQUENCE

Studentt perform actions in response to direttiVet or commands.

Procedure

1. Give the directives.
2. Students perform the

actions.

Follow-Up

Students give the directives.

Options

Students descrite their actions.

Use pictures to cue directives.

RECONSTRUCTION

Orem Ehe door.

Students recombine words from a list of sentences to make

new sentences.

Procedure

1. On the blackboardi put A
series of sentences that
students already know;

2. Students make new sentences
using only the woIrds on

the blackMard.

s. Tell the students if their
sentences are correct or not

Foll2t7.2612

Students write their sentences

on the blackboard.

Options

Students make short dialogues
from the sentences.

I.4's on the 5

Give tie paper
t.0 me.

I aril here,



Techniques: Activity Operations

In these techniques, students work with tools and materials to carry
tut a procedure which usually leadt to a specific end result. Some

examples are: operating a sewing machine, making coffee or making
something out of wood; Students get information (e.g. how_a sewing

machine works) and learn how to use tools (e;g; a saber saw). They
also learn language associated with the activity.

OPERATION

StOdentS carry out an activity, using tools and materials to
achieve the end result.

Procedure

I. Present the activity;

2. Distribute the tools and
materials.

3. Students carry out the

activity.

FollOw-Up,

Students check their work.

option 1

Show the students the end
result. Ask them to achieve

same result, using the
tools and materta13,

Do not tell them how to do it.

Students check their work;

pafte had'



Techniques: Activity Operations

OPERATION

OPTION 2

Demonstrate the steps of the
activity.

OPTION 3

Use pictures to show the steps
of the activity.

OPTION 4

Present language to desicribe
the steps of the activity.

TARO the sfri .

M Ware yo w- hoiti
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Techniques: Communication

The purpose of these techniques is to help students use language to
express themselves and to communicate with others.

DIALOGUES

Students memorize phrases and sentences which are part of

common, everyday conversations.

Prnredure

1. Present the dialogue.

2. Students memorize the
lines.

Follow-Up

In pairs; students perform
the dialogue.

Options

Include appropriate non-verbal
language (gestures; facial ex-
pressions, etc.).

Use puppet's or props for the
parts of the dialogue.

To_help students memorize._
write the dialogue on the board
and gradually erase words until
nothing remains;

CONSTRUCTALOG

Students make their own dialogues from a list of words and
expressions;

Procedure

1. Write the words on the blackboard;

2; In pairs; students create short
dialogues;

3. Students perform the dialogues.

Options

Put pictures on the blackboard
instead of words.



Techniques: Communication

CURMINGS DEVICE

Froth a litt_On the blackboard, students insert words or phrases
into "holes" in a short conversational exchange.

Procedure

I. Present the exchanqe and
the words and phrases.

2. Students practice the
exchange and the substi-
tutions.

3. In pairs, students per-
form exchanges.

FollowUp

Students put the exchange into
a lon9er conversation.

Options

Use pictures or symbols to cue (3) Oh + corner

words and phrases. across fht strest

- Which bus zjoit -6r ?

+ Number

Where's t.he bus sFop?

1- I Vi .

(1) hospa.al
bank.

( &) fofi

.11

Students provide language its
for th-. "holes."

PICTURE STORY

Studults follow a sequence of pictures to tell a story.

Procedure

1. Present the pictures and
tell the story.

2. Student= re-tell the story.

Follow=Up

Students act out the story in
a role pl&y.

Options

Ask students questions about
the story.

Choose picture stories that
have a cultural topic;



Techniques: Communication

SPIEL

Students prepare a short talk which they give to the rest of
the class;

Procedure

1. Write anumberof key words
on the blackboard.

2; Students prepare a 30-second
talk using the words;

3; Students give_their spiels
to the rest of the class;

Follow-Up

Students summarize each others'
spiels.

Options

Choose word at are related
to a particular topic;

Use pictures Instead of key words.

11.210?
Vedc

do or

heswiathc
apivist4100'

nitglitint

NARRATIVE

Students talk about a short descriptive paragraph on a particu-
lar topic;

Procedure

1. Present the narrative.

2; Ask questions about it;

3; Students answer the questions.

Follow-Up

Students re-tell the narrative;

Options

Use a picture to illustrate the
narrative.

Opth oF

coFFIc; P44+. 4 fe4.-

SpOn of CartG In q

cUP r hoh4ttftr
iblio 4i413. Atild

ultte Orkk

4itt-. tack

Eti do vowofgw.



Techniques: Communication

RECITATION

Students supply missing_information in a series of strUttUred

expressions to make statements about themselves;

Procedure

1; Present the recitation with in=
formation about yourself;

2. Atk questions about it.

3. Students answer the questions;

4. Students write their own
recitations.

5; Students present their recitations:

Ftillow-Up

Make a chart with information from
the recitations.

Options

Students ask the questions that
will elicit the answers in their
recitations;

My manic is

I'm el-en

Iiid tot

years 014.

CHARACTERS

rStudents create identitles for persons in photographs or -draw-
ings and present their 'characters" to the rest of the cla:s.

Procedure

I. Pdt biographical catemories on
the blackboard.

2; Students supply this information
about the person in their photo.

3. Students present their characters.

Follow-Up

Students role play encounters be=
tween their characters;

Students return periodically to their
characters to add information abOut them.

Options

Students draw pictures of their charac-

ters instead of using photographs.

,F46- 25



Techniques: Communication Games

The purpos of these techniques is to provide students with opportunities
for spontaneous; natural use of language through games.

TWEMY QUESTIONS

Students ask questions of one person to guess the name of a
famous person; an animal or an object.

Procedure

I. Give one student a card with
a name on it.

2: Students ask this person ques-
tions (only those requiriF:9
yes-no answers).

3. Give the name to the students
if they have not guessed it
alter twenty questions.

Options

Students ask only ten questions.

Set a time limit for questions
(e.g. three minutes).

Students choose the names.

is Li-a bgkf.3

CONCENTRATION

Students compete to match pairs of index cards by remembering
their location. The student with the most pairs wins.

Procedure

1. Lay the cards face down in
colus and rows.

2. Taking turns, students turn
over two cards. If they don't
match, students turn them
back over.

3. When a match is made, the stu-
dent removes the cards and
takes another turn.

Options

Studonts say a sentence with the
words when they make a math.

Some matches: pictures with words
numbers _with words
parts of a sentence

DOD

Match

-2417;. 255



Techniques: Communication Games

Gt) FISH

Students play a card game where they ask each other for cards
to Take pairs, The student whO gets the most pairs wins.

Procedure

I. Prepare a set of matching
cards.

2; In small groupsi students
take turns asking each other
for cards to match those they
have in their hand.

3. When students don't have the
cards, they say, "Go fish!'

4. Students take a card from
the pile.

S. Continue until all cards have
been matched.

Options

Put pictures on the cards.

Put phrases or sentences on cards.

CUBES

Stedents throw a cube with pictures on its six sides to cue
statements or questions.

Procedure

1. Present the information on the cube.

2; Ask questions about the sides.

3. Students answer the questions.
\E '.:

4. Students throw the cube; One
asks and another answers about \ /-'....
the side.

Options
' Whii f do you k4AFit F

Students throw two cubes, each with t 1= W41t AM AN) /6"

different information on its sides.

students form teams to ask an
answer the questions.



Techniques: Cultural Exploration

The purpose of these techniques is to give students an opportunity to

get information about the culture;_to acquire appropriate behavior_and

to learn about the values that people of theculture hold. They also

allow studentt to make comparisons with their own culture.

ROLE PLAY

Students take on certain roles and act out specific situations
that they might encounter in the culture.

'rocedu re

1. Present the situation.

2. Assign roles to students.

3. Students role play the
situation.

followUp

Students comment on tile role play.

Students perform the role play again;

Optiens

Include approo-iate non=verbal
behavior (gestLres; eye contact;
facial expressions, etc.).

Record thc role play and write
a transcript of whit was said.

Viii io Hie ski'.

OPEN-ENDED STORY

Students offer endings to an unfinished story Which describeS a
situation they_might encounter in the ulture; They discuSt

implications of their endings.

Procedure

1; Preseht the story.

2. Students create endings.

3. Students give their endings;

follow-Up

^iscuss implications of the
various endings.

PstiaLs
Use a sequence of pictures for the story.

Students choose one of four endings.

While lee is on a

Coffee. break , one 04

his co.vierktr4 bartvs
his ciecie saw, HC
&lops i . 4+ /lit deb_

er +he. day. tez i.-1444

+he SAW is brokoi,

vvKiti thst.14.. h.. do!

=249=
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Techniques: Cultural Exploration

VALUATION

Students_ make choices about situations
behind their choicestheir values.

Procedure

I; Present the situation;

2. ,,'resent the choices;

3. Students choose.

4; Students explain the reasons
for their choice.

Follow -Up

Students talk abOut the sources
of their values.

Options

Students compare their choices
and their values.

Note

There are no "right" or "wrong"
values; The purpose is to allow
students to see and compare.

and examine the reasons

your boss skoKt3 at

you r workinsfoo
abw gif your joJ,.

your :

f) work faster.

2) iirwre ft* boss

5) qui* Kt job

i) *twit Ott }tit bog.

DEPICTION5

Students depict their interpretation of an
by making a drawing or by modelling clay.

Procedure

I. Present the topic;

2. Students create their
depictions;

3. Students Oescrtbe What
their creations mean.

Follow,Up

Students compare Lhe4r
depictions.

Options

Students interpret each others'
depictions.

........,

--250;

aspect of the culture

fo jo b in +ix US.



Techniques: Cultural Exploration

FICTUFE INTERKETATIN

Students study a photograph of an aspect of life in the culture
and they make observaticns and interpretations about it;

Procedure

1. Present the picture.

2; Students study it.

3; Students make statements
about what they see;

Follow-Up

Students compare the aspect
with their owr culture.

Options

Use slides or video-tapes;

Students_ bring pictures from
their culture and interpret
them;

S:MULATION

Set up an_environment in class which approximates a situation
in the culture; Students play certain roles and carry out
prescribed tasks in the simulated environment.

Pr'jtediire -
1. Give the students roles

and tasks.
%Mlatre

CAO0M4f
2. Prepare the si_tong. Mousier

props ano materials. CAO4Cr
3; Students carry out their

tasks;

Foliuw-Up

Students discuss their observations
and reactions.

pption

Use authentic props and materials;

Include roles or tasks which cause
conflicts or unexpected situations;



Techniques: Cultural Exploration

Str7"--.GS

Students learn the_words and melodies of songs of the culture

and sing them in class.

Procedure

1. Present the song.

2. Students memorize
and sing it.

Follow-Up

PresentiElicit information
about the culture that is
in the lyrics.

Options

Choose songs_which feature
certain topics.

PROVERBS

Students memorize and interpret proverbs to learn about aspects

of the culture.

Procedure

2. Students memorize it.
ILMS ts Mbhpl1. Present the proverb.

3; Students analyze the
meaning of the proverb;

E91121m1.4.2

Students give proverbs on the
same topic from their culture.

Options,

Students create dialogues in
which they use the proverbs in
an appropriate way.

-252-
260



Techniques: Pronunciation

The purpose of these techniques is to help the students master
pronunciation.

MINIMAL PAIRS

Students recognizl a difference of one sound in two words and
pronounce each word correctly.

Procedure

1. Put a list of minimal pairs in
a column on the blackboard.

2. Read the words.

3. Stucents indicate the words
they hear.

4. Point to words.

5. Students say them.

Options

Use pictures instead of words.

Number the columns so that students
can indicate thr ,Jund by saying
"one" or "two."

Say two words (sometimes the same
word twice, sometimes the minimal
pair). Students must say "same"
or "different."

piGK reK
01 d dead
St Sef

'chit ne-t

ORAL CUES

Students associate pronunciation with noises and other sounds and
use these to work on stress, intonation and phrasing.

Procedure

I. Say the :E., tencc. Where Are yea 500t)

.2. Give rla oral cu;s.

3. Students say tie

4. Repeat oral cue e, to help DA -dah-dith-PAH-dA )
tnem correct c..rori.

Options

Hum or tap u. the blackboard instead;

2 5 3 261



Techniques: Pronunciation

VISUAL CUTS

Students associate pronunciation with marks on the blackboard
and use these to work on stress, intonation and phrasing.

Procedure

I. Say the sentence. Whitt ArC y1 t4 doing?

2. Put cues on the blackboard.

3. Students say the sentence.

4. Point to marks to help them
correct errors.

_Opions

Write the sentence on the black-
board and put marks above the words.

Use the fingers of your hand to
represent words and show stress,
intonation and phrasing by gestures
with the other hand.

Show formation of individual sounds
by mouthing them in an exaggerated
manner.

SOUND CONTRAST

Students say words that have the same sounds as two words witch
certain specified sounds.

Procedure
wind +e I I

1. Put two key words on the black-
board and underline a sound in
each one.

2. Stuaents say wards that have these
sounds.

3. Write the words under the word
they indicate.

4. Students decide if the words
are in the correct column.

Options

Du:: the words on index cards for stu-
dents to group according to similar sounds. tr. 1 df

AnorniuUse stress and intonation patterns.



Techniques: Pronunciation

DIRECTED REPETITIO

Students work on prununciation by directing the teacher to
repeat what they say.

Procedure

1. IJAividually, students say
scretences or words.

Rt:peat what they say.

Stop repeating wen the
:tudelit stops.

Oysio.5

;,!;t a lit of words or sentence.s
the blackboard. Students uSc

`' = =se for the exercise.

Limit the amount cf time for
each student to hlve rcpeat

Note

It is the student who_is_irecting
your repetition. It is Important
to repeat what they say in correct
form; but do not point out errors
to the student;

MINIMAL SETS

Students recognize the difference of one sound in a set of words
and pronounce each word correctly.

Procedure

1. Draw a picture to accompany each
word.

2 Put each word on a separate card.

3. Say each word while showing the card.

4. Ptint to the words.

5. Students say them.

Options

Students play Tic Tac Toe by placing the cards
in a pocket chart or slot board.

-255- 263



Techniques: Literacy

The purpose of these techniques is to help students master basic
reading and writing.

COPYING

Students write what they see.

Procedure

1. Write a list of words on
the blackboard.

2. Students copy the words
on paper.

Follow-Up

Students cheek their work.

Options

DICTATION

Students copy numbers, letters
of the alphabet or sentences;

Students copy from printed
material.

Students write what they hear.

Procedure:

1. Read_aloud a list_of words,
pallsing after each one.

2. StUdents write each word.

Follow=Up

Students check tht-r work.

Options

Read numbers, letters of the
alphabet or numbers.

Students read aloud what they
wrote.

Students circle words on a
prepared handout.



Techniques: Literacy

SCRAMBLES

Students arrange index cards labelled with vords in a sequence
tc make sentences;

Procedure

I. Prepare sets of scrambles cn
index cards or strips of paper.

2. Students re-arrange the cards
to make sentences.

Follow-Up

Students exchange sets of
scrambles.

Students copy the unscrambled
sentences.

Students re-arrange letters' to
make words;

Students re- arrange sentences
to make paragraphs;

Students make their own scrambles.

PANGMAN

Students say letters to spell words they don't know. For ,,very

wrong guess, the student who knows the word draws _a part of a
stick figure cr, a "scaffold." If the students make too many
wrong guesses, the stick person is "hanged."

Procedure

I. Put the scaffold on_the black-
board. Put a row of lines for
each letter of *he word.

2. Students say letters.

3. Write correct guesses on
the lines.

4. For each wrong guess, draw a
part of the stick person.

Options__

Students copy the words.

+ b I 6

In

ob
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Techniques: Literacy

TIC TAC TOE

Students compete to put three markers in a row on a grid with

words in the squares.

Procedure

1. In pairs, students read
aloud the word in the
square where they want to
put their marker.

2. Students put their marker
in that square.

3. The first student to get
three in a row wins.

Options

Instead of saying the wc-ds,
students find the matching
word from a set of flashcards.

TURN

1 OFx

PULL ON

VP

OuTNISH

BINGO

r
Students compete to put markers in a row on a Bingo Card--a grid

numiJe rb and Ott leLters B, I, N, G and 0.

Procedure

1. Distribute Bingo Cards and
markers to studaAts.

2. From a_master list, read
aloud letter-number combina-
tions at random.

3. Students put markers on
the squares with the appro-
priate combinations.

4. The first student to put
tl'e markers _in _a row says

Ingo!" and wins.

FolTow=Up

Check the winner's r..embintions.

Options

Put pictures or words in the svvares.

-258= 266



Techniques: Assessment

The purpose of thtsk, techniques is to help you see what your students
know, what they have learned and what they need to learn.

PICTURE DESCRIPTION

Students say as much as they can about a picture.

Procedure

I. Post the picture.

2. Students mne statements about
the picture.

3. Make notes of students' ability.

Follow -Up

Repeat the exercise periodically
to judge students' progress.

Options

Use pictures that feature particular
topic areas.

Students write desc :ptions;

OPEN-ENDED TASK

Students do or say as much as they can in a specified task
(a role play or construction project).

Procedure

1. Set the task. Tel rne who yow.

2. Students do the task. Set in Fhe mom

3. Make notes on their work.

Follow-Up

Repeat the task periodically
to judge students' progress.

Ann
Give students a topic and have
them talk about it for two minutes.

For construction tasks, students
talk about their actions.



Techniques: Assessment

INTERVIEW

Students respond to a series of questions.

Procedure

1. Prepare a list of questions.

2. Interview Individual students.

3. Make notes on their ability.

follow-14

Interview students regularly to
judge progress.

Options

Record the interviews and have
students listen to them,

Prepare questions that elicit
particular grammar points and
vocabulary.

Use pictures.

FEEDBACK

Students assess their own learning.

Procedure

1. Ask students to make statements
about their own learning,

2. Stutdents reflect and respcinl.

Follow,-Up

As students for feedback on a
regular basis.

Options

Use a translator.

Ask students to describe their
strategies for learning.

As students to evalLate your
teaching.

Note

Ask for feedback only if you
are ready to hear it

Wha did you
Learn fooday?

-260-
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Techniques: Assessment

MATCHING

F Students match symbols or pictures with words.

Procedure

1. Prepare a handout with pictures
in one column and words in another;

2; Students draw lines to match pictures
with the appropriate words,

3. Check students' work.

Options

Students match

- words with their meanings.

- beginnings and endS of

senterc.
- questions and answers;

C.LCZE

PRONE

CANCtER

Na MK1/46

DOWN

L ..
Students write the proper words in the blank spaces in a
written passage.

Procedure

I. Prepare a hanc,out of _a paragraph
With every fifth word missing.

2. Students read the paragraph and
write in the missing words.

3. Check students' work;

Options

Use dWogues with missing words.

The drvidcme i4

on corner. X

lo there-- bay

Many L
A preScro?fieli

frivol% 4

lay twarcint
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Techniques: Assessment

SKITS

Students show what they have learned by working together to
create characters and a scenario for a skit, which they perform
in class.

Procedure

1. Set the task.

2. Students prepare

3. Students perform

their skits.

thcm;

4. Make notes on their work.

Students comment on the skits

Options

Students prepare skits in small
groups.

Specify topics or areas_ that
students mist incorporate in
their skits.

DYADS

Students ask questions to fill in the blank spaces on a

written sheet.

Procedure

1. Prepare two diagrams and two
question sheets.

2. Each pair of students has the
same diagram but different items of

information are missing.

3. Students work in pairs to fill
the missing information by

asking questions.

Follow-up

Ask each pair of students to compare
their diagrams.

Options

Use pictures or symbols.

Prepare dyad diagrams of streets,
schedules, store aisles, cabinets,

shelves refri erators, etc.
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Appendix: t

Salderino A Terminal:

...072...1..

ELECTRICITY: TECHNICAL-11P-_iTS

Put all the necessary tools and materials on the_table. Plug in the

soldering iron and put it on the soldering ire holder. Bend the ends

of your tinned wires so that they will fit correctly into the terminal

(see illustat'oh). Put a little flux on the terminal Where you are -

going to attach the wire. Melt a little solder onto the tip of the sol-

dering iron. Heat up the terminal by touching the soldering iron and
melted solder on it After the solderhihi meltcd_onto the terminal,
take the soldering iron away and lay the tinned_wire on the solder. Then

touch the soldering iron to the wire and bring it, -the melted solder,
and the terminal all up to the same temperature; If necessary add a bit

more_calder. Remove the soldering iron. Holm the wire against the

terminal until it cools. If -you iPove the wire the soldered connection

Will not be strong or conduct electricit3, well. Solder a number of
terminals and compare your results to the terminals in the illustration;

tK
mil ft At Si 11A Sta.i1144.1

t CC Coy& 541Ja_ei..5)

4.4.t kt

e. A. vtf t i 4.
i,;.31 .4" 4..

.4_ 1..
a.* vta.k %%au.

C ..0 L.. s.`4..e.1)

3.1
t44404.4.

aotJ4.:.33

aPc ina of wire,

(.44.

Gil diva Is* OC SittAlft
vs 61. e 41mi

...5Tuest 4.6* 1 1.4-
41,4 Cmtsat Na, ego

4 1t _

..e 44 .4249r

514 I %ere& ft% t 4. 01
41,14 Val .0-111,4 TOO 111614g a oiLve
= ti4

WV. elt %CA. ttaL
It% tsar issi.a.4.
3 *a

lac latw.e. 14
est 4 04.34 vs ft ts. et- Cot
**sow atisi 08.41/

Stvest. to. 4.
4U.
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Appendix: 1

Demonstrating A pert Circuit:

Show students how dangerous electricity can be and hOw to_recOgnile an
improperly wired plug or socket; Take apart the socket of an extension
cord; Use a test light; as shown in illustration 1; to aoionstrate that
the socket-is properly wired when the bulb does not light up; Now take
&single strand of lampcord from_one_of_the terminals and attach it to
the other terminal as shown in'illustration_2._ (This_can actually_
happen by_m!stakewhen_a socket_is.not carefully wired). Use the test
light again and the hilb Will 'ugh' up; indicating a. bad_ connection.
Put the socket on the table or floor; have- everyone stand back td Ob=_
serve, and plug in the extension; You will see a small bright f1400 fee
a- -very short time and hear a "pop" while the strand of wire burns up;
(Before_doing_this, f it_is a good idea_to know where_the fuse box is in
case a fuse blows and_then_needs to be replaced). Any connection-_ that_

can cause damage; such as the one just demonstrated, is called a "short
circuit;"

S.afetir H1nts For Using A Soldering Iron:

The most important safety issue is to make -sure no one gets seriously
t -reed by a soldering iron; Place the cords to prevent tripping over

and pulling a hot soldering iron off the table. It might_fall on

someone's leg and cause a burn; Tying the cord of each soldering iron
tc_the leg of i table is helpful ifcords_have to be put where people
walk. If there is an electric outlet in the ceiling over_the_table;
you can have an extension cord hang fram it, and connect several sal -

de irons there;

Soldering is a relatively safe process; The solder and flux -do not tend

to splatter. However; it is very important to wear safety gasses _

when you are unsoldering things. When yru puil pieces of wire out of
a terminal that -has hot solder on it, tiny- balls -of -hot solder can get

in your eyes. If you take told equipment apart, be careful of this;
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SPECIFICATIONS FOR ELECTRICAL MATERIALS

Where TO Buy t,'aterials:

The tools and materials needed for the electrical lessons can be found
at most_electronic hobby supply stores. Get a catalog ktor example
from Lafayette or Radio Shack) and look through it to see which ma-
terials will best suit your needs, or consult store employees. Other
places to find materials are auto supply stores (especially for
terminals) and hardware stores (especially for :oldering supplies).

Flux:

The purpose of flux is to clean- metal, so solder will melt onto it when
the metal is_heated to form a strong connection after it has cooled.
Solder made for wires is notsolid, but is actually a tube filled with
flux; Sonetimes, however, this amount of flux is not enougho_and_you
have to put a little flux on the wire or terminal you are trying to
solder._ This type of flux (which works well with copper) is often
called "rosin flux." If you want to solder onto iron (e.g. to a nail)

you must use a_different kind of_flux, usually called "acid flux." if

ilox contains "zinc chloride," it -is acid flux. You can find this at

hardware stores and plumbing supply stores.

Switches:

Like all electrical materials, switches come in many varieties. For

lessons_ involving batteries and circuits, pick switches that are not
too small and that we screw terminals for attaching the wires; Use

a few "knife" swItchfls to 1p students understand how a switch actually

works, because al: of the :ay parts are visible and students can see
how the circuit is cu4lnectt (turned on) and disconnected (turned off) by
the switch; For making lamps, use only switches that are for house-

hold current;

Terminals:

Other nines for terminals include "lugs" and "tongues." it is important

to buy cerminals which require soldering. (Many terminals used nowadays
are soleetless and only require crimping the terminal around the wire

to make the cannection). Pick terminals that have a ring on the end
that does htt get soldered so that they can be firmly attached to the
circuit board by putting a small screw through that ring. Terminals

come in different sizes. Pick ones which are large enough to Work With

easily.
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Appendix: 1

These lessons use two) different kinds of wire: lampcord and bell wire.
Lampcord_is used on most home ap:iances (e;g; lamps; electric clocks;
blenders) and is actually two separately insulated wires that are held
together side by side with the pla5tic insulation; Bell wire is a
sinqle insulated wire. Both wires made of many fine strands_ of
copper.__Wire comes in different thicknesses called "gauges." The
higher the_gauge number the thinner the wire. In general; lampcord
is gaup #18. For the purposes_of these lessons; buy the thinnest
gauge bf_bell Wire that is still multi-strand wire; which is probably
gauge 22. Bell wire is also called "connection wire;" "hook up 'ire ;"
and "test probe wire;" Be sure to by ,::ire that has insulation that
can be easily stripped;
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SEWING: TECHNICALNSTES_

Operating An Electric Sewing Machine:

All sewing mathinesoperate on the_same prirtiples. However; there are

mechnical differences between Models._ To learn how to operate your

machine read the owner's manual or talk to.someone who knows about sewing

machinet. Sewing and fabric stores usually have instruction -books or

employees WO can answer questions_or_give demonstrations. Sdmetimes

there are clasSet on how to use a sewing machine;

1. Thread take -up -lever 8. Bed spool In

2. TensiGm regulator 9. Tension bracket

3. Presser foot tightening screw 10. Stitch_regulator lever

4. Shuttle over pnate 11. Hand_wheel

5. Presser foot 12. Bobbin winder

6. Needle clamp 13. SpooA On

7. Bed=plate 14; Stop-motion strew

Getting To Know The Machine:

Illustration _I shows the names of the important parts poi a sewing machine.

Compare the diagram to your machine and identify thc parts and their func=

tinns. Practice "seWing" Without any thread_Or cloth. (If you sew With

thread but without cloth the thread will tangle and 'am the mvtine, And

you will have to remove the bobbin to remove Vhe kro,ted threads). TJ

make the machine operate with a smooth and Steady rhythm, control the

pressure you put on the Wel. Put your hand on the hand whael Nhen

starting and stopping for complete control wf the imathlne_ Yoj may have

to help the machine start by gently turning the hamd Wleel towaros yOu,

especially when sewing thicker fabrics. it neler force the wheel; yr

can damage the machine.
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Winding The BobtNin:

1. Loosen _th Jo-motlon screw on the
hand wnek..:i LAput the bobbin on the
bobbin winder (see illustration 2;1)

2. Press the bobbin winder against the
hand wheel.

3. Put a spool of thread on the bed
spool pin; lead the thread aroi.fnd tr
tension bracket; and thread it 1:4-1.7441

the hole in the leftsideofth.
bobbin (see illur3tion 2.2).

4. Hold onto the end of the thread;
start the machine,and the thread will
wind arourd the bobbin. Be ¶,Irethe
bobbin is wound smoothly c a ith_an

even amount of tensioni_or it -will
not unwind properly awhile sewing (see
illustration -k%3);.

5. Remove the bobbin; return' the bobbin
winder to its_normal position Ind
tighten the stop-mot:on selrew.

Threading The BObbin:

1. Remove the bco011in Bepending
on the machine. find the bobbin case
either by raWng the table extension
or uy sliding .141! shuttle cover plate

open.

2; Hold the bn..in MC in oGe hand and
use the ether had to put the already
threaded bobbin into it (See
illustration 3.1).

There is c slot on the edge of the
bobbin case. Guide the thread into
the slot (see illustration 3.2).

4 Now pull the thread under the tension
spring and into a smali hoh, called
the delivery eye (see illustration 3.3).
Put the bobbin and bobbin case back
into the machine.

J.% "

2.2

441)*Iltei

3.1

3.2

3.3

IA* 4 girt* e4
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Threading The Lipper Part Of -The Macheeee

raise the take up lever and the needle
their highest positions by turning the
hand wheel towards you; Put the speel if
thread on the spool pin and thread the
mach tee as shown ir illustration 4; It is

important to pass the thread through
needle in one specific direction depending
upon_eoer machine (for examole, from left
to right and not from right to left). Pull

10-2 centimeters of tie-ad through the
needle;

"Catceing" The Bohbin Thread:

Some machines Veatch" tMe bobbin thread automatically once eee ;tart

sewing, For _other; you_ stave to hold on to to end of the 'J tad coming

from the needle, turn the hand wheel manuelly to_ "catch" the boebin
thread and then pull out 10-20. teetieeler.; bobbin teread. _

pull both the bobbin and nacdle thread& t1 get and lay them e -eee.rigee

on the bed plate.

Startini To Sew:

Before inserting the cloth, make sure the
needle is in its higeest pee tics dnd
the presser foot is Ire led. After Jee
cloth is in positive lower the: presser
foot, erre yuu 41.e ready to eew. P common
problem js not pulling out eneuee thread.
Then, the needle becomes unthreaded when
you start sewing. To avoid this, hold
on to the ends of the thread as_you start
the machine (see illustration 5).

edeusteng_The Tension:

Adjust the tension properly, for the k;'rid

of fabric you are sewing. if not cor-

rectle adjusted, the feeric may pucker,
or loops of thread ma _appear on one or

both sides of_the_cloth (see illeetratien 6).
When the tension is correctly adjusted, the
stitching on both sides of the cloth is
tight and looks the same; There are ewo_ways to edlest the tension. _The
tension regulator coneeols the tension of the thread Chet goes through
the needle, and there is 4 tension adjusqriemt screw by the bobbin case
whicn cererols the tension of the bobbin 'hread. Tenson adjustments are
diffite% so read the manual or have someone demostrate.

6

comet
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RegulatAng The STitch

The stitch regulator is used to adjust the riumbv- of stitches per inch.
Also, by lifting qp the stitch regulator 1(::ver you can reverse the
ditection that the machine sews.

seving Tips:

Wheh sewinc. do not fc;cc the material through the machine; Al"
cloth to be pulled through by the_fe<-: teeth, gently guiding it
tre stitching going in the desired c:.-r-ction.

To sewa corner, stop the machinere )'ou want to makE the turn. Paio
sure the needle rtemains through -thy tlothi and raise the presser foot:
Now turn the cloth by pivoting it around the needle, lower the presser
foot and start sewing again.

When you come tc the end of a seam, reverse direction_by raising the
_

stitch regulator lever and sew backwards-over the stitching a few centi-
meters to "lock" the stitches and keep them from unraveling.

Vher you rant to remove the fabric, make sure the r!edle is in its
highest position, raise the presser foot, and puil the cloth .Ait slowly.
Cut: the threads that come from both the bobbin and the needle close to
the cloth, and remove th cloth. Be sure to leave enough thr.!ad owing
out of the needle sn the sewing machine does not become uhtbreaded

It is important to lubricate a sewing machine -with spcial high grade
Oil treat the rvival to locate the points of lubrication);

(eneral Safetj

1. rave adequate lighting so you can see what )69 are doing.

2. Pay attention to dour worik when opel'atim try hachine

3. Keep the sewing:Actline and the work area around it c1 e.
Learn) to_put scissorsi pins, etc. to the side so they ('")
not get jammed into the machine.

When turnintthe (v.nd wheel use he palm of_ your hand t6
sure you don't gel your fingers caught in the wheel or
between 'the wheel and the belt.

J. Alwkys_keep fingers to the ri9h* ano left of the, needle,
and not behind or in fmmt of it.
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TROUBLE--,SHOOTING Sera% MACHINES

Problem

The seeing needle breaks:

The reedle thread breaks:

The bobbil thread breaks:

;1(%thir,g_rnvs_when you

--.t.mrt the machine:

Material does not feed
correctly througM the
mach ine:

The tAitching i< not
correct:

Possible Reasons

The tension regulator is adjusted
too high.

The fabric is too thick for the
needle being used.

The needle is improperly inserted
or bent.

- The material is pulled too fast while
sewing

- Me presser foot is crooked or not
tight enough.

= The upper part of tre machine not

threaded properly.
- The tension regulator is adjusted too

high.
- The take-up lever is not in its

highest point before s',:arting

to sew.

= The threads are rammed in the bobbin
case.

= The b-flibbin_is woend_to- tiOtly or
has too much thre4J in it.

- The bobbin and betin case are not

inserted correctly.

= The threads are jammed I% macoirk.-.

= The stop=motion screw neeos to be
tighten'.

- The belt from the motor is too tight
or too loose.

- The presser foot needs adjustment
(se" manual).

- The tension nLA; ud.-fustment

(see manual).

The stitches are loose on tfe
top -ith! (-4 mattrlal: - The tension relator needs to be

increased.

stitches are louse -en the
nttom sitte of m4terial: - The tenslon rerlator nerds to be

decreased.

=772;
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laInnunDviNit: Tr..C:141VA' tiflTrc

!icing a "C" Clamp:

When sawing, drilling or screwing- pieces of
wood together, use a "C" clamp to insure a
safer activity and a better result._ You can
clamp or piece of wood to a table (for sawing
or 2 pieces to a table (for Urilltng or screw
irg them toget .x). When clamping, use a
small wood block between the cImp jaw and the
piece of wood you are working on to avoid dents
in your project.

Using a Hook :

A bench hook is similar to a "C" clamp; It is
particularly useril when a woodworking task re-
quires one hind and leaves the other hard free
to_hold the project_or_wen apiece of wrod
only re2ds to be held firmly for-a sh-t _

period of time and then held again in a dif=
ferent petition (e.g. sanding).

Put the first "hock" -On the edge of the table
and push the piece of wood being work 'd on
firmly against the second "hook". Now use_
the other hand to do the task (e.g. sawing).
If you cannot hold the piece o wood securely,
then you will need tc, ue a "C" clamp. Beach
hooks also can be used_to protect -the table
for such tasks as drilling, o soldering.

Using a Saw:

When lnrning to saw, a good practice is to
draw pencil /ines on all 4 sides of the piece
of wood where you want to flake the ..ut. Using
a_sGuar, draw line 1 cn a flat side, -then draw

dnd 3 on the edges, and finally_oraw
lin,: 4 connecting the ends i)f line 2 and 3. r

Take your time and do it accuretely. _Use the
square again to hJke sure all of ;he lines ale
perpendicu:r to tne edges of the moth If nct,

do it a9a1n.

Clamp aoard and cut. Sto!)

rake sure you are 5tir on the lines om the dier
thre s;t.;es. If not, stop, back up, am. cot,' nt
the cut, When you can cut with_profic.lui:vand
keep the sew pergendicu. to 'he ::leso of the
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Usnq a c-w

wood,line 4 will no longer be necessary, but lines ? and 3 are always a

good idea.

To begin a cat, start with the end of the blade closest to the -saw handle

against the wood. Pull up; You may have to repeat a few times until the
cu: is ceep enough so that the saw will not jump out of 1M vwve_When
you push down. Use a firm sixoke, catting mostly on Ole leash 5troke;

Usini d Drill:

Yher using .1 hand drill, make sure the drill tit is perperzeiELlar to the_
surface of the piece of wood; Begin drillingi: 'Jut keep_ the drill straight.

You _ray tend to lean to one side; Ask somebody to wet-eh you. if_it iS

hard -for you to_ correct this probleil. Drill bits break. especially _

smaller ones, when they get elerhealed c if the whole derli is wiggled _

sideWays If hit_:ams, back it iyat by bulling the bit for-
ward slowly while continuing te drill. Then drill again. If many holes of

the same depth are vieededi wrap_a pfece of tape around the bit to mark how
de& into the wood the Sit should cp.

['sing a Screwdriver:

Choov the scrwdriver that test fits the head of the screw. (For this

curriculum smeil ere 'ertwdrivers should be su4ficient ) Start

the screw with vote- Hole the _Screwdriver with both hands--ere

on the shaft to st one bendle to turn. Make sure the

screwdriver with the screw: I` not, yeu may strip the heats

of the screw. aDd yea ii have to back fit out and start again with a new

scree Pii+_? little bit of moist bar soap on the threads to redUce
feiction between the screw and the wood to make turning the screwdriver_

ealier. If turning t 'Lcrewdriver is very liffeult even with soap; then

your hole is -too Drill a ',alder one. :f the hole is too laree
the screw well go in tor, easily and ma hold the pieces of wn04 together
very well;

Using kCoping Saw:

Install the blade so that the saw cuts on the
pull stroke. Claire the piece of wood to a table.
Depending on the design,_you may have to stop and

can maneuver the coping, saw; Cut by pulling down,
re-clamp the wood iv, dIfferent plaLes so that_you

and npt when puOimq up Cra not force_the_saw or

tile blade; COpiAg saw blades are #-.,ry fragilc and

bend eeT.,i13% Once they are bent they no longer
work well old must be replaced; 140 may want to
keeel on -the floor when euttie to mace sure the
action a th.: saw going up and down is stralOt
ard perpendicular to 1.-Se surface of the wood.
Copng saw blades terra _Sr different gauges--from
coarse to fine teeth; For pro ects wi':h intricate

curves finer blades, however, fner Ciades also
bend and break more tii;-sily. =-274= 282
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clifftt !:f rasps and riles. (Rasps are more specific
au:sh frequently used on wood, are more

gene .e=1;- 4-.ed OD mctal.) Th e following are some examples of commonly

-Jsed ta.;p6 and files. If a variety are provided students can experiment
win 11.;=!r_bniques and find out which work best for ct.rtain tasks:

Flat wood rasp/
file

Shoe rAsu or
"bastard" rasp

"Rat tail" or
round rasp/file

- flat on both sides
- one side coat-Ler

than the other
- goon for edges and
corners

- one se is flzt;
ore site round

= eacn side half
coarse and half
:ine _

- good for edges,
corners, and inside
curves

"Sure-:fcIrm" type
rasp (iith
replaceable blade)

- oun.1; comes in
1.4 sizes

ar,! fferent
degree' of
cparsentss

- good _for holes
and inside curves

pod_for general
shaping and
smoothing of soft
wood; good for
plastic, masonite,
etc.
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Sandina:

Sanding is simple task; but if you take your time and Lse a_tew of the
techniques below, you will have a nicer finished product. Sandpaper

comes in different grades, from coarse to fine; Begin sanding with a

coarse paper (if necessary) and change to a medium grit and finally to

a fine grit as needed; There are many varieties of sandpaper; two of
the most common are fliiint and garnet. _Flint is cheaper but wears out

more quickly than garnet. Either is all right for this curriculum.

You do not have to use a Whole sheet -of sandpaper at a tine. Tear it

into smaller pieces (e.g., into thirds or quarters) -by ft7ding it back
and forth a few times then laying a straight e* along -the fold and
gently tearing; Do not use scissors to cut sandpaper since it will dull

the blades.

Always sand witi the grain; expect _on th_e ends. Be careful not to

chip the edges When sanding the ends. The following are sore

suggestions;

Use sandpaper with a_sanding
block for smooth surfaces,
square edges; and corners

Bend a strip of sandpaper
over to sand corners

Bend a Oece of sandpiper to
fit And sand the inside
of a curve or .orw
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tend sandpaper to fit and
send an rDutside curve

Roll up a piece of sand-
paper to sand the inside
of srall carve

Other Suggestions:

- Wrap a piece of sand-
paper around your
fingers.

- Put a pier:: ef sand-
paper int :he palm
of your 14a-'

- Secure zht w:o0 pith
a clamp. Wid the
ends of a piece of
sandpoper and pull
back and Yorth.

Using an Eleetei Drill:

The same advice for using _a hand drill also replies to using an electric
drill. Most- electric drills are- ,eversible; ttierei'ore, when a drill bit

jars, stop the drilli switch it into reverse, and ba%k thi. bit out.
grill agaio.

DeivaDustrate safety- procedures. Emphasize that the cord and a person's
loncj hair (wn' :hnuld always be tied pock when working with tools)_must
be prtevenced from winding around tine rotating parts. Also demonstrate
tow to use the chuCki which has a "key" to loosen and tighten it. Use

vffety glassesi t:specially 'then drilling masonitei plastic or metal. -

(For mare' irformatiorG on all electric tools read the operator's manual
that coin S with each tool.)
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using an 0(rbita1 r OsciNatino Sander:

if available. ullse an orbitalioscill
Demonstrate itS pros and
is good for smooth surface sar;7,,,; y 7" 7':. so

good for edges air curves:though usatIe; and_im-
possible to .arse for inside corners_and_curves.
Demonstrate care in ,sing this tool. (Four ex=
ample; if it told off the table it- may -get

seriously Barra Inuit; Other than keeping it away_
from very wet eftironments there are no specifit
safety proceduries;) Show how to 17,hange and fit

sandpaperto it, and how to recognize sand-
paper that is wo'r out. Using sandpaper on an

orbitallostillatJnB sander_ri long can make a
hole in the samdp4t-per and damW the pad.
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SPECIFICATIONf FOR WOODWORKING MATERIALS

preparing this handbook there was much discussion about_Which mea-
surement system to use--metric or English._ _In tbe_end we &tided on
the metric system, because it uses a base 10 principle and seems
easier for people who have little or no experience with a standardized
measprenert system. It also helps in learning the number system and
U.S. mometiry system.

Working_with building and hardware materials raises problem:.4 because
they followthe English system = - inches and feet. You need to use this
system in the U.S., especially when buying wood and screws.

For lumber there is another problem. The name of a piece of ...imber is
not usually it ,=. exact size; for example., a 2x4 (two_by four) is not_
really 2" x _In fact, a 2x4 measures_li"x31"._ Pleces_of_plywood,
most moldings F;11 trim vfeces or specialty woods tend to be their exact
ti6S.

LuMber is us ' +y sold in multiples of 2 foot lengths; Common/y
available run fr.:in 6-16 feet and most stores will cut drwn larger
stcck for if the size you nted is not availabTt. Pick lumber
carefully tr. ,vcid knots, cracks and warps that cam frustrate the wood
worker cr a project.

If your s...dents can add and subtract confidently_ they may be able to
choir; tr) inchos and feet and learn about the U.S; system of bUflding
materials;

Selow is a list of standard U.S. lumber and screw sizes that can be used
with this h'rdbock:

Limber:

What you ask
Actual size in

inches

3/4" x 3/4"

3/4" X li"

3/4" x 22"

3/4" .x 3i"

3/4" x 51"

3/4" x 7i"

3/4" x 92"

287

Actual size in
_centimeters__

2 x 2 cm.

2 4 cm.

x 6.5 cm.

2 x 9 cm.

2 x 14 cO.

2 x 18.5 cm.

2 x 23.5 cm.
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Screws: (Flathead wood screws

Metric Length U.S. Length

3 cm.

4 cm. li"

5 cm. 2"

A specific length Of screw also comes in thin atnd thicksizesi or "gauges"

For this handbook a gauge of i6 or ais_sdfficiedt. Pick the gauge that

best sui's your meeds; For screws, the larger the gauge_number the thicker

the tsar hinges or locks that are loose because the hole in the

,:nod -7.tztimie too big for the screw cam be repaired by putting in a screw

0 r. gauge.

288
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GETTING THE MOST OUT OF YOUR BUDGET: GENERAL HINTS

There are rany ways that you cam get tools, materials or helpful in-
formation, which can save you time and money. The following are some

suggestions:

1. Under state laws, you may qualify for tax-free status. You

can then purchase tools and materials without paying sales
tax.

2; Most hardware stores, lumber yards, electrical supply stores,
and art_ materialssupply stores give credit and discounts;
Your_school may already have credit accounts with local stores;
Usually it is relatively easy to get a_discount if you tell
the store manager that you are buying for educRtional purposes;
that you are buying in bUlk and_that you will continue to buy
from that store; Do research- first to be sure_a_store has
what you will need (for example, the Urger Wilding-supply
hardware stores offer more products at better prices than
small hardware stores). Find a few reliable places that can
supply most of yocr needs.

3. If -you are using school facilities, make friends with custodians
and. shop teachers. They may ')e able to help you with technital
information and tell you where to get tools and materials;
Custodians often have storage rooms full of used materials (such
as lultber,_hardware, electrical parts, etc.) and they may loan
or donate its to your class.

4. Workers in the various stores where you buy your tools and
materials usually have a lot of information about their particular
technology and stock. If you ask, they are usually eager to
assist.

5. Book stores and public libraries usually have hobby and craft
sections, There are technical rainuals (both_on how things work
and how to master skills), project-design books and magazines.
From these books, you can get technical information arid ideas for
additional projects; You can show students these books -to help_
them generate ideas of their own or -to broaden their understanding
of the relevance and logical extensions of the basic skills they
are learning;

To buy tools and materials cheaply, go to garage sales, church
rummage saes and junk stores

If your money is Hinged, it may be worthwhile to ask for donations;
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BUYING_TOOLS

Hand Tools:

Your budget and the number of times you plan to teach the lessons will
affect the quantity and quality of tools_you buy- In any case,-it is
a mistake to buy the cheapest tools available. They are made of
inferior materials; they wear out quickly; they are not well calibrated,
and they do not perform well the tasks for which they are designea.
Beware of special "bargain" sales. Any tool that stops working after
a short time is not a bargain. It is better to buy medium-quality brand
name products from a store you trust. Make sure students take proper
care of tools to make them last longer. For example; don't put wood
saws on metal or concrete, don't use screwdrivers as chisels, don't let
tape measures rewind quickly into their cases.

Power Tools:

In the U.S. power tools are reasonably priced. especially when on sale.
As witn hand tools, the cheapest power tools wear out fast, lack power,
and are not rade well enough to do 3 good job. This is particularity
true of saber saws. The cheapest_ones do not have _a well-made
reciprocating mechanism and quickly wear out of alignment. They also
have a had time cutting even the softer woods. It is a good idea to
buy power tools of good quality. Tnis makes the learning tasks easier
for students.

Eye Protection:

To protect your eyes, it -is a good idea to wear safety glasses for any
task wherv_: flying particles are generated by tools. The comfortable
machinist's type safety glasses with :ide protectors are suitable for
most tasks. For the lessons in this handbook, students who already
wear glasses are sufficiently protected. Buy a good pair for every 2
students who don't already wear glasses. If safety glasses are
uncomfortable, or have lenses that scratch easily, students may rot
wear them. If you cannot see through glasses because -of scratches or
dirt, they are not safe. Goggles or a_full face shield should be used
for more dangerous work (for example, lathe operation, drilling
masonry, chiseling cchcrete). They cail be worn over ordinary glasses.

Many different sizes of bits are needed for the lessons, and it is
important for students to learn how to select the proper size bit for
a task. Buy sets that have a durable storage case (a drill_ bit index)
to prevent less and so that students can easily see the different sizes.
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Drfll Bits (corit'd):

.4t is usually cheaper L, buy sets of drill bits instead of the same
number of individual bits. Be sure to buy extra replacement bits for
the most commonly :ised sizes. For these lessons a set of 8 to 10 bits
from sizes i:16" to 1/4" is sufficient.

Sclaaring Irons:

$0Idertn9 irons come_in Many different styles. We recommend using the
tr..adittOkl style soldering iron or "pencil" type soldering iron; not
'soldertmq cos;" which are more expensiv. For the kind of work done
i0 these VMSDOS; a small i-on that can be c3sily held and maneuvered
roll be.sufticiient Be sure to buy soldering irons that have replaceable
ips. Buy #ktra tips to change when old tips wear out.

;4.010"

Statgiht elms and/or rulers are used frequently in the lessons; If

stl.Want use straight edges as guides for cutting with razor knives;
since a razor knife will cut plastic or wooden straight

edgml- ft.,;-tyou buy, decide if you need separate straight edges and
ruje.rfSJ .dust Old tool for many tasks.

Wire CUVtr,._and toog Noseillers:

When you buy these tools; be sure that the jaws (that cut wire or hold
small objects) Vine up and come together properly. Before you buy;
carefully inspect the jaws on a number of different tools and pick the
ones that work best._ This is very important if you buy reasonably
priced tools. To make -the tools last longer; don't use them on tasks
for which they were not designed;_for example, don!t cut -coat hangers
with wire cotters designed for only cutting electrical wire;

BUYING MATERIALS

Buy materials in logical quantities (e.g. wire by the spool; batteries
by Loxes of 24, and screws by the pound). You can usually save 1030%.
(When shopping, coMpare the cost of items purchased in bulk with the
cost of the same_number of items if purchased individually.) It is
better to buy extra materials or slightly more thah you think you will
need. Otherwise; yOu may have to return to the store for-a few more
items at a higher prfce; Whenever possible; buy the total quantity
of an item needed for your chosen curriculum at one time; (See the
Master Tools and Materials Lists for suggestions on how much to buy.)
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STARTINGSMALL

You may find that because of time, money or the numbers of students

4sir rl.rogram you need to choose a mailer number of lessons. Its
that you do nrt comprozise key educational objectives by cutting

o '?,f7SEMS that provide foundations for subsequent ones. Here is a sug-

geznrq of bulding up the program by starting with a group of lessons

Met rit9Jire a minimum of cost, effort of preparation and use of storage

space. language, of course will reed to be readjusted.

The first Time

Drawing, Patterns and Electricity

2. Connecting Electrical Wire

3. Lines and Circles

4. Extension Cords

6. Designs
8. Measuring with String

9. Circuit with Bulb and Battery*

10. Reducing a Drawing
12. .A Test tight*
16. Circuit with a Switch
17, Patterns for Cubes
18. Using Time Sheets
21. Designing Boxes

24. Making a Lamp (without PVC pipe)

*without soldering

Add PVC

The_SeconitLtirre

Add Drilling

The Third Time

Pipe and Sawing Wood Wood and Soldering

1. Water Systems 5. Using a Drill

13. Planning a Cutting Board 7. Wire and Solder

14. Sawing a Cutting Board* 9. Circuit with Bulb and Battery*

15. Taking Inventory* 12. A Test Light*

22. Plumbing Diagrams 20. Making a Terminal_Board

24. Making a Lamp 23. Soldering Terminals

*without a saber saw *With soldering

Whenever Possible

Add Sewing and Power Tools

11. Sewing Machine
14. Sawing a Cutting Board*
19. Sewing a Bag

*with saber saw

292
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GETTING BIGGER

After you have accumulated enough tools and materials for teaching one
class. you can expand the numb` of classes without having to buy duplicates
of everp,hing. Here are two v_js to modify schedules to cut costs.

The first way is to schedule classes at different times. In the Pare*
Nikom program, classes were two hours in length. Each teacher taught two
classes, either on a morning or an afternoon shift. The same tools and
materials could then be used on both shifts.

A second way is to_teach different lessons at the same time. The list
that follows showS the lessons grouped by threes; The three lessons in a
group usually use different tools and materials;

Unit 1 UNIT 2

1. Water Systems 13. Planning a Cutting Board
2. Connecting Electrical Wire 16; Circuit With a Switch
3. Lines and Circles 17; Patterns for Cubes

4. Extension Cords 14. Sawing a Cutting Board
6. Designs _ 18. Using a Time Sheet _

7; Wire and Solder 20. Making a Terminal Board

5. Using a Drill 15. Making a Terminal Board
8. Measuring_With String 22. Plumbing Diagrams_
9. Circuit With a Battery 23. Solderirg Terminals

10. Reducing a_ Drawing 19. Sewing a Bag
11. Sewing Machine 21. Designing_Boxes
12. A Tett Light 24. Making a Lamp

Only a_few additional toolc are needed to 411ow three classes to be
taught simultaneously: 6 scissors. 6 rulers. 6 razor knives. and 2 wire
cuttirs. No additional smples have to be prepared; Short life ma-
terials and handouts, however, are used in proportion to how many students
you have.

Here's a sample of a schedule for the first three days:

Jane's class Tim's class Marie's class

Monday Water Systems Connecting Line and Circles
Electrical Wire

Tuesday Lines and Circles Water Systems Connecting
Electrical Wire

Wednesday Connecting Lines and Circles Water Systems
Electrical Wire

If you teach a_four-day week, it is convenient to have a review day on
Thursday, and then begin the next group of three lessons the following Monday.

'-285-
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HOW TO USE THE MASTER LISTS

TheSe lists _provide information about ali of the tools, materials, prep-

arations and handOUts needed for the lessons: You can use them as en

aid in shopping, planning and preparing for lessons.

For every item, we have listed- the lessons where the items are used
and the maximum quantity per class size of 12 studentS, 1We have not
done this in the "Short Life Materials° section for the Activity lessoffsb

because how much you use will depend on how you teach.)

After_yOU haVe detided what lessons you plan to teach (se' Getting the
Most Out of Your Budget: Starting Small), you can use this information
to figure out what supplies you Will need. If your class size is bigger

or smaller than 12, make the appropriate adjustments.

The only projects made of durable materials which the students keep are

the cutting board and_the cloth bag; If you also let them keep_ -ny of

the electrical projects, yov will need to replace these materials.

ill materialS that dd nOt_thange as a result of being used in the lessons

are listed under "Long Life TOOls and Materials." Materials like plugs

sockets and plumbing parts can be_used_many times. Test lights and

tension cords are on the "long life" list because after students have madt

them, they are used as tools in later lessons. Things that_are used up,

changed, wear out quickly or get lost (like masking tape, wire, -sand
paper, and paper clips) are listed under "Short Life Materials."
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Lai.) Life Tools and Materials

Quantity
class of 12

3,

7,

ACTIVITY LESSONS

Used in
Lesson

20, 23

Maximum
Item per

Adaptor (plumbing)

Back Saw (optional)

Battery Holder, (for
2 1.5 volt batteries, with
1 red and 1 black wire)

Bobbin

Bottle

Bucket, 'Large

Bucket, Small

"C" Clamp (6" or 8" size)

Cassette Tape Player

Cassette Tape of MOsic

Clock with Second Hand

Compass

Coping Saw, and Extra Blades
(optional)

Countersink Bit

Electric Drill (optional)

Extension Cord (student made
in Lesson 4)

Faucet, Brass

Flexible Plastic Tube, Clear
(1 cm. outside diameter)

Food Cutting Knife

6

2

12

24

6

12

6

6

1

1

1

12

4

2

1

12

6

18 meters

1

1

18, 20

9, 12

11, 19

1

1, 22

1

5, 14

18

18

18

6, 8, 13

18, 20

5, 15

5, 15

9, 12, 14,
24

1,22

13
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cont'd ACTIVITY LESSONS

Used in
Lesson_

23; 24

23

Item
Maximum Quantity
per class_af_l_z_

Hack Saw, and Eiara
Blades

Hand Drill

Hand Saw (10 or 12 point)

Hand Sewing Needles,
Medium and Extras

In-Cord Switch

Lamp

Light Bulb and Extras
(2.5 volts, to fit socket)

Light Bulb and Extras
(40 watts)

Light Bulb Socket, for Lamp

Light_BUlb Socketi_Small
(foe 2.5 volts bUlb)

Long Nose Pliers

Metal File

Orbital/Oscillating Sander
(optional)

Pencil Sharpener

Philips Screw Driver
(optional)

Pins, Package of 50

Mug (with screw terminals)

PVC Coupling

PVC Elbow

4

12

6

12

6

1

12

6

6

12

3

6

18

18

18, 20, 24

5, 15, 20, 24

5; 13, 18

11, 19

24

4

4, 99

24

24

9, 12

7, 9, 16, 20,

7, 9, 12; 23

15

most Lessons

7

11, 19

4, 24

22, 24

22; 24
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LoElLife Tools and Materiall_lcont'd1 ACTIVITY LESSONS

Used in
Lesson

Maximum Quantity
item pPr class of 12

PVC Elbow/Threaded
Female Adapter 3 22, 24

PVC Pipe; 1" diameter 22, 24

Long (40 cm.) 10
Medium (25 cm.) 15

Short (10 an.) 20

PVC Tee 18 22, 24

PVC Threaded Female
Adaptor 6 22i 24

PVC Threaded Male
Adapt& 6 22, 24

Rasps, 3-4 Varieties for
Woodworking (see Wood-
working Appendix) 12 14, 15

Razor Knife, and Extra
Blades 12 4, 7, 9, 12, 20,

21, 23, 24

Saber Saw, and Extra Blades 6 14, 18

Safety Glasses 6 14i 23

Scissors 12 8, 10, 11, 17, 19,
21

S-ceewdeiveei Medium 12 2, 4_, 5,_14, 16, 20,
.Z.30 24

Screwdriver, Small 6 5, 14, 24

Set of ()rill Bits (Ozes
1/16" = 1/4" and Extra Bits) 6 5, 15, 20, 24

SeWing Machine 6 11, 19

Sewing Machine Needles and
Extras 36 11, 19
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Life Tools and Materials cont'd'

Maxirum Quantity
Item per class of 12

ACTIVITY LESSONS

Used in
Lesson_

Socket* Multiple Plug Type
fer End of Extension Cord 12 4

Soldering Kit: 1 7, 9, 12; 20i 23

Soldering Iron 12
Soldering Iron Holder 12

Solder (box) 4

Flux (container) 4

Sponge (wet in a
coPtainer) 4

Tool to_tighten
tip 1

Eitra Tips 6

Squarei Carpenter's 6 5; 13; 20

Straight Edge/Metric
Ruler 12

Switct, "Double Pole-Double
Throw" with 6 terminals 4

Switch with 2 screw terminalsi
various types

Tape Measure; Metric

Tee (plumbing)

Test Licht_(students made
in Lesson 1.2) 12 16; 234 24

12

3

3, 6, Bi 10, 11, 13,
15, 7i 19i 20; 21

16

16

24

1

Threaded Pipe fot tAght Bulb
Socket (3/8" A 3")

Timer/Stop Watch (optional)

TrafJng Wheel

Valve; Shut Off (Brass)

$-ire Cutter

6 24

1 22

6 no 19

2 22

3 2i 4; 7, 9i 12; 20,
23, 24
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Short Life Materials
ACT/VITY LESSONS

Used in
Item Lesson

Battery (1.5 volts, to fit
battery holder)

Bell Wire 2, 7, 9, 12,

Carbon Paper (81" x 11") 13; 21

Cloth (cotton) 11, 19

Eraser, Gum Type most Lessons

Glue (it a container) 21

Glue Applicator (wooden
popsicle stick) 21

Lubricating Oil, Fine
Grade 11, 14, 19

Magic Marker a

Masking Tape 5, 8, 17; 22.

Masonite 20

Newsprint Paper 8, 11

Paper Clips 21

Pencil most Lessons

Plain Paper (8!" x 11") 3, 6, 9, 10; 16,
19, 24

4, 9, 12, 16,23
24

Plastic Tape, Electrician's

Poster Paper

Rubber Bands

Sand Paper (coarse,
medium, fine)

Scrap Wood (small
blocks)

2, 12, 24

8, 21

20

15

5, 14, 15
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Short Life Materials .(contsd) ACTIVITY LESSONS

Maximum Quantity Used in

Item per class of 12 Lesson_

Screw and Nut (1 }-
2} cm. long) 20

Screw, Flathead Wood
(3 cm. long) 5

Snaps, Sew on Type 19

String, Thick, Non-
Stretching 8, 15

Terminal (soldered type) 20

Thread (spool) 11, 19

Tracing Paper (package)
(for sewing and use with
tracing wheel) 11, 19

Vegetable Oil 15

Washers, (to fit screw) 20

Wood Boards:
(2 cm. thick x 6.5 cm. wide)
(2 cm. thick x 18.5 cm. wide)

2, 5_
5,13

Preurations

Box with Flaps 1 21

Cube 2 small
1 large ;7

Rectangular Box,
2 Shapes 2 21

Bench Hook/Table
Protection (possibly)
made in Lesson S 12 7,_9,13, 20,

21, 24
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Preparations (cont2d)

Maximum Quantity
per-class _00rj2_

ACTIVITY LESSONS

Used in
LessonItem

Cardboard Shapes 60 6, 10

Cloth Bag 1 19

Coupling 15 1

Cutting Board 2-3 13

Extension Cord (students
made in Lesson 4) 1 4

Paper Hat 3 8

Paper Square, 10 x 10 cm. 11 22

Pattern for Cloth Bag 13 19

Sanding Block (approx.
2 x 6.5 cm. x 9 cm.) 6 15

Terminal Board 20, 23

Test Light 1 4, 12

Wood Blocks Screwed
Together 2

Wood Plock with 2 Sheet
Metal Screw Terminals 12 2

Handouts*

Card Board Shape Designs 6, 10

Cutting Board Grid Paper:

Designing a Cutting
Board 12 13

Enlarged Cutting
Board Design 12 13

Sample Cutting Board
Design 1 13

*All Handouts available in the Appendix
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Handouts* (cont'd)

Maximum Quantity
per class of 12

ACTIVITY LESSONS

Used in
tessonItem

Forms:

Insulator/Conductor 12 12

Time Card 12 18

Timing a Task 12 18

Tools and Materials
Inventory 12 15

Grid Paper:

1.5 cm. Squares 24 10

2 cm. Squares 24 10

3 cm. Squares 36 17, 21

Plumbing Diagrams
(6 diagrams) 2 sets _2

Practice Penmanship Paper optional

Tool Diagrams 32 various Lessons

'All Handouts available in the 4Tieflutx
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Loqg_Life Tools and Materials NUMBER

Used_in
Lesson

LESSONS

IteM

Bathroom Scale

Maximum Quantity
per class of 12

1 33

Bottle Cap 200 2, 3, 16, 23, 25, 28

Calculator 12 1, 6, 8, 11, 18, 23,

28, 31

ClatheS Pin 9 12

Coins (with container);

Penny 50 30, 32

Nickel 40 30, 31, 32

Dime 30 30, 31, 32

Quarter 24 30, 31, 32

Cuisenaire Rods, Large
Box

Dice

2

2

8, 11, 13; 15, 17,
20; 34

5

Dollar Bill 20 31,32

Extension Cord*

Glass Jar; Large 1 18, 23

Drill* 3 7

Magic Marker* 2 29, 33

Meter Stick 6 29

Metric Ruler (cm: only) 3 19

Nails, 1 lb. box 1 12

Pencil Sharpener* 19

P16-9* (for extension cord) 2 9

*also used in Activity lessons
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Long Life Tools and Materials

Quantity
class of 12

NUMBER LESSONS

Used in
Lesson

Maximum
Item per

Scissors* 2

Screwdriver* 3

Socket* (for extension

13

cord) 2 9

Straight Edge/Metric
Ruler* 12 i 19, 26

Student-Made Ruler
(made in Lesson 13) 12 15, 19, 22

Tape Measure (inches) 1 29

Tape Measure (metric) 3 26

Wire Cutter* 1 12

Short Life Materials

Candy (individually
wrapped pieces) 40 18

Chalk (white) 4 27, 33

Chalk (3 other colors) 3 27

traser 12 various Lessons

Masking Tape 1 19, 33

Newsprint, St-2t 4 33

Paper Cup 10 10, 12

Pencil 12 various Lessons

Plain Paper, 81" x 11* various Lessons

*also used in Activity lessors
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pre arations NUMBER LESSONS

Maximum Quantity Used in
Item per class of 12 Lesson

Bottle Caps, Black 80 21, 24

Bottle Caps, Red 80 24

Bottle Carps, White 40 21

Bottle Caps, YelloW 50 24

Cardboard Circles (with
2 parts, 5 parts, 10 parts) 3 14

Demonstration Ruler,
Millimeter/Centimeter 1 19

"Equals" Symbol Card 2 5, 21, 24, 28, 30

Grid On Blackboard i 27

Lamp Cord (1=2 meters long)* 1 9, 12

Number Flash Cards, 1-6 3 sets 5, 14, 17

Number Flash Cards, -1=-9 1 set 14, 17

Paper Strips (see Number Lesson
22 fCr SopcificationS) 20 22

Pitcher Of Water 1 10, 12

"Plus" Symbol Card 1 28

Poster Paper (marked into
strips) 1 13

P.V.C. Pik; 23 cm. long 1 18, 11

Spinner Board (see Lesson 2
for specifications) 2 2, 3, 16, 17, 20, 21,

24. 25, 27, 28,
30, 31, 32

*also used in Activity lessons
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Preparations

Maximum Quantity
per class of 12

NUMBER LESSONS

Uted in
LessonItem

Spinner Cards

#1 1 2; 21, 24

2 3, 27, 28,

#3 1 16

#4 2 17, 20

#5 1 25

#6 1 27

#1 1 27

#8 1 30, 31

#9 1 32

Wood, (2 x 5 crIL x 42
length) 1 8, 11

Handouts

"Follow the_Number"
Drawings (6 drawings) 12 sets 4

Measurement Form 12 8

*A11 Handouts available in the Appendix
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Card Board Shape Designs; Lessons 6; 10
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Grid Paper: 2 cm. Squares, Lesson 10
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Insulator/Conductor F mi Lesson 12
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Designi a Cutting Bem_ ssoll-13 Appendix: 6



laltrged 41.tiii Board Design, Lesson 13
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Tools and Materials Inventory Form, Lesson 15

CHECK OUT MATERIALS CHECK IN BROKEN
TOOL MATERIALS Our of ROOM Orrro

SUPPLY R A =ADD SUPPLY
c =CHANGE



Grid Paper: 3 cm. Squares, Lessons 17, 21
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Tice Card; Lesson 18

ME (PRINTED)

DATE 1 N OUT NAME (SIGNATURE)

TUE,

El.

THUR.

i

FRI.



Timing a Task, Lesson 18
Appendix: 6
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PliftnbAtiDiagrams. Lesson 22



Plumbing Diagrams; Lesson 22

Appendix: 6
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Plumbing Diagrams, Lesson 22

#3
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Plumbing D grans Lesson 22

:46
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"Follow the Number" Drawings, Number Lesson 4
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"Follow the Number" Drawings, Number Lesson 4

a'

62
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"Follow the Number Drawings, Number Lesson 4

a2

4
1

10 6

7

8
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"Follow the Number" Drawings; Number Lesson 4

#4

11 3

10_ _4
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"Follow the Number" Drawings, Number Lesson 4
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"Follow the Number" Drawings; Number Lessen 4
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Measurement Form, Number Lesson 8

ORANGE BLOCK WHITE BLOCK WHITE BLOCK
ONLY

OBJECT

PV. C. PIPSr

." =?

4
Fi ece OFT WOOD

-4419-44

,.

CALCULATOR

STRAIGHT enG /

ORANGE Net-496K
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Tool Flashcard Cad -Oats

BENCH HOOK

CALCULATOR

4

1

1

1

BUCKET

CLAMP

°C CLAMP

CUTTER

I

I
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Tool Flashcard Cut-Outs

DRILL
ELECTRIC DRILL

EXTENSION

a

4

DRILL
WAND DRILL

FILE

MARKER



Tool Flasheard Eat -Oats

Is
'

1

NEEDLE

PEN

FELT PEN

PENCIL
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Tool Flasheard Cut-Outs
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Practice Penmanship Paper


